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The Murray Woman's Club held Ohla who conducted
the group in Hendon. Tip Miller, Phillip Mitits March general meeting at the the music and
Miss Lillian Wai- chell. Purdcgn Outland. .1
The steel bridge, spanning the road that parallels the lake and
D. Murclub house on Thursday afternoon ters accompanied
at the piano. The phy, John R. Imes. Wallace
Clark's River, on the New Concord is heavily travelled by tourists
Fester Seals, symbolic of hope with Mrs. L. E. Owen, president,
Hach.
chorus sang three numbers-"Let
road, was damaged last night about and fishermen.
for thousands of crippled children presiding. The meeting
ett, Herman Ellis, Galen Thurwas called There Be Music" by Frances Wil930, when a truck trailer jack
The bridge is also on the road
man Jr.. and Cody Ruieell and
throughout the state, will be mail- to order after which
Mrs. 0. C. liams, -This Is My Country". a
knifed on the bridge and almost that may be designated as U.S.
ed next week to 350.000 Kentucky Wells, second
Miss Vivian Hale.
vice-president, led Fred Warring arrangeme
went off the side into the rive:.
highway 241 when the short stretch
nt. and
fainilies
111 prayer.
"My Old Kentucky Home" by
The 1949 Ford truck was pulling of road is completed between
Creative Arts-Mesdamee OttW
Mrs.
A. F. Doran, legislative Stephen Foster. Mrs. Josiah
a trailer with 78 cross ties on it. Mayfield and the $100,000 concrete
The 1954 Easter Seal Appeal
Dar- Patton, H B. Bailey Jr., Joe
chairman, presented the Prat busi- nell assisted in the
which was opened formally
The truck was damaged also, but bridge in Graves County, recently
ry, Zelna Caer.
Carter. Fred Gingleat
directing.
this ness on the
agenda which was
week
the two occupants, Fred Gibbs and in the news.
New Members
T. Crawford, Kelley Cromwell.
(Wednesday. March
181, the presentati
on to the club of the
Charter members of the new L Ward, Lk A. Moore. Erl
Ivan Hudson, were not injured.
raises funds necessary to
This road would be a direct
operate applicatio
ns for membership in the departments are: Sigma the various care and
The truck is owned by Ralph route from Cairo, Illinois to NashMes- sing, Robert Miller. Buist
treatment
Murray Woman's Club for two dames Wilbur DeJarnett
Markham of Springville, Tennes- ville.
programs the Kentucky Society
, William John Rd Scott. George
Over.
for organized
clubs. The Sigma and Pogue, Gus Robertson
Hudson was charged watli drivsee.
Crippled Children provides.
Jr., Gene bey. Joe Baker Littleton. Grew
the Creative Arts.
ing while under the influence of
Geurin, Maurice Crass Jr., John Wilson, Ila
Sheriff
Brigham
Futrell
said
that
Douglass.
Maurte.
State Easter Seal Chairman TalThe Woman's Club voted to Neal Purdom, George Lilly,
apparently the truck sideswiped intoxicating liquor according to
Cast- Crass, N. 0. Wrather.
ton K. Stone, Elizabethtown, point- welcome the two
groups into its le Parker, Willard McCarthy, Har- Douglass, Charles
bridge then jack knifed in the the court records•and fined $200
the
Clark
Robert
ed out that the Kentucky Society
is club. The Zeta Department, up un- old Gish. J. M. Converse,
center. A large steel beam and and costs this morning by Judge
Ben Hubs, Henry Holton, C. T. Schulz,
the
only
voluntary
statewide til this time the youngest depart- Trevathan, Allen
some wooden members of the Waylon Rayburn. He remained in
Rose, Robert V E. Windsor. William Nall and
agency serving all types of crip- ment.
was asked to escort the
bridge were knocked loose by the county jail until the fine could
H. L. Oekley.
pled children.
members of the new departments
the crash, as the truck and 'railer be raised.
Gibbs was fined $35.00 and coati
The secretary. Mrs. John Quer*
came to rest on the edge of the
Mr. Stone named as some af the into the meeting. Mrs. C. S. Lowtermous, read the minutes of the
structure. Inch thick suspension
thing' provided by Easter Seal ry, chairman of the Alpha Department, the first organiaed departlast meeting and Mrs. Owen askbars were also mangled out of
contribufions
in Kentucky
last
ed Mrs. Cl B. Scott to give the
shape.
war: treatment facilities: hespitali- ment of the club, was is traditreasurer's leport in the absence
rtion and medical care: artificial tional gave the welcoming address
The right front corner of the
Jimmy French. son of Mr.
limbs, wheelchairs, braces. etc : to the new members. Her closing
trailer protruded over the edge of
and of the treasurer. Mrs. Garnet.
Mrs. Jack French. formerly
special
education
the bridge and also the back of
facilities; and remarks were "We will gain wisof Jones. Department reports were
programs; planned recreational and dom. courage and strength for our Murray,. has been selected as an eiven by each eltairman namely.
the truck.
new members." Mrs. Lowry pre- all state guard in Tennessee, fol- Mrs. Lowry, Alpha: Mrs, Harry
camping opportunities.
Parker Motors was called to
sented corsages to Mrs. Ottis Pat- lowing the state high school bas- Sparks, Delta: Mrs. Fred
extricate the wreckage from the
Gengies.
There are. Mr Stone
pointed▪ out. ton. chairman of the Creative Arts ketball tournament,
Garden: Mr, H. T. Waldrop,
bridge, but the heavy equipment
18.500 Kentucky children who
French shot the final basket Home:
have department, and to Mrs. Wilbur
was so wedged in the side of the
Mrs. Rex
Syndergaard.
orthopedic
that
gave
handicaps
his
team,
alone. In DeJarnett, chairman of the Sigma
West High of Musk. and Mrs John asco. Zeta.
bridge that it could not be moved.
addition, many thouaands
Nashville,
the
winning point ,r) Each chairtnag. in .
of athera department, after
Heavy equipment owned by Bryan
which
each the
reviewing the
have other types , of
• By RAYMOND LAHR
state tournament.
handicaps, chairman made a response for
McClain of Mayfield was brought
activities of tNe departmi nes for
her
such as. speech and
United Press Staff Correspondent
Young
French
lost twenty pounds the past
hearing dif- department.
•
The
picture
above
Murray
State
to
Police.
by
is
and
of
Miss
Nancy
Spann, 18 year old
year reported on • the
- .
WASHINGTON, Mar 15. Hi .Lcii/tiee. a
at
during thc series Of -tournaments
Mrs. Owen in her words of welmembership, attendance. program, daughter of Mr. add Mrs. Cross Spann, 1109 West Main the truck and trailer were pulled President Eisenhower wit. deliver
that led to the state contest.
bridge.
from
the
come said -Every member of the
For this latter group, the
street,
Murray. Her picture appeared last week in the
and civic Protect,
Kena major address tonight in a
Mr. and Mrs French will be
State Highway Department oftucky Society recently
executive board worked closely,
daily Post-Intelligencer
initiated *
Paris, Tennessee, and she ficial_Ira
remembered in Murray as they
frank effort to block a powerful
Keel
the
maintenan
of
new program, one of several
nets
ce
Projects
billed as the "Kentucky Belle who got the jump ourgiraffe
clip- harmoniously and unanimously to lived 'here for about seven
we. -tine everety. note --taftiiirnow Dernocratle etrtee In Cnnrvess tageld that he did not 1
pled-children p-rogr•ins
accornpiish- bring about the Organization of moving to leashville in 1944.wee"
Tenness
ee girls" as an entry in the Beauty Revue to to • what sertent the bridge • 1104 boret intense, tax exemptions thee
Mr.
man.
In
ed through grants-in-aid
reporting on the departto the two new department" and also French we,s with the highway
and meat pre)ects and the Woman's be held in conjunction with the World's Largest Fish been damaged, but that he had year be as much as MOO
State Division of Education
for in her welcome included all mem- railroad relocation division of the
He also may sound his opposiClub's pro**, stated that her Fry and Fishing Rodeo, to be held there in April. Miss called Frankfort and engineers are
Exceptional Children.
bers present of the Murray WomTVA during the building of the
conufintes ia' composed of the Spann is a senior at the Murray High School where she on their way to Murray now to tion to the billion done.* cut in
an's Club.
dam.
Mize Ellen Drake. tbe new
aacertain the damage
excise taxes that breezed through
chairmen afai One representative is cheerleader.
speech
The Music department's choral
and hearing supervisor whose emBoth Mr. and Mrs. French were from each
Traffic was moving over the the Hnuae tart week and 14 expert.
of the silt departments.
presented a musical interlude durployment was made possible
active
in
Murray and well liked The club as a
bridee this morning under the cal to get quick approval in the
by ing the ceremony Mrs. Rex
whole served dinner
Syn.. They have a cabin
this grant, already has
direction of the highway depart- Senate.
in the Center for the families and
directed dergaard, chairman
players of the
of the depart- Ridge area on
diagnostic surveys in Henry. Wolfe
the lake at the annual North ment.
But Sen Walter F George of
ment. introduced
South
baeketball
Mrs. Howard present time.
and Woodford counties. Such
The bridge is an important one Georgia. chief Demoersiti:• spokessurgame in June 1053, contelbuted
veys: are in progress or about
as it leads to New Concord. one man on'taxes, predicted in an into
$100 !Or the restoration or
...br(te- LONDON. Ker. IS. 1P-The Unstart in Daviess, Bourbon
of the larger communities in the tereiew today that the adminirtraand
pensiener
Hall.
gave
100
cartons
ited
of
States
Navy said today that
Trimble counties, and are already
county. Also the bridge is on a
Hon will abandon the fight against
cigargIttat to the Veteran/. at Out- the two Navy planes. which were
scheduled for next fall in Bardswood
the excise slash.
Sarnitoriu
m at Christmas. attacked near the Iron Curtain on
town and Laurel, Grant, Jeseatnine
Presented atinual Christmas pro. Friday by a Czechoslovak MT( -l5
He said .he knows Republican
Jackson counties.
congressional leaders have advieed
grain' Of mune'for the community, Jet fighter, were unarmed
Hearing aids, when needed. 'will
the administration the battle 11
,(Cnilitinetel on pace four)
he purchased by the Kentucky
Both of the slow
propeller°liar lost. And a Republican lead.
The Murray Girl Scouts observed
Society-with Faster Seal hints.
driven Skyraider torpedo bombers the Girl Scout birthday
By THOMAS E GISH
en confided that he is car-winced
Ry RICHARD COLEMAN
Friday in
Corky Withrow is the star
"Children hampered in communmanaged to escape from the can- an all-troop program
United Trees Staff Corregroondent the administration in now reconcilUnited Press sports Writer
which inLafayette has a team of veterication, whether from speeckor
FRANKFORT Mar 15. -Several ed to thig.
non-fire of the Czech jet.
cluded approximately liff)
I.EXINGTON
- Husky La- ans and a brilliant
A new then has been placed at
hearing defects, are just as Triprecord. Many
fayette. Inez and Central City
The President, who anent part of
The Navy said the plares were their leaders and members of the hundred bills pending in the Kenobservers
were
the
eallerseetli
believe
pled as those on crutches or in
wi of Ninth and Main
Lafayette will
the teams being talked about most
flown by Lt. H. L. Patten and En- Association_ Mrs. Rupert Parks pre- tucky General Assembly breathed his vacation weekend working on
have
to
have
an off night to even Streets for t,he benefit of school
wheel chairs,- Mr. Stone declared.
last breath today as the Leg- his t,
today as this city awaited the anlk, planned to rive his con- '
Local naval sided. The ceremony was at 3 their
be in trouble Lafayette is used children crossing there, The new sign R. R. Ward
islature meets for the last week vressannal lieutenants a preview at
nual high school basketball carto the big coliseum floor that will lien says -91613-Proceed Slowly". sources said they did not have o'clock in the Scout cabin.
session.
1954
the
of
nival, the state tournament.
his ponder legislative meeting at
the hometown addresses of the
be bothering many visiting team,.
Motorists are urted to obey the
The American flag and
the
The legislators had only five the White House this morning.
Sixteen teams, survivors of the
two pilots involved.
Such stars as Vernon Hatton. Pill signs which are placed
Scout
flag
were
presented
at
the edge
by the days left in which to act, and five
pressiirelpacked tournament grind, Florence
The 15-sr Mute sreee-b will bit
Czechoslovakia. in a protest note color guard and
and Don Plunkett could of the curb. The signs will be
salutes to the days is the minimum period In carried at 9 n.m FST tonight by
play in the 16 game state tournaturn the tourney into a runawaycharged
that
the
American
pilots
flag
and
the
Scout promise were which any bill can be enacted in- all main
placed there only from 8-00 a.m.
ment at Memorial Coliseum starttelevision and the ABC
NEW YORK iP- A
just as Lafayette did last year.
ignored the MIG pilot's o-ders to given
passible
to law.
to 8 30 a.m and from 2:30 p.m. to
super highway running from Chi- ing Vtedneaday night
aryl CRS radio networks.' Televi'besides Lafayette. only
land and then "disappeared in the
three
The final game--for the big,
This meant that any bill which sion rind radio restrrnadcatita will
raga to Miami and costing an es1953 state tournament teams are 300 p.m.
Mrs Harlan...Hodgea read a story
clouds."
timated $1,500.000.000 -- moved a glittering state championship tro- back this year. Those teams
"Wait for Carolyn" A birthday did not receive a first reading in be carried later tonight
are
phy-will start. about 8:45 p.m.
step closer to reality today.
Mr Eisenhower told hi" news
Ashland. Allen County and Clay
cake was served after the money the House or Senate today was
'
The firm of Smith. Barney Pa c s t Saturday
County. None of the three are
donation from each troop was dead. and there were several ennference last .week that his 4alk
Defending
champion
Co. was named to Investigate the
Lexington given much chance of going far
presented. These gifts are to be hundred bills which had not re- would be a discussion of tax prapossibilities cf financing the five Lafayette, of course, is the over- here.
iries in relation to the administrasent to Japan where a friend- ceived a reading.
whelming
favorite to win that
state highway which, if carried
Rules Committees of
hoyses tion's enverall program
Here is a brief rundown of the
ship nrogram is being promoted.
trophy
Despite an early season other teams:
out, would be the nation's largest
Colory silk scarfs were given by planned long afternoon sessions to he is opposed to sharp tax cuts
slump and an odd upset loss to
express road project.
Fredonia has a
the girls. TO accompany the money en over the big backlog to decide while the government still is ererood. highIt would cross the states of In- Campbell County, Lafayette has scoring team but is not expected
which of the bills should- receive in" to vet niit of the. rel.
gifts.
diana, Kentucky. Tennessee. Geor- been ii) command all season long. to get past the quarter finals.
a first reading. Chances veme that
sem a, watiarn Falbriaht
Most folks who come here from
This program, and the gifts were only a comparative handful
gia and Florida to Miami.
Clay County had too much trouble
would A rk:1 protIOAM Sundae night that
made as a recognition to the receive committee
William P. Curtin, Kentucky out of town will be hoping, first. in its own region to be much of a
blessins
the Democrats be given equal
founding of Girl Scouts by Juliet
Eighway commissioner, is chair- to see their regional champ go all pre-tourney threat. Danville lost to
Included in the bills headed for radio and television time to reply
the
way
and,
if
their
Lowe
team
Ann
Wrather
doesn't
gave
a report certain death were hundreds of
man of the "North South ExpressLafayette, 75-52, and was walloped
if the President take. a partisan
on the founding of the organiza- things
way Committee." He said Smith. make it. to see Lafayette unbeat- by the team Lafayette whipped
the legislators call "cats and Position. He nominated George to
en.
tion.
Barney & Co. will report on "profour times. Henry Clay.
doter
-bills
introcilifee
d
with
no eive the Democratie response.
Spunky Inez and unbeaten Cencedure and feasibility in anticipaBourbon County had too much
Mrs. Max Churchill is the 'sew idea of their ever becoming law.
George is author of a bill to
Lon if providing ways and means tral City are the two underdogs trouble in its own backyard to
Then,
there are many or) which increase personal income tax eycommissioner of the Murray Girl
of financing- all sections of the most likely to capture the fancy merit much backing here. NewScout Aseociation and sucerecla their indiviatial sonnsors have emotions. now •Ano for earh taxof such people. Roth have amazing port
mammoth highway.
Public. Lafayette's
firstbeen conducting one-man cruse- payer and dersenrinnt. to $1100 this
Mrs. ES Ferguson
Governors and top highway offi- records_ Unfortunately, they play round opponent, is riding on is 10
des. Ieeluded in this cateeory ir year and to $1.000 in 1955
(-lain of several states met in each other in the Brat round, final game
winning streak
Newport
the bill of Sen DOW, HAYS ([1House Democratic leaders wait
Miami teat Thursday at the invi- game of the first round late Thurs. must be considered one of the
McDowell) which
provides for flake for a more temneratr. $100
tation of Florida Gov. Charley F. day night.
serious tourney threats, despite
slate
ownership
Many
of !Muni- stores
persons believe the winner losses to St Xavier, Ashland,
increase In exemnfions when a
Johns and Marvin D Adams, chairAdair
Many of the hills which will die veneral tax revision bill enntainof that frame will jump with La- County
the
man of
and Holmes.
Florida
Turnpike
are
measures which dirallente oth- ine most of the ridminiatratirinni
Authority, to consider mutual prob• fayette to start the title game
Little
Bardwell, the
surprise
lems of toll highway conntructicn Saturday
Deputy Sheriff Cohen Stubble- ers For instance, there are about tax program comes before the
First Region winner, is a darkT11(17, paced by tireless Billy Ray horse, with
and finance.
field and Constable Coy Orr re- two do:yen pills which %enlace pro- House in mid-week
a 33-4 record. It held
Cassaday. has won 29 and lost Lafayette to n nine point decision
turned from Beaumont. Texiia last vide free igtinting and fishing /Itwice. The losses were to Phelps. in December. Dixon
night abont 11:1-00 pm with Cole- roner.; for various groups such as
and Oldham
75-70. in its opener and, 55-45. de- County are not given much
man
*sackBell who alleeedlv passed .-eterana.
cisively, to Henry Clay In mid- ing here although
The bills to abolish daylight savshout $300 in cold checke amonr
Dixon has •
season
The
By United Press
Indians
ings time to nlaen the state on
breezed 33-2 mark.
Murray merchants.
through the Louisville Invitational
restern Standard Time, also seemDilce Combs and Male, first
James T Hatfield h -a hrs.'n namBell gave no trouble on the
KF.NTUCKY-Fair and cold to- and capped their tournament show round opponents, could be very
trio ed headed for certain death, 'is ed as assistant county agent in
of strength with an 82-80 overtime troublesome Male has one
hack
to
Murray
Sheriff Brigham were others thee have proved
If the
night. lowest 20 to 25. Tuesday fair
to charvel of 4-H work. according to
triumph over Pikeville Saturday.
Fetroll said, and admitted
state's finest players in guard Ken
nassirol he rentroveraill.
and not quite as cold in the afterS V 'Foy. 'county agent Hatfield
Central City, coached by veteran Kuhn and must be respected
the
cheek..
•
OAR RO$114714111., 8, Colfax elementary school pupil In Pittsburgls.
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for
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Today's Sport Parade
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TUT KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATIO
Coned Prom &ports Writer
N
•
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALL
Monroe, litemphia, Tenn.. MO Park Ave. ACE WITMER CO. UM
New York; 907 N. Michigan
kve.. Chicago; 66 Bolysto• St.. Boston
NEW YORK Mar. 15. 14----Foot.
Mao Casuner Kwiettitewski is bet1.1942.
ball has had an edge on has...bit ter knom.ii
to you as Cass Michaels.
for
yettts
in the tongu-twisting veteran intieldet
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in
at the White Sox
Murray, per week, /Sr. per department
but the major leagues
inetath 65c. In Calloway and adjoining countie
s,
per
year.
$3.30;
elm
Where. 65-60.
c‘n hold their heads high today
—
With as tine an all-jaw -breaking
We rederve the riktit to rejeot any Advert
uunt Letters to the Editor team as ever threw a I io.k or
ef Public Voice items which an our opinion
are not for the best Interest clamped on a tackle.
se oar readers.
'The Fighting- Irish of Notre
MON-DAY. MARC11- 1-5;-1954
Dome never had it so good in th,
scravibled vowel aid COliS•1111,V
this season. I can hardly wait to
hear the broadcasters who will try
to describe a tiiple play iunong
my guys.
Ledger tir Times File
By ALINE MOSBY
March 15, 1949
For my all-jaw breaker team
U Kited Pr.ss Staff Correspond/al
John T. Lassiter is elected president of the
HOLLYWOOD ilfl - A hopeful
Farm Bur- shapes up this way:
eaurin Calloway County. R. B. Patteisbn is
actor today hired an air- Jane Wyman and Sterling
First base - Fred Maroloewskt,
selected as
Hayden find love in a scene
plane to haul a.sitti with his name frem the Warner
e-president.
Cardinals.
film based on Edna Ferber's Pulitz
over
er
Hollyw
ood.
thus
Prize
Second
eliMaltliall
'ost of livinj is 71 percent higher than ten
novel, "So Big," which opens tomorrow
bate
Casime7 Kwietyears ago. niewski. White at the Varthe wackiest publicity campaign sity Treat
Sox.
re,
tolen Vontiac used in Swann Grocery
mov
robbery_ is Shortstop - Pompeyo Davalillb,
nd near Brewers,
ENGINE CAB is crumpled as the crack Pennsy
The sign dangling from the'aii•
Senators.
Liberty Lairdted la
shown rammed into rear of an empty
plane says. "Lank Rivers."
Ir. and Mrs. Otis Harrison, 1206 West Main.
Third base--Rocco Krsnich,
Burlington train in Chicago's
will einnati.
Union station. The trains gut their
All week the plane wtli circle
tracks crossed, somehow, and
ebrate their fiftieth wedding anniversary
the resulting mishap left 23 persona
next Sun- Left field - Saturnmo Escaler 4...tvee Pa-amount. MGM zrid other r"
with minor Injuries and a
•
a, studies.
el
policeman dead of a heart attack.
(Infersiationa48ottridehato
Reds.
kick out of seeing the name
Most Hollywoodians, however,
andlelight tea is held in honor of Miss Maril
in print. I have never had an
yn Ma- Center field-Joe Szekely Reds. already know that
name.
Right field - Bob Borkow
sil at the Womain's Club House on Saturday
egent, nor approached anybody
by Miss Reds.
A year ago a huge billboard about
acting jobs. I figure- this Is
rgaret Graves, Mrs. Riihard Hagan and Mrs.
Warren
Catcher-Call Sawatski. White bearing only two ‘eards, -Lank a long-term deal, to advertise
my
S .11 n.
Rivers.
appear
ed to puzzle motor- name for a couple
Sox.
of years."
e of the nations _big automobile makers
Pitchers - Ron itrozinski. Phil. ists i's Sunset Boulevard. At least
The
hero
of
the biltbaards is a
says there lies.
Fred Baczewski, Reds; Con- once a week since then. his name well- to - do young bussiessman
still is a huge demand for new cars despit
has been emblazoned in an ad in foam
e talk of a. stantine
Keriaz
Phoenix. Ariz. He picked the
akos and Vito _Valbuying slump..
'
0
entmetti. White Sox; Marion Myr- the .rtaiivie trade papers. "Lank name "Lank Rivers" as befittin
g
the ads say. thA's all.
szewski, Cleveland; Mike Blyzka,
a ,Wcst:rn type'star. He won't re, It a pike-Weer
wanted to hire veal his own name
Baltimore.
yet "because
Rivers he wouldn't know where to it might
spoil some of my businss
I'd love to see Dizzy Dean at the start.
Lank isn't sure himself deals"
mike when, with the Giiieds' Joe whether he advertises his name to
Lank said he recently d'scove
red
Amalfitano and Clevelancrs Tom crash the movies or just for fun
that a Judy Holliday movie that's
Korczowski on base. Cincinnati's
-I never put my phone number soon
to be released by Columbia.
Ted Kluszewski hit into a triple' in the ads because I don't want "It
should Happen To You," imiplay - Wokelechowski to Kwiet- any little acting jobs." he extates his real-life case. The
Rim
ruewskt to Marolewsitn.
plained. "I'm asking $100(WV) a pic- finishe
d a year ago, concerns a
The school teachers who onse ture. If they won't give me star- girl
named Gladys Glover who
con-‘plaieed
about
Di's diction dom. I'm not inteiested.
wanted to see het name on a
billwould real:s have somethirii to
"1 had acted in TV and mov'es board,
so she bought one.
a bit under my 'real name Then
-bowl about'on that one.
Ttlis week • Lank's ads in the
I decided to start from sartch
and movie trade paper, wad -La
Matters are further complica•-a buiid up
nk
a name just
an ex- R.vers Hates Gladys Glover."
phemieceity-•for 501111M1116;• ••••• no perime
ne• AlMP OHS,
„
:'I'm sure the Columbi peopk•
are
should be a great hitter. He hails. sold by
advertising. Why Dot ac- are puzzled
over my ad- because
trot Schickshinny. pa_
tors'
-They don't know; who I am,"
MIDSEC
TION of the tanker Ticonderoga Is towed
But two of my guys hay, at leis!
he
"Sometimes 1 don't are
from drydock No 2 in Los Angeles
if I said. "Matter of fact. I'm puzzled
a.ssertinled, to‘card drydock No. 1
. where It was
partial* solved the aituatitin Mot
to be joined to bow and stern
,ever !et an
calls arnill. I just myself."
sections. The ship's middle was
ripped
apart
in
an explosion at sea Sept. 28.
szewsin, the tredian pfte?icr. is
(international Boundphoto)
NAP REaKTIONS
known to his mates as "Murpti,"
mentai and educational grounds ran aJ
to
68 per cent in these soutneas:ern states 'black
while Blyzita more Or less natural) during the Korea
war. U S. Comz.issioner of Education
ly is called "Blitz."
Dr. Samuel M Browned
told the National Conference of the Associa
111 . have to idni.t
tion for filter Edits
r;an .in a
canon. Percentages of rejections for
states cited are Mown.
y
seconnd base. My
r
1.1=
11

Hopeful Actor
Hires Plane
For Name

Five Years Ago Today
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'Far from Perfect'

Why value-wise buyers are
swinging to Ford!

Makeel—
fnioon Site Truer, More Powerful

They are finding that Ford brings them eterything
they might want to meet modern tastes and requirements

•re.,

THE EISENHOWER adminlatreLion's farm program is "far
from perfect, and does not eliminate fully the shortcomings of
the present program." Agriculture Secretary Ezra Taft Benson concedes in an appearance
before the House agriculture
committee.
linternational.1

Ii
ft

•

__211M1111116e.
The prim ilia! (hang.. are lig uteri on this aerial
photo of Illor.e.hate
Mgr

Fir and Pine Framing and
Finish
Kurfee Paints, Galvanized
Roofing, Asphalt Roofing
Doers and Windows, Sheet
Rock and Hardware, Screen
Wire.

(
11

Skit( h of t.ra... Island pool ....dial ora tore
It 0iti tie 1.1-.0 feet long, %ill, II
gAt I.-equipped chili Cs. OlwfAti.•111 of gales ua1.1.threfI
e% ell Roo 0%.'r litor•eoi... falls.
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SYKES BROS. LUMBER
COMPANY
Phone 388 New Concord Rd
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Guaranteed and Reqr,tere
Famous for Over 100 Tea-.
Left: American talk. 16; ft. high, 1,060 long.

might: Horseshoe, 162 ft. high, 2.406 long.
GETS UNDERWAY this spring to make,famed Niagara falls a better pccaer
producer and a
more beautiful place to relax from a
'dding ceremony. Horserhoe falls is getting the alterations, with some
ionic'
being filled art
being excavated. When work is finished, the.co
urse
of i.atr r adi n4.0W 0 utr ai..1 in au i
rf
in•iet-e• up-river
Isamu, is estimated at S1700.000. 'Ita.ir arc facilitated by a U. 5.:Canada treaty rtaternotorm
i:
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You

can't buy better! It's the stunning Customline Fordor Sedan.

Ford's the only low-priced car with all these "Worth More"feat
ures
Recoordzed leadership I. styling
l'ou can pat more hot smill never find
car that's more "at home" wherever you
mas drive it. Fin the smart new '54 Ford
is as modern as tomorrow with the crisp,
commanding lines of today's st le leader.
And its just as smart inside! The sparkling new decorator-designed interiors
have colorful new upholstery fabrics
and harmonizing trim that spell quality
wherever you look.

Choice of most modern engines
and Ford alone, in the low-price
field, offers son a choice of V-11 or Six
. . . the brilliant new I 30h.p. Y-block
V-8 or the flashing new 115-11.p. 1-hlock
Six, Both Ford engines have rigid, extradeep blocks for smoothest, quietest
operation and extra-long life . . plus
FOrd

the savings and "C.0- of modern, shortstroke. low-friction design.'
Ball-Joint Front Suspension
For the first tune in any low-priced car,
you get the sm•xither riding and easier
handling of Ball-Joint Front Suspension
-an advance you'd expect to find only in
the costliest( ars.
Choice of S power assists ...
including Fordomatic
Only Ford in the low-price held offers
power on aft /our svindosss ... •4•to ay
power seat which adjusts up and damn s
as nell as forward and hack. Power
steering., power !mays and versatile
Fordomatie Drive are also available-.
. and the' mike,your .ffile Ford even

Choice of 21 new models
With Iota teen stunning body styles avaffahle with either of Ford's IleW engines,
Ford offers the widest selection of
models in the entire industry.

Top valve at resale
Used ear prices show that in recent years
Ford has consistently returned a higher
proportion of -Os original cost at resale
then any other ear. And for 1954,
all its advanced new features, Ford is
%surd) even more.

We cordially Invite you
to Test Drive the 1954

Ford

more fun to drive..

MURRAY MOTORS, Inc.
"eic mAIN CTRFT-,

ountur •.7,,
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Forage Crop Diseases
Tax Men
Lower Yield and Quality Move Flower
Show To Bronx

nINd
NEW
mat j

A comparison of Sudan grass
assess
anthracnose (left) with a
healthy list

With
(1811110•

Damage to grasses and clovers
reduces both the yield and caroby disease can be serious in detene (provitemin A) content
creased yields, loss of prote
of
in this crop.
and vitamins, and reduced diges
tMeasuring di
dame
ge in
ibility.
forage crops is still
G. W. Burton of Georgia foun inary stage. Accu in a prelimd
rate comparithat anthracnose on Sudangra
ss sons are hard to make, K. W.
destroyed 9 per cent of the
pro- Kreitlow of USDA points out, betein and fat 1,o suscepteale plant cause so many facto
s
rs influence
and increased their woody plant the results.
Perennial growth.
tissue content by nealy 20
per number of crops harvested or
cent.
grazed, vitamin content, the eucIn general, digestibility de- cession of diseases that may
atcreases as woody plant tissu
e in- tack plants throughout the growcreases. Burton believes anthr
ing
seaso
n,
and
other
facto
rs
acnose lowers digestibility of
must all be considered.
ell
nutrients in susceptible Sund
Effects on palatability, so Air
angrass. In addition the quality
unmeasurable, may result from
the herbage, which is most of premature shriveling of leav
imes
portant, is likely to be seriously by (lilies*. Such factors may affect both the animal's appet
affected.
ite
and the nutritional value of forAt Cornell University, J.
G. age crops. Also
Horsfall estimated that disea
di
s
attac
ks
ses such as root
attacking the leaves of fora
rot and crown rot
ge
plants caused yield losses aver- on legumes or viruses on clovers,
can drastically
aging 6.5 per cent for red clove
r, in a good gras upset the balance
3.2 per cent for alsike, 8 per
s-legume mixture.
cent The disa
ppea
for alfalfa, and 9.5 per cent
for from • mixt race of legumes
white clover. Later work at
ure can often be atCor- tributed
to attack by•disease.
nell has shown that leafspot
damMarked progress has been
age to timothy. orchardgrass
and made in
this breeding of alfalfa
brumegrass can cut yields 4
to 6 for resla
tance to wilt, leafspot
per cent.
and mildew, and red clover
Investigations of white clove
for
r resistance to anthrecnos
e, and
at the Regional Pasture Reprogress has been made
search Laboratory, State Colle
with
ge.
Pa., showed that rust markedly some other forages in breeding
for disease resistlince.

Perinay Liberty Limited is
arlington train in Chicago's
cks crossed, somehow, and
with minor Injuries and a
(ltiformational Souriciarsotos

•

AVOID ...
The EASTER RUSH!

Angeles, where It was
is. The ship's middle was
falernationai tioandphoto)

Have Cleaning Done Early

; are
ord

Brings You Real
"SPOT-FREE" Dry Cleaning!
Just send ewe garmena
to as... we'll dry cline
lithe S•nitone w•yl
Spots will be gone ..s
dull, jaded colors will
be revived to their orig.
inal brilliance, sad
the drape restored by
careful finishing!
Our Sanitone Service
includes careful anis(ion to details, tood
Minor mending jobs
done, better press lasts
longer, loose buttons
secured. buckles and
ornaments replaced..
all at no extra coed

•

1. Sees-Free dry

_
cleaning.
2. Mims dirt end In.s
reined sell Is rem•ved.
3. Uripleesent period.
owthin *den 'ewe.
4. Dulled colors eweli.
*vied le new
seta.

'ustomlz ne Fordor Sedan.

e"features

MURRAY, REN'TUCKY

SIGN OF SPRING, OR MEANNESS?

r

Tv

411131 TM,

Newest
Smash Is
S

"I don't wanna be an actor
when boy. On
he hid giggling behind
I grow up," he announced. "I
want a cu
in while director Sheldon
to be an engineer. In an airpl
ane.
rd scoured the set for him.
want to keep flyilag through
the
Lit all was forgiven the day
clouds, black Ones, arid make
he
rain marched onto the set
and said.
Because I like rain.
"My Daddy is in Heaven with
the
"Did you see Superman? e got angels now."
in an airplane and dove'through
even Year Ol
d
wires and it didn't kill him."
Rusty
LAW SUIT
shouted, and ran around
the set,
By ALINE MOSSY
making airplane noises.
United Press Staff Corr
SAN
LORENZO, Calif. 117, -espondent
Later he
vulged he likes Roy Hou.sewile Ruth Breton. 34, filed
HOLLYWOOD IP — The
boats. his two older suit for $5,000 damages today
newest Rogers, tp
smash on television is a
curly brother and school. He can read against a tavern, a company that
haired, actor who supports
the fifth grade books, ne grows cherries and another coma family of four, co-stars in a halfpany that distributes them.
proudly.
hour
program and also goes to the
She said she broke a tooth
se7
"I like to act," said Rusty with
on
ond grade.
a cherry pit in a whisky sour.
a toothless grin.
Mrs. Hamer said Rusty memo
Rusty Hamer, newly turp
ed sev- rizes
the entire script in two days.
en, plays Danny Thom
HELPFUL DOG LOVER
son on
He hasn't fluffed a line since the
the ABC Emmy-winniefg prog
MONROE. La. RIS—Police searchram, show
began last August. In today's
"Make Room for Daddy."
rehearsals he often prompted the
The blue-eyed 'Charmer
ed today for 50 dogs liber
has be- other actors and
ated
poked them if from the
come a top feature of
city dog pound by a
the Thaw they forgot to stand
the chalk misguided cani
snd is set,,(or a long stay,
ne lover.
which lines that keep
them in camera
The dogs had been locked up as
is fort ate because he's
virtually focus.
a quarantine measure to prevent
the 911(Y breadwinner in the
family.
Sometimes Rusty is just plain
the spread of rabies
is tether died last December
,"
explained Rusty's mother. Mrs.
Arthur Hamer. "We had just
bought
a house and we would have
given
it up if Rusty hadn't been
work-

Jewelry

ing."

CAtit
•
OFFICE OF P.S. 12 in New York is topsy-turv
y, records and papers
emptied on floor, India ink smea
red over them. Authoritie
s
blamed vandals but had no clue.
(htternalional Sound photo)

Have You Read Today's Classifieds

Mrs. Hamer never flowed Rust
y
would be an actor. The whol
e family was acting in a nei2hbor
hood
amateur play, just for fun,
when
Thomas' secretary saw him
and
Rusty landed on the TV show
.
Rusty today bravely faced
his
first press interview between camera
rehearsals. Ha
alternately
stood on his head and ate cooki
es,

From $1.25

k

lim•••••••••

(IGNITION CONTROL ADDITIVE)

volcanic

rock.

-Only BOONE
PLUS 4 OTHER
GREAT ADVANTAGES

By ELIE/MEM TOOMEY
Untied Press RIM Correspo
nd's*
NEW YORK Ut — The
annual
flower show had to move
--phlox.
stock and wheelbarrow—
to the
Bronx this year. It was
forcibly
transplanted by the Buz-eau
of Internal Revenue.
Back taxes didn't' drive
the
blooms across the boro
ugh border.
But the tax man did. The
revenue
bureau took over Grand
Central
Palace, where the inter
national
flower show was held for
the past
years.
So its a long subway
ride this
week from midtown Manh
attan to
East 19th Street to see
the city's
most
spectacular
harbinger
of
spring, now blossoming
in the
Kingsbridge Armory.
To give the settina an
historic
touch, one big display
centers
around colonial life in Bron
ksland.
That was the Bronx in
the days
before apartments and
factories
replaced farm houses.
"It was my thought on
moving
up to the Bronx to delv
e into history," explained Mrs.
Hanry L.
Heineman, chairman
of the
Brt
:
Mkslirqi Flower Garden
for the
Federated Garden Club
s of New
York State Mrs. Hein
eman lives
on Long Island but
was born in
Virginia.
"Around our farm
house we
have a scented geranium
garden,"
she said. "Some of our
geraniums
are apple-scented, nutm
eg-scented
and even pine-scented."
Those geraniums, she
canfessed,
are really past early
leth Century,
while the Bronksland
setting is
supposed to be 17th
Century.
The Garden Club of
America. a
national group of amat
eur flower
growers, went the
federated garden members one bette
r by sogrg
all the way back to
an Indian
stockade as part of
their historic
setting.
Elaborate plans are
carried out
every year to dupfi
cate natural
settings for flowers
Inside the steel
structure of a city build
ing
There is a tropical
garden complete with, native
grass hut; one
waterfall/sand nume
rous rippling
streams running thro
ugh woodland
gardens; a Dutch gard
en with canal and windmill,
a bog garden
and a garden
mice of

TIMES,

_
Roses, always the
mart abundant blossoms,
atx brought in
by
the
thousands
by
commercial
greenhouses This
year the rase
growers even inclu
ded a display
to show tbe vario
us
ways a woman can weir roses
as accessones to
her coist

isme

RA4- CONITLIVER
NU?
ILEX

NO'cuir'roannts

PLINT3 Mich. Ng —
Rudy LuetNOW °Sine a -bar
offering ID()
eUell of UdItuOr—li
dut Ws neVer had
a custoitner.
.. • .
Luethold, a bartender
at the Rotel Durant.•3as a
toiniaturst..iiar he
built e.t.a Isectdrvis
'tor histolhction of more than
300
liquor and beer bottles. mintatute
'
During - a year of work
, he made
the bar complete in
every detail.
The taps flow beet
and running
water and coating
cabinets actually are refrigerated.
The bar itself is 19
inches high,
six inches deep and
six feet lone.
There are twelve
stools built of
chrome with foam
rubber cushions. mirrors, a cash
register and
built-in cabinets to hold
the tiny
bottles. Indirect lighting
comes
from small bulbs of blue,
green
red, white and amber.
The bar even has a tiny
deer's
head for decoration.

KEEP,S' SPARK PLUGS TIRING/
Spark plugs must operate over
a wide range of speeds ... from the slow
-poke
pace of stop-and-go city driving to
the )et-'er-out action on country
road
s.
To
get the full acceleration, power
and mileage rightfully yours, spar
k
plug
s
have
to fire as correctly as a champion
sharpshooter. New Ashland Ethy
l with ICA
keeps them firing at top efficiency
and extends spark plug life as
muc
h as 500
per cent by actual test.
Test-ride sensational new Ashland
Ethyl with ICA in your own
car. You'll feel
the difference in one to thre
e tanks full, depending on the
condition of
your car.
routteic Is

HOW ICA REDUCES
SPARK PLUG FOULING

Slaps McCarthy

Stop-and-go city driving forms deposits
on
spark plugs. When these deposits heat
up at
high speeds, the current that should
fire the
plug leaks away and the plug misfi
res. ICA
converts the deposits into non-cond
uctors of
electricity and the spark plugs
deliver full
fire poser.

I !maw modals
sing had odes avail-

Ford's new engines,
widest selection of
re industry'.
Dresses,

•al resale

3 Shirts from bundle ironed,
ONLY 25c

Invite you
afro the 1954

ord

Cash and Carry_Individually
washed, fast service
Pants, Shirts, Dresses in this
bundle ironed on
request

BOONE

e 11.

LAUNDRY

CLEANERS

Phone 234

South Side Square

IN WASHINOTON, Senator
Ralph K. Flanders (R), Vermont. says Senator Joseph McCarthy (It), Wisconsin, is a
"one-man party" who is "doing his beet to shatter" the
GOP while diverting this naLion's attention from important
ISWII.O. Flanders (above) said,
in
Senate speech. that McCarthy
represents • party of his own
"whose name is NeCarthylam,
a
title which he has.proudly ac-

«otos.-

•

CUOIENT
Oars
OUT

AND SPAM( IS WEAK

SPAN it Ste0.40

With ordinary gasolines. combusti
on chamber
deposits become red-hot and ignit
e the fuel
before the spark plug fires. This
causes loss
of power, rough engine performa
nce and
knock. ICA treats combustion cham
ber deposits to prevent pre-ignition of
the gasoline.

ONLY 99c

thUy

ItININATED
WITH ICA

HOW ICA CONTROLS
PRE-IGNITION

Curtains, chair covers, Sized
Fitmer

20 POUND LAUNDRY BUNDLE
washed, dried and folded

w that in recent years
tly rettune(I a higher
riginal cost at resale
Arid for 1954. o ith
!w features, Ford is

WHEN PLUGS
FOUL

(Isteruetsogiel)

•••

LABORATORY-TESTED—PR

CONTROL

OVED ON THE ROAD

After years of research, ICA was
selected as the best of more than
200 compounds tested. Ove
r
2,000,000 miles of grueling road
tests proved ICA works best
in
actual use.

ADDITIVE

ASHLAND

OIL

11

&

REFINING

COMPANY
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/de errangements for tne music
pr
at Christ:ruts party. furniehed mdsic for district
meeting
inAtddeteb.er and also fed the NorthSouth dinner.
. Zete—e_nitributed $50 to the Red
Cross Drive sad milking the house
to house canvas in the Red Cross

rary science fraternity, to be held
ing and invited the members to
March 19-20 with the tneme being
the social hour with Mrs. Owen
(Continued from front page)
"Horizons Unlimited."
presiding at the tea table.
contribeted $50 to the March of
evocative Board
Mrs. Owen' expressed her apDimes, $50 to the Boy Scouts, and
Preceding the general meeting
preciation to each department who
‘160 tin the purchase of Cioupette
had contributed so successnilly to the executive boa, d meeting was
for the hospital.
the arrangements for the after- held at one-thirty o'clock. Routine
Individual departments have
noon namely to the Gartlen de- business was discussed and a comamide the following contributions
Mabel fiuLton,
Others called on for reports partment for the lovely flower ar- mittee was appointed to investito the civic welfare of the comMatron Ot
were: Mrs. A. F. Doran, legislative, rangement; the Hume
munity.
for the ar- gate the needs and costs of work
Order
Star Honored At Banquet
Alpha—$25 to the Itedrt Fund, Mrs. George E. Overbey, advisory tistically arranged tea table and on the club 'house grounds. A
n
ve
c.il,
committee was also. appointed to
l. Mrs. E. S. Ferguson. press serving as hostess; to the
collected $30155 for the Heart counci
Alpha
ktanday, March is
litre. liable Hutton. %vit.> 'Len- vsas prsacosest with Mrs.
Fund by the method of sponsor- publicity, Mrs. Albert Tracy, ra- or their warm welcoming addrass judge the seventh and eighth
Reba fidee
The Alice Waters Circle of WSten, in .41C V.Uer 01 Lac •-•Aalet
Almost any housewife would ing the house to house canvas, dio, Mrs. V. E. Windsor, scrap to the new departments;
Kira. Mis. Doronly laiEever,
the Mahe grade contest themes from Murray
CS of First Methodist Church will
Stan- in isesitut , saz
School.
like to know how to shorten her contacting Murray High School book, Mrs. kUmus Beale. financial, for their splendid music; the
001.10.1 - Aloe:iced Deli aria Ora. Lucy btraZeta High
meet with Mrs. Carrie bierietel at
mt guest at a peri(Iue:I
workday by two hours. This is faculty menibers for their contri and Mrs. William Barkel. year- for escorting the new department
ilies- MIK Mama part. Mrs. JaOe Baaer seventhirty o'clock.
The club voted to present to
csay evemo4 at tric sitarist) wan- gave a Deautdul resoin
how Mrs. David Hula of Clark butions and also the College facul- book.
members to the meeting; and to
• • • •
g and Mbs.
Murray Hospital a Croupette,
.
county did it.
&souse.
the Delta for keeping the register. the
ty
Howard Olale was the guest,soloand
situien
body.
t
The Young Women's Casa of
the unique humidity and oxygen
Cancer Award
'sr. nix t-raalord sei yea •sa tst for the evening with
First she made a Base-study
Delta—
will
New
sponso
r the Cancer
Officers
Mrs. the First Baptist Choler% will
The club president commented
tent after the recommendation of
toasidiarder ana muuss 1.1,
chart to see how much time was Drive in Galloway Count
Mrs. 0. C. Welts was called
Cu
the renhard Farrell as her accompan- meet at seven
y in un the aplenaid
to a committee composed of Mrs.
°clock at the home requir
works of the (le- the chair by
G.
Ionowirik granu 0Li1Ci1. 5113. eau.- ist.
ed for doing dishes and oth- April and contributed $26 as a
MIS. Owen to preof Miss Vivian Hale for a visitaplirtments and the cumnittee side
B. Scott. Mrs. William Barker.
Lou. v.01..14 614110 111.41.100, Jai.
er household duties Then she /awe will offering to the
through the election of ofThe worthy grand matron was tion party.
Empty
chairmen and recognized Mrs.
Mrs. John Quertermous and by the
Following the visite- listed
L. WASLnUIiS, peaL
W. ficers and Mrs. E. S. Fergu
the time required as she Stocking fund.
rana patron, presented a white dove maae of non the group
son to hospital administration and
J. Gibson who presented to
will meet at the was presen
several
Mrs. serve as kecretary. The shte of
Mrs. natmeen
tly doing her work, and
Wituains. giant. loam wrucn i-epreserited iier embofhome of Mrs. Rubin Jan es.
doctors.
Owen lor the Murray Woman
46:41,11 Uen —conir I ouLea Sao' tor
again later, after she used im(onauCttesa, Assi. Lauri.
re's ficers as presented by Mrs. Lowry
lem. The trove held us as bin a
• • • •
,
Special notice was taken by the
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Wedding Plans Made
Known Iy Miss Riley
Wedding March 23

7IN3 HAYDEN •

LAST TIMES TONIGHT —
• VARSITY
CAPITOL
Jane Powell in
Johnny Weisernuller
"3 SAILORS AND
in "SAVAGE
A GIRL" with
MUTINY"
Gordon MacRae
with Angela Stevens

Bri,vhant Futrell' Sheriff
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Auto
Furniture

Livestock
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• • Up to 20 Months to
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Friendly Finance
Pho. 1180 506 W. Ma
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Tbe bride. who
marriage by ner father, is
to
be attenoed by her sister,
Mrs.
Waiter C. W ildams of Murra
y. as
matron of honor. Mem Jo
Wortmai, id__Pazia,.-Teiana—tsareticen
ciimen as maid of honor and
the
orimmaala are to be Mise Mary
Swims any Miss buotne Jeai.,
Burton of Pluei, Tenn., and
Miss .
Malicia. Croaky, of Si-mante
ls.
.r.

L.ttie 2.1.ss Shesyl 1---sth
arms;
tt Worms. daughter of
Mr. sad Mrs.
Wader C. Winiarns, wC,
attend
as flower girl ar.d Mr.
Rob Roy
ititey, Jr., son of Mr.
and MEW
Rob Roy ftile;. of
HurntaMt,
win be lin. bear,..

Best man will be Mr. Willia
m
.C.orioun, of Sandersviiie,
Georgia.
Geoernar en are to
be Messrs.
James Crawford
and
William
Cree.....-nr - 'Miss... Tom
Lute, ot
Birmingham. Alabama. Larry
Dal-,rn. of Padocah. and
William Taduf Canton, Ohio, all
of whom
attenchr.g Georgia Tech
sit At-eta, Georgia and
James Solomon
d Cadiz.

Pi
T'S be sensible

FLRCHES
Jewelry Store
113 South 4th St.
Phonc 193-J

thither/Lately folioaing
the weeding. Mr." and Mrs. Riley
will er.teriairi for the mired
paity anu
wedding guests with a
reeeptee,
_at their harne. 603
Dunlap -Street.
Mies. Tenn.
Ail relatives and fx.erve
. of Ii,
couple are invited to
attend tbs-t
wedding.
• • •
EXPENSIVE MLAL
'WATERBURY. Conn
IP = A
disturbance that police
said was
cau-ea when Anthony Paiukst
is re
fused to pay a restau
rant check
breeirrit him e $56 tint Ti:,
fa
cirnts.
-

MAX H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
I"

abotit this subject of
horsepower.
An all-American tackle doesn't go around
tackling people in everyday life.
g'A world-record sprinter doesn't,have to
demonstrate his prowess on city sidewalks.
The better you arc, the less you have to
prove it.

li

Reverend
J. Noble
Wilford.
o: the ebutch. will
officiate
ar.d wdl be assiste
d, by Or. H
Chiles. pastor of Vie
Fits: Baptist
Churcn of Murray.

CRENSHAW $200.00
wedd, f2,,,9 j12.5.00

•

mon don't hare to prove a thing!

pastor

at

4

And that's how it is with a Buick
CENTURY.

Of course it's a spectacular performer —a
car with instantly responsive action. It has
to he, for it combines a high-compression
2(10-Imrsepower V8 engine with a nimble
weight of only 31466 pounds as it comes off
the assembly line.
That's a power-to-weight ratio that chalks
tip a new record — a ratio that no other
Buick has en er reached before.
WHIM Sernit

Supei6or Ambulance Service
tauiseed With Ox•gea

Das leak of Tawsnew
is in *very '54 MACK Treaty
1.4.441•0—Itow•sied
osassa•,•
visa
lb• permeate irasaa•beaa
0•804.1

Take it Easy

The program of music
will be
pie.>ented by Miss
Margaiet Porter. soprano. Mr
Franklin Gold/aim. baritone. Mr.
Joe Rowan,
violuast. and Mies Jeweii
e Corripton, organist.
IC

A

AUTOMOVIAS

It can spin your wheels on a dry pavement
if you give it the gun, but why waste
!Usher?
If some shosv-off wants to get the jump on
you at a traffic light, why not let him have
fun? lie isn't kidding anyone hut himself,
when the name on your car is CENTURY.

The real pride of owning such a car is
simply this: You know so well what it can
do that you never have to prove it.

gait in ordinary driving, when only a fraction of its eager power is working. It gives
you a quick reserve for breasting a hill —
and the happy knowledge that there's still
more to come in a sudden emergency.
Sure, this is more power than most people
really have to have. But you can hardly call
it extravagant, when you-nre buying more
horsepower per dollar in a CEWURY than
you get in any other car in America.

That lets you,cnjoy the tireless case of its

1.
rt

'It

'C's
3

BUICK_
Afte beautiful buy
Th. 200 horsopowss• Stack Crsorusr for 1951 is a,e;loble h, full
a
It,,.
of asodols, in4Juding tiso stunning now possong•r Convortiblis shown
hurts.

eat sumo sweat WILL MAID 1141114
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311

N. 4th St.• Murray, Ky. Phone 98

DUBLIN BUICK COMPANY
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and invited the members to
social hour with Mrs. Owen
siding at the tea table.
Kneadlye Board
receding the general meeting
executive boa, d meeting was
i at one-thirty o'clock. Routine
mess was discussed and a camtee was appointed to investi! the needs and costs of work
the club 'house pounds. A
imittee was also. appointed to
ge the seventh and eighth
de contest themes from Murray
h School.
tie club voted to present to
Murray Hoepital a Croupette,
unique humidity and oxygen
after the recommendation of
mimittee composed of Mrs. G.
Scott, Mrs. William Barker,
. John Quertermous and by the
ntal administration and seveial
ors.
serial notice was taken by the
xi members to the outstandflower arrangements in the
house and the clever arrangets on the tea table. Ali of the
ers were grown by Garden
irtment members with Mrs. Eat
arranging the table setting
the Home department. The
w decorations were made by
Gordon Moody, Mrs. 011ie
en and Mrs. Lenvel Yctes.

way is Louis Jaurdan, who. in turn
to the object of the Igratitude of
playgoers for hi; contribution of
one of the best acting jobs of the
season in 'The immoralist.'

of 'The Immoralist' and I knew
right away I had to do it. I would
have appeared in it if I had been
certain it wouldn't run more than
a week."
Jourdan had felt that he needed
"I waited .a long time to get'
to provy—and he has—that he
the right role in the- right play
Was much more of an actor than
to make my first appearance bejust a competent handsonte leadfore New York audiences," . said
ing man involved in the- usual
the handsome, black haired French
movie romance.
actor. "I read many scripts all
4
By JACK GAVER
•tilted Press Staff Correspondent the time I was making films in
"Only twice since I went to
Hollywood, but 1 couldn't find Hollywood—the first time in 1947
* NEW YORK Ile — Probably the the one I
wanted.
—was I cast in roles of any other
,
1 ,ost grateful actor on Broad"Then Billy Rose sent me a copy type, in parts that- were of an off
...—

Ictor„Grateful
For Chance
En New York

l

beat nature that could dive me
personal .satisfaction as a performer," he said. "Unfortunately,
these were in two pictures that
didn't have much else to recommend them.
':Now, I am very grateful that
I have had this chance in 'The
Immoralist.' I had no hesitation
at all about taking the part just
because it happened to be that
of a homosexual. If that were important, shouldn't an actor hes3tate . to play a murderer? The
actor should be concerned only

SI%

.. •
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_

THE LEDGER AND TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
with whether It is a good part in
a worthwhile play and the audience only with the merit of the
actor's characterization."
Jourdan, his wife and their 2year-old son will be flying back
to France May 2 because he tuts
a contract to begin filming a new
television series in Paris the dext
day, but he wants most of all to
give as much time to the stage
as he can from now on.

Napoleon play -,- and 'let me play STOP HEAT BEFORE
N'S..,
'
%
,
- —
the leading role. I'd do that at IT GETS TO HOUSE
•
New York, of course.
CHAMPAIGN, Ill. ,aP —
e
Small Homes Council of the Un
"Then there is the possibility that
versity of Illinois says controls to
'The eaine Mutiny Court Martia;'
keep the heat away from walk,
will be done in Paris in the near
glass and roof of a house are far
future and that I will be in it,
playing the role Homy Fonda does more effective than fans and other
air cooling techniques used inside
here. That would be most excit- the rdoms.
"
ing. The other actor mentioned for
The council said major walls and
it is Charles Boyer, An the port glass areas should be on the south
"I have a little dream," he said, of Queeg. We were together in side of the house where they can
"that someone will do Bernard the first film I ever made in be protected front the sun or on
the north where effects of the sun
Shaw's 'Man of Destiny' — his France, 'Le
Corsaire.' "
are negligible. Walls and glass

areas should be held to a minimum
on tile east and west 'sides. The
low angles of the sun on these
reas in earlyy morning and late
a rnoon make them more diffiprotect. the council said.
cult
"sun-eixtt rois- suggested by the
council inelikie overhangs, trees
and plantings, `window louvers or
blinds, and awnings. The council
also advised using venetian blinds
windows. Light .colored
outside
venetian blinds are 70 per cent
effective in reducing•heat load oats
side but only 40 per cent effective
when they are inside the house.
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TONIGHT —
CAPITOL
ohnny Weiaamuller
in "SAVAGE
MUTINY"
ith Angela Stevens
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NEVUE
Thursday Evening March,18 at 8:45
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It gives
a hill —
•e's still
icy.

MUSIC BY
TOM LONARDO AND HIS ORCHESTRA

&War

people
dly call
more
tY than

FASHIONS SHOWN TO YOU BY BEAUTIFUL MODELS FROM YOUR HOME TOWN

t.

FEATURING THESE FAMOUS NAME FASHIONS.
DRESSES by
Talmack of New York
Junior House ..
Harvey Berth
Franklin's
Claire McCardell
GLOVES by
Crescendoe
Superb
SPORTSWEAR by
Koret of California

SUITS by

SUITS & COATS by
Dan Milstein
Rothmoor

Paul Parnm of New York
Sacony
Ted Stein

EVENING WEAR by
Ceil Chapman
SWIM SUITS by
Rose Marie Reid's

TOWN & COUNTRY SUITS
By Bardley

COSTUMES by
Parnes Feinstein
Zelinka-Matlick Originals

BLOUSES by
Sidney, lir:tiler

COSTUME JEWELRY by
Christian Dior

HOSIERY by —
Beautiful Bryan's
Nettie Rosenstein

HATS by
J. Howard Hodge ..
Alice May

LINGERIE by
Fischer
Kickernick •

SHOES by
DeLisso
I. Miller
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Sunshine is Accented in
Modern Landscape Style

Homemakers Help To
Improve Communities
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newer, give colorful frame about the home but east
as shade.
Owners of modern homes who Lng them contribute to
home
expect to landscape their joyment Large glass areas enare
grounds this spring should give intended to bring sunlight
into
careful thought to a plan.
the home: and this can only be
A good general rule is to de- accomplished if overplanung
of
cide what use the family can trees and shrubbery too near
the
make of the home grounds, for house is avoided.
the children's play and the
To all vegetables, and most
adult's enjoyment, and set aside flowers, excepting • few
that
areas for games. hobbies, and are shade-resistant, too much
service purposes. The most re- shade means starvation. Sunwarding hobby to practice in shine is needed by their leaves
your outdoor home is gardening. to turn what we know as plant
You will want both flowers and foods into sugars, which their
• vegetable plot, and the latter cells use in growth and other
should be as near the kitchen life processes.
door as possible.
Experiments in Ohio have
Plant around these useful shown that brightest summer
areas decorative plants which sunshine falls on the outer
will not interfere with use, and leaves of a tree with a light
you will be following the fashion intensity of 13.000 foot candles.
In landscaping which promises to Beneath the tree this light is
prevail in this country for many reduced to 500-1.600 foot canyears to come.
dles. with only 300-1,000 in the
The introduction of functional heavy shade near the trunk.
design for new homes which
When sunlight on leaves is regives first consideration to the duced to 1.100 foot candles,
comfort and convenience of the sugars produced by a plant are
family rather than allowing tra- all consumed with no reserve
dition to dictate the appearance for storage. When light is reof the house, has forced a re- duced below this "compensation
adjustment of landscape prac- point." starvation begins.
tices.
In garden planning you may
Foundation plantings of tall assume that all garden plants
growing evergreens and shrubs do best in full sonshine; the
do not tit homes with no visible few that retain vigor in shaded
foundation. Their simple lines locations must be sought out.
and lack of ornamentation need Even these few suffer from the
• touch of gay color in the competition which the roots of
foreground and the practice of trees and shrubs give them, in
growing flowers in front yards the soil. Roots extend around a
is rapidly spreading.
tree In • circle as large as she
Front yard flowers create at- top, and some trees, in earch
tractit• views from
picture of food and water. send their
windows which are Intended to roots Incredible distances, in the
/oak ad upon suck Ileac mak- struggle to survive.

•
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New Star Comes
From Beefs With
Studio By Stars

Western State Hospital.
Community hou.sekeepine has including
improvement -and
the
marking of mailboxes, the cleanBy VERNON SCOTT
ing of roadsides, the marking of
meals, the clearing and car; of United 'Press Staff
Corresyondent
local cemeteries. landscaping of
HOLLYWOOD lei-Marlon
Branschool or church grounds and the do and Mario Lanes
have more
in common than. their
redecorating of churches.
beefy with
studios-both actors are
resperieraile
nflaralffakTeg- haaball rater
out of a
complete unknown.
The name Edmund
Purdom pasay
not mean much to the
public, but
as of right now he's
the testa st
male star ill the business-all
because he was pot intrs
ted by petulant Biando and
pave Lanza.
"I guess I owe them some
kind
of thenks." Purcearn
Saes. _Mut
rye never met either
of them."
He was given Lanza's role
in
"The Student Prince" and
limn
do's part in "The Ezyptian"
when
*he temperamental stars
pulled out
of the pictures.
Dark - eyed and black haired,
lanrdorn stands well over
?fix feet
tell and hopes to become a
romantic leading man in the old
tradition.
"Most leading men today are
character actors." he said "The
enly real romantic actor in
Hollywood right now is Tyrone Power
The movies could use mnre
et his
tine
Purdom arrived In Hollywo
od
from London, two years ago
and
proceeded to starve until
Milial
gave him a bit part in **Julius
Caesar" Then Fox used her,
for
a small role in "Titanic."
"I first came out here to lo a
test for Warners.' Purdom
said.
"I didn't make I
grsisa with
them so T tested w
Fox, trnlver•a! and Paramou
'rine nf
them wanted me.
"Finally IVIGM decided
Jght
work out. so I slimed waft hem.
As soon as I finish 'The
Egyntian'
' for Fent a. report back to Metre
where
do four pictures in •
row."
The 27 year old Englishirai
grinned. "It's either feast or
Inc in this business," he said.
• "I've. been wanting te take a
trip to England to visit my parents-they're both 70, EA when
I had the time to go..1 dicfrat have
the money. Now that I have
the
money. I just don't have the
time."
plirdoen is refreshingly honest
and about the, mnst ertieulata Deter in the business. More important, however, he teems to have
the elusive quality that keens woMen of all tiger+ floating on cloud
hint.
"Anonimity is one's most prised
possession." he said. "I'm terrified to think that nne.day I might
.possibly be +eared at and beaeged
by fans. That's rest my purpose
in coming to Hollywood.
"I want to establish myself as
an actor" he concluded. "not as
personality,"
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with a large crowd gathered for
the fun, the comedian clowned
around with a measuring tape and

PLAN VOTE DISPUTE STRATEGY

finally settled for Zell and Phyllis.
The girls said they honed Cantor's show would help further
their careers, but they laughed
when asked if it might brong them
more dates.

Phyllis, spesteing for both of
Cantor advertiseo in t1-,e Holly- them, said, "We're
not interested
wood trade papers seeking girls in dares
right now, We haven't
with the right qualificatioan Then, got the
time."

EV1
rose
slue
plar
Nor
ton,

PLANS FIGHT FOR TIME ON AIR

GO(
ploy

Poplar Streets

Phone 1142

a

4:.

RICHMOND,
11/1 -- Charles
Watson, Z). a Korean war veteran,
stud he had drinen his 'car around
town for two days with a Communed flag flapping from tho radio
aerial and nobody noticed it. .
"I think I could drive is Russian
tank down the street and nothing
would' happen.** he said. "I got
more reaction in Korea with a
Confederate flag"

All

CONGRATULATES NEW DEPUTY

ARRIVING BACK in Washington from New York, Senator Joseph
McCarthy (R), Wisconsin, helps his wife Jean off plane
at National airport- Earlier he said he would tight for broadca
sting
time to answer speech by Ann, Stevenson attacking
him. Mrs.
McCarthy was injured In an auto accident.
(international/

DEFENSE SECRETARY Charles E. Wilson (right) congrat
ulates
Robert B. Anderson on Anderson's appointment as
deputy defense
secretary, succeeding Roger M. Kyes (middle).
Anderson leaves
Navy secretary post They are shown In Washing
ton. where Anderson, 43,'is youngest member of Wilson "team."
(fnternattonaii
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5A PHILLIPS ALWLUSIVE? For the first time, you can enjoy the
benefits of the super aviation gasoline component—Di-is
opropyl

spell
they
dear
SI

(proruntriced di-iso-pro-pull). No other gasoline has this
super
power ingredient. It is a%ailahle only in Phillips 66
Flite-FueL

ther
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he a
she
joy'
SI
und,
"I
on
"1
n(
takt
picri

Until recently, the use ofsuper aviation
gasoline components was restricted by
the United States Goternment to high
octa4, high performance a% iation gasoline. They were needed to give our
planes a tremendous power surge in
aerial combat. Now military authorities have released restrictions on the
use of these power-packed aviation gasoline components. So Phillips is able
to use not only Di-isopropyl but also
HF Alkylate, both originated and first
rdanufactured by Phillips. That's why
Phillips can bring you this great new
gasoline -Phillips 66 Flitc-Fuel.
PIULLIPS

'PHILLIPS

YOU GET ALL TNESE BENEFITS:
• Increased power
•,
smoother acceleration
• Greater fuel economy
• higher anti-knock quality
r doni from stalling

•

F

'
• Famous(ontrolled Volatility,
and the extra clean burning
features of Phillips 66 Gasoline.
Let your car's performance tell the
story. Get Phillips 66 Flite-Fuel at any
station displaying the orange and black
Phillips 66 Shield.
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SENATOR Dennis Chavez (D), New Mexico, is shown
Heft) with
Senator Clinton Anderson (D), Nen, Mexico, during
a Democratic
caucus in Washington to decide party strategy in the
New Mexico
election dispute. Chavez defeated Patrick Hurley by
5,000 votes.
He said he would 'not be surprised" If the Senate'electio
ns cornmittee-GOP 2 to 1-voted to upset him,
(international)

•

DEPOSIT
$125

thing I'll ask is that he let me
keep up with my career--at least
the modeling end of it," she said.
Both girls are nativ..• Californians and pretty typical of the,
beautiful young things who show
up at casting tryouts. Matter of
fact, that's how they got tabbed
with having "the must beautiful
It gs."

RED l'ISTARDIN

fes "Ilve d•aronstration
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Tall Show
Gals Gain
Fame On Show

Members of homemakers clubs
in, Kentucky. devoted a considerable part of their time last year
communities or counties, according
to Miss Iona Montiromerat, state
By N'ERNON SCOTT
chairman ofscitizenship of the Kentucky+ Federation of Homemakers.
Coiled grew Staff Correspondent
She, reported to women attending
HOLLYWOOD t -- Two show
the University of Kentucky Farm
billed as having "the longest
and Home Convention at Lexingand most beautiful legs in Hollyton.
wood" gained a measure of fame
More than 1.900 honterneskers last week when Eddia Cantor
gave one or more pints of blood picked them ato appear onhis Sunto the Red Cress or influenced day television show.
The long-stemmed beauties were
others to do so. They further helped by organizing first-aid units, happy as larks aftet been: chosen
charge of mobile units, working front 100 other eager centestains.
at blood banks, or feeding blood and willing to tnIk about anything
at all. But mostly they wanted so
donors They worked with county
talk about boy friends and dates.
health nurses, and laugh* classes
One of the winners, Zell Russell.
in nutrition to 4-H club members.
said that people have the wrong
In Anderson county, hcrnemaeidea about Hollywood being a
ens contributed $135 toward the glamorou
.s place for dates and
purchase of an iron lung fur a
night life.
Lexinaten
hospital.
Throughout
"I don't go out on dates just
the state, hundreds of hours were for
the sake of going out," :he
given by club members to...serving
said. "I'd much rather stay home
as muses aids, or to sewing in with
a good book than go to a
hospitnls,
night club with somenna I'm
not
More than 812,200 were contri- interested an. That sounds funny,
I
know,
but that's the way I feel."
buted by the members of 718
Phyllis Applegate the other
homemakers clubs for
winwelfare
work in their communines the ner. .used a little stronger lanpast year. They sent 867 packages guage.
of fool- and clothing to Korea or
"I'd 'father watch wrestlin
g on
European countries thr such CARE television than go
out with a
These women ate intereeted al- Hollywood
wolf
and
wrestle
so in recreation programs in their through an evening, she
frowned.
Zell,
a bione, agreed that
own communities. The Wheatcroft
mast
Homemakers Club in
Webster of the stage door Johnnie', in film
County. for example, oreenized a town have a definite wolf strain
youth center, sponsored entertain- in them, bbt she hasn't given up
ments, and built is tennis court. hope of finding the right guy
. "I'll get married
when I'm sure
Several clubs adapted old buildInge found the right
one. The only
ings for community centers, and
two built club houses. Recreation
and craft lessons were sponsored
by several clubs for .patients in
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'UTE STRATEGY

inRE FRoFirAle VP%

Ofielifj q . saL

One Easy, $42.95
Five other used washers at $1995
One Kelvinator refrigerator, looks
like new, $117.50.
EVERGREEN, SHRUBS
AND
RANGES, WASH- I
WE
Ward and Elkins
roses, Three acres of plants to
ers, small appliances, trains, bitrn15cI
South
Square
Side
we!' grown
• ,hose from. Nice
cycles, fans etc. Crosland Appli-1
• plants, $1.50 up
Roy Schinaus
:nice Service, 205 Sputa Seventh
a Nursery. Mayfield Highway. Beti(m3lci
Street, phone 1412.
b ton,
•
Ky.
(ml8p)

FOR SALE

j

NOTICE

PAGE SEVEN
LIJX1.1.11Y N.A111 DEFINED
Have you ever thought about
what makes a luedrious bath? A
tub fuli of ftiaming suds. to begin
with-that's easy enough to provide by keeiong a foe h
•••
soap Isiuidir la the tub! Next M

importance are fresh, clean, fluffy
towels big enough to really wipe
dry with. And last but tar from
least, a deep-pile, sett bath mat to
spread your toes on who you step
out of the tub That is rt..!ly luxury-

New nylon bath mats are dult
deep-tufted, and exceptiorally sot
to' stand on. Sinee nylon doesn •
absorb dirt, these mats stay clea
longer and they're economical because nylon is famous for long
wear.

GUARD TREATED AFTER JAIL RIOT

REPAIR

FOR PENT

w Mexico, Is shown Heft) with
wi Mexico, during a Democratic
.rty,strategy In the New Mexico
Patrick Hurley by 5,000 votes.
td" if the Senate elections
him.
f international/

60OD FORD TRACTOR WITH
plow, cultivator, disc. See J. 0.
Wilson. Route 2, Murray.
im17ci
WHEAT STRAW AND JaP HAY,
50 cents bale, fescue hay 50 cents
* bale. Clovis Byerly, Murray Rt.
e phone 4103.
(1117p)

•

USED

• All

S NEW DEPUTY

4.

I

GARAGE APAR'TMENT, THREE
rooms arid bath. 1504 Mein Lit. NEW SPINET PIANO TO SE
GIVEN AWAY FREE. Watch for
phone 104
(rnI7p)
Unl7c)
next Thursday's paper.
3
ROOM FURNISHED
SASE• MID& AY MOTORS •
ment apartment. Private entrance.
4 miles South * of Murray
private bath, refrigerator and electric stove furnished. 201 Woodon Hazel Road. •
lawn.
im150 - Drive out arid save $ S $ $ -

APPLIANCES

appliances

reconditioned

and

gu3renteed.
One Maytag, two years old
Two
Maytags, each $49.95.

•New and Used Cars
TWO

ROOM

FURNISHED

Apartment, utilities furnished 525. Phone 84.
Rooms or rooms arid board. 708
Olive, phone 131-J.
tml5c)

TWO

BEDROOM

apartment

ENIX

entrance.

Shop

•Tclevision

Purdue', Parks
(a2ct

SERVICES OFFERED I

-- -

Upholstery

Grayson Mc":1ure,

er.vate
fleet

FURNISHED
0th,

private

furnishet

Apply

CUSTOM
gardens,

TRACTOR

truck

pat hes.

Michel. phone 626-M.

WORK-

at 505 Maple.

ce

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Arthur

ACROSS

01117p

ant meta

RILEY'S

4 ROOM APARTMENT. WIRED
for electric stove See 0. D. Warren, 810 West Main.
(m16p)

rain

45-GUI
47-For fear tart
451;=1

ii-Desurt

II-Sir-lawn
Sousa,,
12-Lekke

YOUNGYOUNG MAN FROM AGE 16 TO
20. Work locally in a business,

chance to learn good trade, 40
ROOM HOUSE WITI1 BATH hours per week. Must have as
Your business is appreciated
and hot water heater Wired for much as 2 years of high school.
,lcctrIc 5t,Ive Phone 363-J
ml6m Write Box 32-W.
Orn17p1
Main

13-Saarow
'reeve.
14-A state
nbbr.
lt-AuTist.in

61-eity
Alattica
94-Sost.that oaa
sc.--141e
s&-smatt child
6s-inners for
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f1-1;orv icemen's
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72- A 14trlict
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-Concerning
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4-Wakt on
1.-4'aroe I ela nail
wharfs Ind
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organization
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Wilson (right) congratulates
appointment as deputy defense
yes (middle). Anderson leaves
own in Washington, where AnWilson "team." (internotionuL)

see

1.53, W ithx•boik 11411.1.
Dreelinted5, IrIng Flaw* Imam*

CHAPTER' THIRTY TWO
"Of course not. I mean
' t over girl he might have married-even
"'THAT'S pretty hard," said Stephen."
• cheap, vulgar girl-but it had
-qpiso I-se., -Wen, yeref-eourse beeirosly-sr
Shelly. "When •peepie are deolsow. That was all Ms
mined to think the worst."
-aateryone thought she would family had ever planned
on doing.
"Oh, dear," protested the older marry Stewe."
They would mark time until the
wornno, tucking up !Er*' lock ."Was there ever an engage- proper occasion
r9ae 5,e) allow .
of hair. "Don't you think people nierrt? tat not beng cry. Just Stephen the errorof his choicecurious."
generally want to be kind?"
Now, it seemed, that Urns nad
-There w a s an understanding, come. They had their
storle s,
I'm afraid I don't ha‘e such
I'm sure."
which they would tell Stephenoptimism about the human race.
"I see." Shelly took a mint from when he returned-or
even write
Perhaps you'd better tell me what
the Ilttle covered dish on the table to himI've done, or what you've heard
beside her . A gust of wind Mew
Would they?
done."
a Spatter of rain across the veranHer skin cold, her heart tht20:May Anna blinked. She had re- dah to strike against
the window ding, Shelly stared at the faded,
hearsed her approach, had planned pane. "Is that
the only story soft woman in blue, and wondered
how to make her points in progres- you've hoard?" •
K Stephen's mealier really would sive order. Shelly should not have
"In no case were they really write such things to her son
in
taken a short cut: she immediately dories, dear. Eleanor
just said she Korea. Stephen loved May Anna,
regretted it
knew you must have had a good he would believe her stories
beMay Anna played with her time. And Laura Jarvis-you know cause he would be
sure this softbracelet. she touched the matching what good friends we are. She spoken woman would
never tell
necklace of woven head strands at went to your defense, dear, when anything but the
truth.
her throat_ -The thing is to avoid Ervin Lewis said some catty things
So Shelly must make Mrs. Carr
any chance ot talk, Shelly . . ." about the Medical society meeting know that the stories
were not
she said uncortainly.
you attended. AU aollect up was true! But now? Oh, what
a spot
-You mean. I should be more his term. He said you spoke in her htiaband had put
her In! He
careful at what I do? Or us it only Dr. Talboy's behalf."
should never have left her at the
a matter of being more discreet
Shelly gasped. "Since I've been mercy of these peopl e!
He'd
about when and where l do it?"
to only one meeting, it had to be counted on their protecting
her,
•'0h. dear, Shelly, don't take that the time that poor Mr. Prewett helping her. Instead attitude:" pleaded May Pines' in and Mr Cornteld spoke in refutaShe leaned hack 111 ter chair,
agitation. Had she really expected tion ot the griarrip that was going waited for an opening, and then
her victim to sit quietly, Oaten and around 'thorn Craig's accident."
she tried her best to explain ticr.v
"You didn't speak that eve- hard, how very hard, she had
say nothing?
been
"Ple•se tell me what you've ning
"
.
trying to save Stephen.
'
practice
"Yes, I did. But not a bout for him. -Stephen didn't realize
heard about me."
"I don't listen to gossip . .." Craig. I had helped organize a how things would go," she exnight call service which needed the plained. "In the fire place, t'm
boron May Anna.
Who does, thought Shelly, and Indorsement of the Medical society.' sure he courOvid on Miss Cobb'.
I explained it."
admits it? But she said nothing
staying in the office."
"Of course. .hen close friends
"Oh. dear. I got the Idea that
"I understand Dr. Talboy was
speak to-me in • tone that shows you had-"
very rude to her."
they are worried about you,
"Dolled up to dazzle those doc"If ne was, it's the first rudetors into being nice to Craig?"
dear-"
ness I've ever known him to com"Shelly, dear-"
Shen)
, waited.
mit_ Don't you know him at all?"
"I'm sorry, but I am upset I
May Anna laughed a little. "Oh,
"Yes, dear. I've met him."
there wasn't much said, of course. did dress caretully that evening.
"Craig himself thinks Stephen
Eleanor likes Dr Talboy. She says Most any woman wants to appear should have let some ot the local
he is good company--and she said well before a lot of men. I went doctors care for has patients. And,
she expected yqu thoroughly en- to that meeting in Stephen's inter- except for the plant, Stephen might
est, Mother Carr. I spoke only for have done that. But, you see,
joyed your hookey-playing."
Shelly's head 11 f ted. -1 don't the night Mill service-though, of Mother Carr, industrial medicine
course, I had known way Dr Tal- means specific study and informaunderstand
"Isn't the office usually opened boy was hurt the night of Mrs. tion. Stephen had studied It, and
Armes death.
on Saturday afternoon?"
so has Dr. Talboy. That's why he
"How did you know that, Shel- brought him here, and that's why
"No." said Shelly. "it Isn't."
• I've tried so hard to help him stay
"Oh. well, then that was a mis- ly?"
take. But did you two go on •
Shelly bit back the sharp re- here-to carry on Stephen's work."
"But maybe you shouldn't, Shelpicnic 7"
joinder, "I wasn't with him!" In"Yea." said Shelly. "Yes, we did. stead- "It was on the office rec- ly! Lent a true, dear, that he's
About ten days ago Craig had to ord," she said softly, "that fled pretty much or • radical?"
Shelly took a deep breath. "He's
go to Allentown, it was • not, had no sleep tor three nights. In
a brilliant man, Mother tam, tie
summery day --on impulse, he sug- Stephens interest, I telt that
the
also
is honest to the point of somegested that we trOte a picnic lunch, truth must be told. The rector and
times seeming r u d e. He's con' and that I go with him. We were Mr. Cornteld told It."
vinced that it's not enough to beSonic by dark."
"Well. I'm glad to get that
lieve an a thing, one has to an"Of course you were, dear. And straightened
out. Because Laura
nounce his belief and defend it
If you don't think it w,ut indiscreet and Dr.
Lewis eeernecl in think-"
Naturally. when Craig's belief conto ride in his car-and to lie under
"But don't you see that that's
flicts with Watershed Ideas, he
a tree with him-"
the same situation as colored Eleagets called a radical."
She tirtike off at • flash in Shel- nor a story
about the picnic? Mrs.
ly's eyes. "Eleanor may do that Jarvis was milled
"You do call rum by his first
at me because
when she ryes on a picnic with she thought I
refused to send Or. name, don't you?"
Craig," said Shelly hotly "I Talboy to her
"Yes, of course. He's Stephen's
on a night call. And,
wouldn't know about that- I don't or course, Dr.
Lewes hates Craig friend."
watch her as closely as she evi- for all the scandal
about his wile's
May Anna shook tier head, undently watches me."
attempted suicide. I rneafr when happily, "I wish you hadn't
gone
"Now, Shelly-"
people don't like you In the first into the office."
"Look. Mother Carr. I did go on place, their stories
about you"1 total* Stephen hod never left It.
that short afternoon picnic with well- soinetinies . .
I mean, it's pretty silly to say what
Dr. Talboy. Eleanor saw us in the
"Shelly, dear," said the older we wish were true. We
have to
car together, and it looks as at am woman patiently, "don't
you realize handle what id
followed us to the field where we that when so Many
people disapot course, dear," said May
eat talking for a couple of hours prove or your behavior,
they may Anna oornt m ta My. "I'll accept
end where we ate our suppe r. be right enough that
you should your claim that you're trying to
taw lay on the graae- so did nut be more cam etto of
what You do?" save steviee praciece- but don t
A:. I sat up both to talk and to
How gently May Anna spoke! you think that gossip
about you
ml,Pou can believe Eleanor's dcBut a silken thread could strangle and nut replacement might
hurt
Lions, or you can believe my ac- quite as fatally as a hertip
that
rope...
practice?"
;int of what happened."
Now it was all coming out: the
Shelly smiled grimly. -I suppose
"Shelly," said May A n n a, re- family had picked
Eleanor tor It could," she agreed. -1 know it
--achfully.
Stephen. the Carrs had been dis- can hurt me-arid Stephen
through
"Well, at least consider the fact appointed when ne
married an- me. if anyone should ire unkind
that Eleanor has reason to be other girl. Any girl. They'd made
enough to write turn these baitjealous of me, Mother Carr."
a show ot acrepting Shelly -just truths."
"Over Dr. Talboy 7"
as they would have done for any
(To Be Continui d
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Furniture Store on

COOS COUNTY aiut Irwin" Sal. Drowns:sea is tresieci oy or.
riot in stitch 18 prisoners,
John Selling. in Chicago
authertUes fur seven hours
on* condemned 10 dee* fought
till subdued by tear gas. Beside Selling. is guard Thomas Shafer,
also injured. Right. Sterilt Joan Babb, itaternationai tiosoiSpAoto)
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Dollars to doughnuts are pretty steep odds. No steeper,
though, than

the odds against

your

financial success

unless pr./ start to save some money . . .

&tingly

and keep everabout reversing those odds? Here's

at it! How

ow; Start a savings account
amount every -pay- day.

Dok't

here.. Deposit a fixed
e• .
maiettp4.."
isr-amything stop you

Sit

-.4

nore
.fher

You
'
TI then be a
- "dollars to doughnuts" favorite to win
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EEP MY LITTLE JASON.,SLEEP
LONG AND PEACEFULLY... THE
REWARD FOR LOVING DEBORAH
EAMES._
ETERNAL
SLEEP.'

THAT'LL DO,
DEBORAH;

'
LET ME LOOSE.-
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Sunshine is Accented in
II Modern Landscape Style

Homemakers Help To

'Tall Show
Gals Cain
Fame On Show

Improve Communities

Members of homemakers clubs
in Kentucky devoted d considerable part of their time Ilst year
communities or counties, according
to Miss Iona Montgomery, state
By N'EBNON
chairman of citizenship of the Kentucky Federation of 'Homemakers.
United stres. Staff Correspeadent
She reported to women Oittending
HOLLYWOOD
- Two Show
the University of Kentucky Farm
girls, billed as having "the longest
and Home Convention at Lexingand most beautiful legs in Hollyton.
'2- measure-of
More than 1.900 homemakers last week when Edda! Cantor
gave one or mote pints cf blood picked them do appear on his Sunto the Red Cross or innuenced day television show.
others to du so. They furt1ter help- ,he long-stemmed beauties were
t-d by organizing first-aid units. happy as larks aftei beim: chosen
charge of mobile units. working from 100 other eager contestants,
at blood banks, or feeding *--hlood and willing to talk about anything
at all. But mostly they wanted to
donors They worked with county
talk about boy friends and dotty.
health nurses, and tough' classes
One of the winners, Zell Russell.
in nutrition to 4-H club members.
said that people have the wrong
In Anderson county, herriemakidea abeut Hollywood being a
ers contributed $135 toward the
glamorous place for dates and
purchaso of an iron lung for a
night life.
Lexington
hospital.
Throughout
"I don't go out on dales just
the state, hundreds of hours were for
the - sake of going out," she
given by club members tooservine said.
"I'd much rather stay home
as nurses aids, or to sewing in with a
good book than go to a
hospitals.
night club with someone I'm not
More than 512.200 were contri- interested an. That sounds funny,
buted by the members of 713 I know, but that's the way I feel."
Phyllis Applegate ,the other
homemakers clubs 144r
winwelfare
work in their cominum'iee the ner, used a little strorger language.
past year. They sent 867 packages
of foo7I and clothing to Korea or
"I'd lather watch wrestling
on
European countries thriugh CARE television than go out
with a
These women are interested al, Hollywood
wolf
and
wrestle
so in recreatiews programs in their through an evening, she
frowned.
Zell,
a blone. agreed Volt
own communities. The Wheatcroft
mast
Homemakers Club in
Webster of the stage door Johnnies in HMI
County, for example. organized a town have a definite wolf strain
youth center, sponsored entertain- in them, but she hasn't given' up
ments. and built 'a tennis court. hope ofatfinding the right guy.
"I'll get married when I'm
Several clubs adapted old buildsure
I've found the nght
one. The only
ings for community centers, and
two built club houses. Recreation
and craft lessons were sponsored
by several clubs for patients in
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?Sowers give eolerto1 frame about the house bat cast no shade.
Owners of modern homes who ' ins them contribute to herne enexpect to landscape their joyment. Large glass areas
are
grounds this spring should give intended to bring sunlight
into
careful thought to • plan.
the home: and this can only be
A good general rule is to de- accomplished if overplanting
cide what use the family can trees and shrubbery too near
the
make of the home grounds. far house is avoided.
the children's play and the
To all vegetables, and most
adult's enjoyment, and set aside flowers, excepting a few that
areas for games, hobbies, and are shade-resistant, too much
service purposes. 'The most re- shade means starvation. Sunwarding hobby to practice in shine is needed by their leaves
your outdoor home is gardening. to turn what we know as plant
You will want both flowers and foods into sugars, which their
• vegetable plot, and the latter cells use in growth and other
should be as near the kitchen life processes.
door as possible.
Experiments in Ohio have
Plant around these useful shown that brightest summer
areas decorative plants which sunshine falls on the outer
will not interfere with use. and leaves of a tree with a light
you will be following the fashion intensity of 13.000 foot candles.
In landscaping which promises to Beneath the tree this light is
prevail in this country for many reduced to 503-1.600 foot canyears to come.
dles, with only 300-1.000 in the
The introduction of functional heavy shade near the trunk.
design for new homes which
When sunlight on leaves is regives first consideration to the duced to 1.100 foot candles,
comfort and convenience of the sugars produced by a plant are
family rather than allowing tra- all consumed with no reserve
dition to dictate the appearance for storage. When light is reof the house, has forced a re- duced below this "compensation
adjustment of landscape prac- point." starvation begins.
tices.
In garden Planning you may
Foundation plantings of tall assume that all garden plants
growing evergreens and shrubs do best in full sunshine
; the
do not fit homes with no visible few that retain vigor in shaded ,
foundation. Their simple tines locations must be sough; out.
and lack of ornamentation need Even these few suffer from the/
a touch of gay color in the competition which the roots oft,
foreground and the practice of trees and shrubs give them. ml
growing flowers in front yards the soil. Roots extend around a'
la rapidly spreading.
tree in a circle as large as the
Front yard flowers create at- top, and some trees, in search
tractive views from
picture of food and water, send their
windows which are intended to roots incredible distances, in the
look out upon such views. mak- struggle to survive.

Western State Hcopital.
Community housekeepine has including
the
improvement
and
;narking of mailboxes. Vie cleanBy VERNON SCOTT
ing of roadsides. the masking of
roads,- the clearing and .care of United * Press Start
CorresSandant
oot cemeteries. lamed-scaring ..of! - HOLLYWOOD es-Marlon
Branschool or church grounds and the do and Mario Lanie
have more
in common that', their
redecorating of churches.
beefr with
studios-buth actors are
responeible
for making a lois oar out of
a
complete unknown.
The name Edmund Pui-dom
pay
not mean much to the
public, but
as of right now he's
the Nit'st
male star in the
businele-all be-
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"I guess I owe them
some kind
of thaolcs." Purdorn
says, "but
never met either of them"
He was given Lonzsee role
in
"The Student Prince" and
limn do's part in "The Ezyptian
" whet'
she temperamental stars
pulled out
of the pictures.
Dark - eyed and blaek haired,
Purdorr. stands well over Mx
feet
tell and hopes to becortie a
romantic leading man in 11*. old
tradition.
"Most leading men today are
character actors." he said
"The
only real romantic actor in
Hollywood right now is Tyrone Power.
The movies could use more
of his
type"
Purdom arrived In Hollywood
from London two years ago
and
proceeded to starve until
MG*
gave him a bit part in ,"Julius
Caeear —Then Fox used him for
a small role in "Titanic."
"I first came out here tie in a
test for Warners." Purdom said.
"I didn't make the erode with
them so I tested with Fox. it:hilleerie! and Paramount. None of
them wanted me.
"'Finally MOM decided I might
work out. an I Mimed with them.
As soon as I finish 'The Eityntion
'
foe FO'. I report back to Metro
where I'll. do four picture'
, in a
row."
The 2'7 veer old Engliahrenn
grinned. "It's either feast or %mme in this business." he said.
"I've been wanting te take a
trip to Eneland to visit me narente-they're both 70. Ent whim
had the time to Co I didir! have
the motley, isTr4w that I have the
; money. I just doo't have .the
time"
PUrdom is refreshingly honest
and elsout the meet ertieulata actor, In the business. More important, however, he seems to have
!the elusive quality that keens 1%4°1 men of all 'ages floating on elotrd
fiine.
"Anonimity is one's most nrized
possession." he said. "I'm terrified to think that one day T might
I noesibly he stared at and beopited
by fans. That's not my purpose
' in (-canine to Hnllowood.
"I want to establish myself as
an actor" he concluded. "not as
a personality"
-
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RED INVASION
----RICHMOND. Sa
- Charles
Watson. 23. a Korean war veteran,
stid We had driven his car around
town for two days with 's Commiiniet flag flapping from the radio
aerial and nobody noticed it
"I think I coidd drive a Moulin
tank down the 'trete and nothing
would happen.- he said. "I got
more reaction In Korea with, a
Confederate flag."

MONDAY, MARCH 15, 1984
—

with a large crowd gathered for
the - fun, the comedian clowned
around with a measuring tape and

PLAN VOTE DISPUTE STRATEGY

finally settled for Zell and Phyllis.
The girls said they hoeed Can.
ton's show would help further
their careers, but they laughed
when asked if it might Wang them
more dates.
•,
.Phyllis, spealung for both of
Cantor advertiseci in V-4e Holly- them, said, "We're
not interested
wood trade papers seeking girls in dates right
now. We haven't
with the right qualifications Then. got the. time."
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PLANS FIGHT FOR TIME ON AIR

WIC

*0c

SENATOR Dennis Chavez (D), New Mexico, is shown (left)
with
Senator Clinton Anderson ID), New Mexico, during a
Democratic
caucus tn Washington to decide party sts-ategy in the New
Mexico
election dispute. Chavez defeated Patrick Hurley by 5,000
votes.
He said he would 'not be surprised" if the Senate elections
.curninitteeol-GOP 2 to 1-voted to upset him
(international)

I bale
• phor

CONGRATULATES NEW DEPUTY

Fu

You

ARRIVING BACK In Washington from New York, Senator Joseph
McCarthy (Ft), Wisconsin, helps his wife Jean off plane
at National airport- Earlier he said he would flight for broadcas
ting
time to answer speech by Adis' Stevenson attacking him.
ktra
McCarthy was injured in an auto atcicient.
(!nternotiona1)

r

Read Oui:Classifieds—
1
1,

New Star Comes
From Beefs With
Studio By Stars

thing I'll ask is that he let me
keep up with my career--at least
the modeling end of it," she said.Both girls are native Californians and pretty typical of the
beautiful young things who show
up at casting tryouts. Matter of
fact, that's how they got tabbed
with having "the moat beautiful
h gs."

DEFENSE SECRETARY Charles E. Wilson (right) congratu
lates
Robert B. Anderson on Melerson's appointment as
deputy defense
secretary. succeeding Roger M. Kyes (middle).
Anderson leaves
Navy secretary post They are shown in Washing
ton, where Anderson, 43, is youngest member of Wilton "team." (We-mo
tional)
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,A PHILLIPS EXCLUSIVE! For the first time, you can enjoy
the
benefits of the super aviation gasoline component—Di-isoprop
yl
(pronounced di-iso-propull). No other gasoline has this super
power ingredient. It is available only in Phillips 66 Flue-Fuel.

Until recently, the use ofsuper aviation
gasoline components Nsas restricted by
the United States Gosernment to high
octane, high performance aviation gasoline. They were needed to give our
planes a tremendous posser surge in
aerial combat. Now military authorities have released restrictions on the
use of these power-packed as iation gasoline components. So Phillips is able
to use not only 1)i-isopropyl but also
HF Alkylate, both originated and first
nianufactured by Phillips. That's why
Phillips can bring you this great new
gasoline -Phillips 66 Flite-Fuel.

on S

YOU GET ALL TUSK BENEFITS:
• Increased power
•'•inoother acceleration
• Greater fuel economy
• higher anti-knock quality
• Freedom from stalling

..r
••(

}I.4.1I!

• FamousP
Controll
ntirolled
ed Volatility,
and the extra clean burning
features of Phillips 66 Gasoline.
Let your car's performance tell the
story. Get Phillips 66 F lite-Fuel at any
station displaying the orange and black
Phillips 66 Shield.

PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY _
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Fore' vim

One Easy, $42.95
Five other used washers at $39.95
One Kelvinator refrigerator, looks
like new, $117.50.
EVERGREENS, SHRUBS AND
WE REPAIR RANGES, WASH- I
Ward and Elkins
roses. Three acres of plants to
ers, small appliances, trains, bi(m10
Square
South
Side
weli grown
L hose from. Nice
cycles, fans etc. Croslartcl Appliplants, $1.50 up
Roy Schinaus
Alice Service, 205 Soule( Seventh
Nursery. Mayfield Highway, Bentm3lci
Street, phone 1412.
ton, Ky.
(m1813)

FOR SALE

I

FOR PENT

L;OOD FORD TRACTOR WITH
plow, cultivator, disc. See J. 0.
Wilson, Route 2, Murray.
iml7c)
WHEAT STRAW AND J A.P HAY,
50 cents bale, fescue hay 50 cents
bale. Clovis Byerly, Murray Rt.
phone 4103.
(m17p)

Mexico, Is shown (left) with
rer Mexico, during a Democratic
rty,strategy In the New Mexico
Patrick Hurley by 5,000 votes.
'd" if the Senate elections.cornset him.
(International/

USED

NOTICE

BEDROOM

apartment. rrivate

FURNISHED
ts,th,

private

entrance. Heil. furnishe,-.
at 505 Maple.

Apply
m1513;

CUSTOM
gardens,

Purdom Parks

4

RILEY'S
Your business is appreciated

tml7p

4 ROOM APARTMENT, WIRED
for electri,, stove See 0. D. Wat- , YOUNG MAN FROM AGE 18 TO
ren, 810 West Main,
20. Work locally in a business,
chance to learn good tide, 40
4 ROOM HOUSE WITH BATH hours per week. Must have as
and hot water heater Wired for much as 2 years of high school
,leetrrl- stove. Phone 383-3 •mltic , Write Box
32-W.
ern17p1

CHAPTER* THIRTY TWO
"Of course not. I meant over girl he might have married
--even
"THATS pretty hard," said Stephen."
s cheap, vulgar girl-but it had
Shelly. "Wlien "peep* are deter-10tiv
Week
•Welli
yes-of-comm. beenroaly-sewhow. That was all airs
.
mined to think the worst."
teryone thought she would family had ever planned on doing.
.
"Oh, dear," protested the older marry Stevie."
They would mark time until the
"Was there ever an engage- proper occasion arose to show
woman, tucking up a stray lock
of hair. "Don t you think people ment? In not being cttty. Just Stephen the error of his choicecurious."'
generally want to be kind?"
Now, it seemed, that time nad
"There was an understanding, come. They had their storle
s,
"No, I'm afraid I don t have such
I'm sure."
which they would tell Stephenoptimism about the human race.
"I see." Shelly took a mint from when he returned-or even write
Perhaps you d better tell me what
the little covered dish on the table to himI've done, or what you've beard
beside
A gust of wind blew
Would they?
I've done"
a spatter of rain across the reranHer akin cold, her heart thudmay Anna blinked. She had re- dah to strike against the window
ding, Shelly stared at the faded,
hearsed her approach, had planned pane. "Is that the only
story soft woman in blue, and wondered
how to make her points in progres- you've beard?" •
K Stephen's mealier really would
sive order. Shelly should not have
"In no case were they really write such things to her
son in
taken a short cut: she immediately stories, dear. Eleanor
just said she Korea_ Stephen loved May Anna,
regretted it
knew you must have had • good he would believe her stories beMay Anna played with her time. And Laura Jarvis-you know cause he would be sure this softbracelet: she touched the matching what good friends we are. She spoken woman would never tell
neck:lace of woven bead 'strands at went to your defense, dear, when anything but the truth.
her throat_ -The thing is to avoid Ervin Lewis said some catty things
So Shelly must make Mrs. Carr
any chance cit talk, Shelly . . ." about the Medical society meeting know Drat the stones were not
she said uncertainly.
you attended. All dolled up was true! But now' Oh, what a spot
-You mean, I should be more his term. He said you spoke in her husband had put her in! He
careful of what I do? Or is it only Dr. Talbors behalf."
should never have teft her at the
a matter of being more discreet
Sheuly gasped. "Since I've been mercy of these people! He'd
to only one meeting, at had to be counted on their protecting her,
about when and where I do it 7"
"Oh. dear, Shelly, don't take that the time that poor Mr. Prewett helping her Insteadattitude.!" pleaded May Anna in and Mr Coisiteld spoke in refuteShe leaned back in her chair,
agitation. Had she really expected Aron of the gossip that was going waited for an opening, and then
her victim to sit quietly. listen and around about tsraig's accident"
she tried her best to explain how
"You didn't speak that eve- bard, how very hard, she had been
say nothing?
"P le•se tell me what you've ruing ""
trying to save Stephen's practice
"Yes, 1 did. But not ahout for him. 'Stephen didn't realize
heard about me."
"I don't listen to gossip . .." Craig. I had helped organize a how things would go." she exnight call service which needed the plained. "In the first place. I'm
began May Anna.
Who does, thought Shells,, and indorsement of the Medical society. sure he cound on Miss Cobb's
I explained it."
admits it? Hut she said nothing
staying in the office."
"Of course. when close friends
"Oh, dear. I gut the idea that
"I understand Dr. Talboy was
speak to me in a tone that shows you had-"
very rude to her."
"Dolled up to dazzle those docthey are worried about you,
"If he was, it's the first rudetors into being nice to dixog7"
dear-"
ness I've ever known him to com"Shelly, dear-"
Shelly waited.
mit- Don't you know him at all?"
"I'm sorry, but I am upset. I
May Anna laughed a little. "Oh,
"Yes, dear, I've met him."
did
dress
there wasn't much said, of course.
carefully that evening.
"Craig himself thinks Stephen
Eleanor likes Dr Talboy. She says Must any woman wants to appear should have let some of the local
he is good company-and she said well betore a lot of men. I went doctors care for his patients. And,
she expected you thoroughly en- to that meeting In Stephen's Inter- except for the plant, Stephen might
est, Mother Carr. I spoke only for have done that. Rut, you see,
joyed your hookey-playing."
Shelly's nead lif ted. "I don't the night call service-though, of Mother Carr, industrial medicine
course. I had known wily Dr Tat. means specific study and informsunderstand . .
"Isn't the office usually opened boy was hurt the night of Mrs. Den Stephen had studied it, and
Armes death,
so has Dr. Talboy. That's why no
on Saturday afternoon?"
-How did you know that. She!. brought bun here, and that's why
"No," said Shelly, "it isn't."
I've tried so hard to nelp him stay
"Oh, well, then that was a mis- ly ?"
take, Hut did you two gb on a
Shelly bit back the sharp re- here--to carry on Stephen's work."
"But maybe you shouldn't.
picnic?"
Joinder, -I wean t with him!" In"Yes," said Shelly. "Yes, we did. stead- "It Was on the office rev- ly! Isn't ft true, dear, that he's
About ten days ago Craig had to ord," she said softly, "that he'd pretty much of a radical?"
Shelly took
go to Allentown. It was a not, had no sleep for three nights In
deep breath. -He's
summery day -on impulse, he sug- Stephen's interest, I telt that the • brilliant man. Mother Otrr. He
gested that we th'ie a picnic lunch. truth rt11154-be told. The rector and
1139 is "he° to the point of 2°°1etimes seeming r n d e. He s conand that I go with him. We were Mr Cornteld told It."
vinced that its not enough to behome by dark."
-Well, I'm glad to get that
lieve in a thing, one has to an-01 course you were, dear. And straightened
out. Because Laura flounce
his belief and defend it.
If you don't think it was indiscreet and Dr. Lewis seemed
10 think-"
to ride an his car-and to lie under
"But don t you see that that's Naturally, when Craig s belief con.
a tree with him-"
the same situation as colored Elea- filets with established ideas, he
gets called I radical"
She broke off at • flash in Shel- nor a stors about
the picnic? Mrs...
ly's eyes. "Eleanor may do that Jarvis was nulled
You do call hini by his first
at me because
when she goes on • picnic with she thought I refused
to send Or, name. don't you'!"
Craig." said Shelly hotly. "I Talboy to her on a night
call. And,
-Yes, of '
CC tnite. He s StePheo.
a
wouldn't know about that- I don't of course, Dr.. Lewis
hates Craig friend."
watch her as closely as she evi- for all the scandal about
his wire's
May Anna shook her head. =dently watches me."
attempted suicide. I mean, when happily.
wish you hadn't gone
"Now, Shelly-"
people don't like you in the first into the office."
"Look, Mother Carr. I did go on piace, their stories
about you"I Wish Stephen had never left it,
that short afternoon picnic with well- sometimes . "
I mean, it's pretty silly to say what
Dr. Talboy. Eleanor saw us in the
-Shelly, dear," said the older we wish were true. We have
to
Car together. and it looks as it sne woman patiently,
"don't you realize handle what is t.sre."
followed us to the field where we that when so many
"Well, ot course, dear.' said May
people cheapsat talking for a couple of hours prove or your behavior, they may Anna
corntoilably, "I'll accept
and where we ate our suppe r. be right enough that you
should Your claim that you're trying to
Craig lay on the grass-So did ma be mote careful or what you do?" save Steviea
prat/see-but don t
dog. I sat up both to talk and to
How gently Mas Anna spoke! you Dunk that
gossip about 374)41
eat. You can believe Eleanor's de- But a silken thread could strangle and his
replacement might hurt
ductions, or you can believe my ac- quite as fatally as a hemp rope. . that practice
7"
count of what happened."
Now it was all coming out: the
Shelly smiled grimly. "I suppose
"Shelly," said May A n n a, re- family had picked Eleanor
tor it could.' she agreed. "I know it
proachfully.
Stephen. the Cerra nail been die- can hurt me-and St,
plien through
"Well, at least consider the fart appointed when ire mairied an- me, if
anyone shealii 1.4a unkind
that Eleanor has reason to be other girl. Any girl. They'd made enough to
write turn these ball) jealous of me, Mother Carr."
s show of accepting Shelly-just truths."
-Over Dr. Talboy?"
as they would have done for any
(To Sc Contosuctil
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Dollars to doughnuts are pretty steep odds. No steeper,
though, than the odds against your financial success
unless you start to save some money . . and keep everlastingly at it! How about reversing those odds? Here's
how; Start a savings account here. Deposit a fixed
et .
'
• 4004012toirespae....-."'i
amount every pay day. Doh't let istything
MOO- you
You'll then be a "dollars to doughnuts" favorite to win
through to the best things of life.

`II
fore
ther

As a matter of fact,

dent
ick
1,300
12

you can't miss!
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NANCY

By Ernie Bushnsiller
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WELL THEN, CAN
I COVE MY R AGDOLLS A
BATH ?
O.K.

AUNT FRIT71--- MAY
I WATCH THE
,WRESTLERS
ON T.V. ?

OH, BOY --THIS IS A
SWELL
WRESTLING
MATCH

v\p,c1.41--

,Li
- cc,,o0sH
\NOO
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1-1L' ABNER

MAC -2f

esAl CaPP
ALL THE OTHILR
1-4ORNED ANIMALS
IS SKEDADDLIN'TO
SAFETW7- THEY
WANTS YO'7130 •
WIF EM—

TH EPe IS YORE BUDDIES,
DAPP•/!!—THEY FNN
ANIMALS LONGERN
",O',','-'fl-4 E>/ KNOWS
WHEN TO HIDE-

(OH,GO \NIP YORE
I'(I NO,PAPPY!!--508?HE WON'T GOffIT'S THE YOKUM
PRIDE—

la

csa
7.trr21c-'11t-

ii
$1

its
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are
ident
one

C0011 COUNTY MK "Ware Nate prownsurao is ireateo oy
Joon Selling' in Chicago following riot in which 18 prisoners,
one condemned to death. fought oft authorities for seven hair*
till subdued by tear gas. Beside Selling. is guard Thomas Shafer,
also injured. Right,. Ilberilt John Babb.(ieterssalsossal doesisdpAolo)

4-

her .
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Arthur

'.417,g17t,iii. by ntabetk Ulan
[WIroboned by KIng Foram Syedionla
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WORK -

Zenr

Wilson (right) congratulates
appointment as deputy defense
yes (naJille). Anderson leaves
)wn in Washington. where AnWireon "team." (international)

has this super

pat:hes

Wanted

Furniture Store on Main

,u can enjoy the

TRACTOR

truck

Michel. phone 626-M.

now located
lower level

GUARD TREATED AFTER JAIL RIOT

•

TWO

Upholstery Shop

towels big enough to really wipe
dry with. And last but fur from
least, a deep-pile, soft bath mat to
spread your toes on when you step
out of the tub That is re..!ly luxury-

3 ROOM FURNISHED
SASE• NtIDS AY MOTORS •
merit apartment. Private entrance,
4 miles South of Murray
private bath, refrigerator ahd electric stove furnished. 203 Woodon Hazel Road. •
lawn.
trn150 - Drive out aid save $
"'New and Used Cars raTueeision

SERVICES OFFERED 1

ENIX

New nylon bath mats are fluffs
deep-tufted. and exceptionally so!
to stand on. Since nylon doesn
absorb dirt, these mats stay clea
longer and they're economical because nylon is famous for long
wear.

GARAGE APARTMENT. THREE
NEW SPINET PIANO TO 13E
rooms and bath. 1504 Mein
,
GIVEN AWAY FREE. Watch for
phone 104
trn171:0
(ail7c)
next Thursday's paper.

All

5 NEW DEPUTY

importance are fresh, clean, fluffy

I

APPLIANCE▪ S
appliances reconditioned and TWO
ROOM
FURNISHED
A- Grayson Ittc".:lure,
guiranteed.
partment, utilities furnisr,ed. $25. Phone 84.
One Maytag. two years old $99.35. Roams or rooms arid board. 708
Two used Maytags, each $49-95Olive, phone 131-J.
im150

Ii

PAGE SEVEN

LUXURY SA= DILF1NED
Have you ever thought about
what makes a lunerious bath? A
tub full of foaming suds. to begin
with-that's easy enough to proI vide by kise,
,,ng a fnr h
'
'e`
map Used/ le tba URN Next 1111
--

ABBIE as' SLATS
SLEE MY 'LITTLE JASON..SLEEP
LONG AND PEACEFULLY... THE
REWARD FOR LOVING DEBORAH
EAMES ...
tNe+1' ETERNAL
SLEEP,
t 44T

BT auburn Van Bares
'LET ME LOOSE...
od 46'
I'LL KILL YOU...I'LL DO MORE KILLING,
IT: PO IT; 00
LITTLE
LADY,'

THAT'LL DO,
DEBORAH
0;ift/(67/
y.//1.
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Sunshine is Accented in
II Modern Landscape Style

Homemakers Help To
Improve Communities
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with a large crowd gathered for
the fun, the comedian clowned
around with a measuring tape and

PLAN VOTE DISPUTE STRATEGY

finally settled for Zell and Phyllis.
The girls said they homed Centel's show would help further
their careers, but they laughed
when asked if it might brmg them
more dates.

Members of homemakers clubs
in Kentucky devoted a considerable part-' of their -time last year
eommunities or counties, according
Phyllis. speaking fur both of
to Miss Iona Montgomery. state
Cantor advertisea in toe Holly- them, said. "We're
By VERNON SCOTT
chairman of citizenship of the Kennot interested
wood
trade
papers
seeking girls In dates right now, We haven't
tucky Federation of Homemakers:
l'nited greet Staff Correspondent with the right qualificatioi.s. Then, got
the tinie."
She reported to women ettending
HOLLYWOOD 1 - Two. show
the University of Kentucky Farm
girls, billed as having "the longest
and floine convention at Lexingand most beautiful legs in
oilyton.
wood" gained a measure o'
me
week
when Eddio Cantor
More than 1.000 honeemakers last
;
gave one or more pints of blood picked them no appear on his Sun
to the Red Cross or influenced day television .stwor_ _
The long-stemmed beauties were
others to do so. They further helped by organizing first-aid units, happy as larks after brie{ chosen
charge of mobile units, working from 100 other eager contestants,
at blood banks, or feeding blood and willing to talk about anything
at all. But mostly they wanted eo
donors. They worked with county
talk about boy friends arid dates.
health nurses, and tough' ciao's.%
One of the winners, Zed Russell,
in nutrition to 4-H club members. said
that people have the wrong
In Anderson county, hemp:nal
,- idea about
Hollywood being a
ers contributed $135 toward the glamorou
s place for dates and
purchase of an iron lung for a night
life.
Lexingten
hospital.
Throughout
"I don't go out on dates just
the state, hundreds of hours were for -the
sake of going out," she
given by club members tooserving eloid.
"I'd much* rather stay home
as milers aids, or to sewing .in with a good
book than go to a
hospitals.
night club with someone I'm not
More than 512,200 were contri- interested an. That sounds funny.
buted by the members of 713 I know, but that's the way I feel."
Phyllis Applegate the other winhomemakers clubs for
welfare
work in their communtnes the ner. .used a little stronger Ianpast year. They sent 867 packages image.
of foo71- and clothing to Korea or
"I'd father watch wrestling
on
European countries thriugh CART television than go out
with a
These women ale interested al- Hollywood
wolf
and
wrestle
so in recreation programs in their through an evening, she
frowned.
Zell, a blone, agreed
own communities. The Wheatcroft
that mast
Homemakers Club in
Webster of the stage door Johnniee in elm
County. for example, orgenized a town have a definite wolf strain
youth center, sponsored entertain- in them, but she hasn't given up
ments, and built 'a tennis court. hope of finding the right guy
"I'll get married when
I'm sure
Several clubs adapted old buildI've found the right
one. The only
ings for community centers, and
two built club houses. Recreation
and craft lessons were' sponsored
by several „clubs for patients in

EVE
rose
ehos
plan
Nur:
tun,

PLANS FIGHT FOR TIME ON AIR

1,

Li

Tall Show
Ga.'1s Cain
Fame On Show
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thing I'll ask is that he let me
keep tip with my career--at least
the modtling end of it," she said.
Both girls are native _Californians and pretty typical of the
beautiful young things mho show
up at casting tryouts. Matter of
;
fact, that's how they got tabbed
with having -the most beautiful

Flowers eve colorful frame about the house but cast no shade,
Owners of modern homes who mg them contribute to home enexpect to landscape their joyment. Large glass areas
are
grounds this spring should give intended to bring sunlight into
careful thought to a plan.
the home: and this can only be
A good general rule is to de- accomplished if overplannng ef
cide what use the family can trees and shrubbery too near the
make of the home grounds, for house is avoided.
the children's play and the
To all vegetables, /and most
edult's enjoyment, and set aside flowers. excepting • few ihat
areas for games, hobbies, and are shade-resistant, too much
service purposes. The most re- shade means starvation. Sunwarding hobby to practice in shine is needed by their leaves
your outdoor home is gardening. to turn what we know as plant
You will want, both glowers and foods into sugars, which their
• vegetable pled, and the latter cells use in growth and other
should be as near the kitchen life processes.
door as possible.
Experiments in Ohio have
Plant around these useful shown that brightest summer
areas decorative plants which sunshine falls on the outer
will not Interfere with use, and leaves of a tree with a light
you will be following the fashion Intensity of 13.000 foot candles.
in landscaping which promises to Beneath the tree this light is
prevail in this country for many reduced to 500-1.600 foot canyears to come.
dles, with only 300-1.000 in the
The introduction of functional heavy sh•de near the trunk_
design for new homes which
When sunlight on leaves is regives ftrst consideration to the duced to 1,100 foot candles,
comfort and convenience of the sugars produced by a plant are
family rather than allowing tra- all consumed with no reserve
dition to dictate the appearance for storage. When light is reof the house, has forced • re- duced below this 'compensation
adjustment of landscape prac- point," starvation begins.
tices.
In garden planning you may
Foundation plantings of tall assume that all garden plants
growing evergreens and shrubs do best in full spnshine: the
do not fit homes with no visible few that retain vigor in shaded
foundation. Their simple Ones locations must be sought out.
and Lack of ornamentation need Even these few suffer from the
a touch of gay color in the competition which the roots of
foreground and the practice of trees and shrubs give them, in
growing Bowers in front yards the soil. Roots extend around a
is rapidly spreading.
tree in a circle as large as the
Front yard Sowers create at- top, and some trees, in search
tractive views from
picture of food and water, send their
windows which are intended to hoots incredible distances, in the
look out upon such Views. Mak. Struggle to survive,.

l

Read Our
— Classifieds

New Star Comes
From Beefs With
Studio By Stars

Western State Hospital.
Community housekeepine has including
improvement
the
and
marking of mailboxes, the cleanBy VERNON
int of roadside% the marking. of
'made, the clearing and care of
nited Press Staff
Corresyeasdent
local cemeteries. landscaoing of
HOL,LYWOOD 1P-Marlon
Deanschion or church grounds end the a. and Mario Lanai
have more
ITI common than
_ redecorating of churches.
their beefs with
bottruerat's are respontible
for making a big star
out of a
complete unknown.
The name Edmund
Purdom
a
not mean much ,to the
public, but
as of righe, now he's
the he/Hest
male star in the busin
causeThe was put into roles
epeeted by petulant Biando and
Mive Lanza.
"1 guess I owe them
some kind
of thanks,' Purdnrn
says, Mout
nye never met either
of them."
He was given LanzaO role
in
"The Student Princeand Bran
do's part in "The Esyptian
" when
the temperamental stars pulled
out
of the pictures.
Dark - eyed and black haired,
Purelon- stands well over six
feet
tell and hopes to become a romantic leading man in the old
years-ahead
tradition.
"Most leading men today are
character actors," he said "The
only real romantic actor in Hollywood right now Is Tyrone rower.
The movies could use more
his
WIV EL-TOP
type"
CLEANER
Perdom arrived In Holliwoo
d
from London two years ago
and
proceeded to starve until
MORI
Rave him a bit part in ,".Iiillus
Caesar
Then Fox used him for
a small role in "Titanic"
"1 first came out here to lo a
test for Warners." Purdnin geld.
Exeiting co
;"I didn't make the anode with
rich red soda ea... goy!
them so 1 tested with Fox. 'Universal and Paramount. Non.
of
them wanted me.
20X#0/e
MOM decided I might
work out, co 1 signed with them.
AS soon as I finish The Egyntian:,
•24C41
/,.
/
To- Fox I 'report back to Metre
11) True superpower.
where
do four pictures in a
row."
The 27 vest old Englishman
grinned. "Ire either feast or .ferSO LIGHT, SO
ine in this business.' he said.
QUIRT!
P.,"I've been wanting- to take •
tott
rv.
, or
trip to England to visit me oar1 to 4 lb.
t //an ottwfa
ente -they're both 70 Foil when
I had the time to on, I didiO have
the motley. New that I have the
money. 1 just don't have the
time"
foirdom is refreshingly honest
and about the most ertieulate
ATTAC14-0-NATIC
Cl,-..'feels
tor in the buseeese. More initiorTool• r”p to lennea's
tant, however. he seems O. have
handy' Easy to tarry
and &tor.
:the ettnive quality that keens women of all %gee floating on :loud

scoTr

n

is

Great special offer
to introduce the exciting

ARRIVING RACK in Washington from New York, Senator Joseph
McCarthy (R), Wisconsin, helps his wife Jean off plane
at National airport. Earlier he said he would fight for broadcasting
time to answer speech by Adlai Stevemson attacking him. Mrs.
McCarthy was Injured in an auto accident,
(international/

SENATOR Dennis Chavez (Di, New
Senator Clinton Andersen (Di, New

Mexico, Is shown (left) with
Mexico, during a Democratic
caucus In Washington to decide party strategy In the New
Mexico
elocUon dispute. Chavez defeated Patrick Hurley by 5,000 votes.
He said he would 'not te
-surpnsed" if the Senate electionncom.
indite—GOP 2 to 1-voted to upset him
flaternationeOr
t.tt•-•t, • t

CONGRATULATES NEW DEPUTY

DEFENSE SECRETARY Charles E. Wilson (right) congratu
lates
Hobert 13. Anderson on Anderson's'appointment
as deputy defense
secretary, succeeding Roger M. Ryes (middle).
Anderson leaves
Navy secretary post. They are shown IP% Washingt
on, where Anderson, 43, Is youngest member of Wilson "team."
(laterreationad)

ANNOUNCING AITILLIPS 1949
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"3-D" RUG NOZZLE
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the aotaite—fmnt rear
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' "Anonimity is one's most °deed
, noseeseion." he said. "I'm terrified to think that one day I might
noesibly he !tared at and besieged
by fans. That's not my perpose
in corning to HnlIvevond.
"I want to establish myself ae
an actor.- he concluded, "not afi
a personality"

All the modern features
In ONE cleaner!
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11•• ^I've doin•nstrotiout
of •or slots AT ONCE

RED INVASION
•

URBAN C.STARKS & SON

MONIY-11•CK
12th and Poplar

Streets

Phone 1142

RICHMOND.
41P -- Charlee
Watson, 23.a Korean war wedeln,
stid he had driven his car around
town for two days with • Communist flag flapping from the radio
aerial and nobody noticed it
"11 think I coold drive a Russian
tank down the street and nothing
would hiippen," he said, "I got
more reaction in 'Korea with a
Confederate flag."
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A PRIMPS laCit/S'IVEI For the first time, you can enjoy the
benefits of the super aviation gasoline component— Di-isopro
pyl
(pronounced di-iso-pro-pull). No other gasoline has this super
power ingredient. It is inailable only in Phillips 66 FliteFuel.

'pea
they
dear
St
thee
Elea
he I/
she
joy!
SIP

Until recently, the use ofsuper aviation
gasoline components was restricted by
the United States Government to high
octane, high performance as iation gasoline. They were needed to give our
planes a tremendous power surge in
aerial comhat. Now military, authorities have released restrictions on the
use of these power-packed aviation gasoline components. So Phillips is able
to use not only Di-isopropyl but also
HF Alkylate, both originated and first
nianufactured by Phillips. That's why'
Phillips can bring you this great new
gasoline -Phillips 66 Elite-Fuel.

YOU GET ALL TEES, BENEFITS:
Increased power
•"smoot
h herration
• Greater fuel economy
• Higher anti-knock quality
• Freedom from stalling
• Famous(
P!is
ont'rolled Volatility,
and the extra clean burning
features of Phillips 66 Gasoline.
Let your ear's performance tell the
story. Get Phillips 66 Elite-Fuel at any
station displaying the orange and black
Phillips 66 Shield,

PErsouum ONPANY

'PHILLIPS 6451

,7
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Phillips 66 products are distributed in Murray and vicinity by
NOBLE FARRIS
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teerd INIR
One Easy, $42.95
Five other used washers at $39.85
One K.elvinator refrigeratoi, looks
like new, $117.50.
EVERGREENS,
SHRUBS
AND
WE REPAlh hANGES, WASHWard and Elkins
roses. Three acres of plantS to
UrilSci ers, small appliances, trains, biSouth Side Square
wel! grown
those from. Nice
cycles, fans etc.. Crosland AppliRoy Schinaus
11 plants. $1.50 up
ance Service, 205 Soutn Seventh
* Nursery. Mayfield Highway, Bentrn3lci
Street, phone 1412.
• ton, Ky.
iml8p)

r-

i

FOR SALE----1

FOR PENT

Ii
i_iOOD FORD TRACTOR WITH
plow. cultivator, disc. See J. a
Wilson. Route 2, Murray.
iml7c)
WHEAT STRAW AND J A.P HAY,
50 cents bale, fescue hay 50 cents
bale Clovis Byerly, Muriay Rt.
phone 4109.
(m17p)

w Mexico, is shown (left) with
kw Mexico, during a Democratic
,rtyi strategy in the New Mexico
Patrick Hurley by 5,000 votes.
!d" if the Senate elections. cumset him.
international/

•
si
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S NEW DEPUTY

USED
All

reconditioned and

•New and Used Cars
TWO

ROOM

FURNISHED

A-

Grayson Mc':.lure,

•rtievisior.

Purdom Parks

BEDROOM

apartment.
entrance.

erivaie
Bert

FUR N ISHED
thith,

furnishe,.
-

at 505 Maple.

RILEY'S
Furniture Store on Main
Your business is appreciated

private
Apply

CUSTOM
gardens,

TRACTOR

truck

WORK-

pat hes.

Onl7pi

4 ROOM APARTMENT, WIRED
for eleetrii. stove See 0. 13. Wairen, 810 West Main.
rml6p)

4 ROOM HOUSE WITH BATH
and hot water heater Wired for
Phu.ne 363-J
ml6c)
-
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has this super
66 Flite-Fuel.

L TNESE BENEFITS:

..1:1 power
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fuel economy
anti-knock quality
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(ontrolled Volatility,
Ira clean burning
Phillips 66 Gasoline.
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE

YOUNG MAN FROM AGE 16 TO
20. Work locally in a business,
chance to

learn

hours

week.

per

good
Must

45-I 10111111
47-For tow Oise
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CHAPTER' THIRTY TWO
"Of course not. I meant over girl he might have marricd-eve
n
'THAT'S pretty hard," said Stephen."
a cheap, vulgar girl-but it had
Shelly. "When "people are dater-101s, l• sea, -Wall; yesa..est•eorre• beenroaly-sionow. That was
all all
---Leteryone thought she would family had ever planned
mined to think the worst"
on doing.
marry
Ste
V,
e."
They would mark time until the
"On, dear," protested the older
"Was there ever an engage- proper occasion arose to show
wornan, tucking up a stray lock
of hair. "Don't you think people ment'? I'm not being cgtty. Just Stephen the error of his choicecurious."
Now, it seemed, that time nail
generally want to be kind?"
-There w a s an understanding, come. They had their storie
a,
-No, I'm afraid 1 don't have such
I'm sure."
which they would tell Stephenoptimism about the human race.
"I see." Shelly took a mint from when he returned-or even
write
Perhaps you'd better tell me what
the little covered dish on the table to him......_rve done. IN wheA icou've_Jaaars1 beside her . A gust
at wind blew
Would Ditch?
I ve done."
a spatter of rain across the veranHer skin cold, her heart thudMay Anna blinked. She had re- dah to strike against the
window ding, Shelly stared at the faded,
hearsed her approach, had planned pane. "Is that the
only story soft woman in blue, and wondered
how to make her points in progres- you've hoard ?" .
It Stephen's mother really would
sive order. Shelly should not have
"In no case were they really write such things to her
eon in
taken a short cut: she Immediately stories, dear. Eleanor just
said she Korea. Stephen loved May Anna,
regretted it.
knew you must have had • good he would believe her stories
beMay Anna played with her time, And Laura Jarvis-you know cause he would be sure this softbracelet, she touched the matching what good friends we are. She spoken woman would never
tell
neoldace of wo‘en bead Strands at went to your defense, dear, when anything but the truth.
her throat 'The thing is to avoid Ervin Lewis said some catty things
So Shelly must make Mrs. Carr
any chance of talk, Shelly . . ." about the Medical society meeting know that the stories were not
you attended. All dotted up was true! But now ? Oh, what a
she said uncertainly.
spot
-You mean, I should be more his term. He said you spoke La her husband had put her in! He
careful of what I do? Or is it only Dr. Talboy's behalf."
should never nave left ner at the
Shelly gasped. "Since I've been mercy of these peopl e! He'd
a matter of being more discreet
to only one meeting, it had to be counted on their protecting bee,
about When and where I do it 7"
"Oh. dear, Shelly, don't take that the time that poor Mr. Prewett "helping her. Insteadattitude:" pleaded May Anna in and Mr Coolteld spoke in refuteShe leaned back in her chair,
agitation. Had she really expected tion ot the goasip that was going waited for as opening, and then
her victim to sit quietly, Ilaten and around shout Craig's accident."
she tried her best to explain ncrA;
"You didnist speak that eve- hard, how very hard, she had been
say nothing.
"P lea Sc ten me what you've riling?"
trying to save Stephen's practice
"Yes, I did. But not • bout for him. "Stephen didn't realize
heard about me.Craig. I had helped organize
"I don't listen to gossip . .
how things would go," she exnight call service which needed the plained. "In the lire place, I'm
began May Anna.
Who does, thought Shelly, and Indorsement of the Medical society. sure he cotinVd on Miss Cobb's
t,
I explained it.
admits it. But she said nothing
staying in the office."
"Oh, dear. I got the Idea that
"Of course, When close ft lends
"I understand Dr. Talboy was
Ii
speak to me in • tone that shows you had-"
very rude to her."
"Dolled up to dazzle those docthey are worried about you,
he was, it's the first rudetors into being nice to Craig?"
dear-"
ness I've ever known him to com"Shelly, dear-"
Sheny waited.
mit, Don't you know him at all?”
"I'm sorry, but I am upset I
May Anna laughed a little. "Oh,
"Yea, dear, I've met turn."
did
dress carefully that evening.
there wasn't much said, of course.
"Craig himself thinks Stephen
Eleanor likes Dr Talboy. She says Most any woman wants to appear should have let some ot the local
' he is good company-and she said well betore • lot at men. 1 went doctors care for his patients. And,
she expected you thoroughly en- to that meeting In Stephen's inter- except for the plant, Stephen might
est, Mother Carr. I spoke only for have done that. nut, you Dee,
joyed your hockey -playing."
'
Shelly's need It f te d. "I don't the night call service-though, of Mother Carr, industrial medicine
course, I had known wky Dr Tal- means specific study and Informaunderstand
"Isn't the office usually opened lier, was hurt the night of Mrs tion. Stephen had studied it, and
Armes' death,
so has Dr. Talboy. That's why he
' on Saturday afternoon?"
"How did you know that, Shel- brought lure here, and that's why
"No," said Shelly, "it Isn't."
I've tried so hard to help him stay
"Oh, well, then that was a mis- ly 7"
take. But did you two go on a
Shelly' bit back the sharp re• here-to carry on Stephen's work."
"But maybe you shouldn't, Shelpicnic 7"
Joinder, "I wasn't with him!" In•
"Yes," said Shelly. "Yes, we did. stead- "It was on the °thee rec• ly! Isn't It true, dear, that he's
About ten days ago Craig had to ord," she said softly, "that he'd pretty much of a radical?"
Shelly took a deep breath. "He's
go to Allentown, it was a not, had no sleep tor three nights. In
summery day -on impulse, he sug- Stephen's interest, I telt that the • brilliant men, Mother thirr. He
gested that we tr:re a picnic lunch. truth must be told. The rector and also is noneat to the point of sometimes seeming r u d e. He's conand that I go with him. We were Mr. Cornteld told It."
vinced that it's not enough to behome by dark."
"Well, I'm glad to get t hat
lieve in • thing, one haa to an,
"Of course you were, dear. And straightened Out.
Because Laura nounce
his ballet and defend It.
if you don't think it was indiscreet and Dr. Lewis seemed
to think-" Naturally. when
Craig's belief conto ride an his car-and to lie under
"But don t you see that that's
flicts with established Ideas, he
a tree with him-"
the same situation as colored Eleagets called a radical."
She broke off at • flash in Shel- nor a story about
the picnic? Mrs.
ly's eyes. "Eleanor may do that Jarvis was nufteo
"You do call him by his first
at me because
when she goes on • picnic with she thought
I refused to send Dr. name, don't you?"
Craig," said Shelly hotly "I Talboy to her on a
"Yes, of course. He's Stephen's
night call. And,
wouldn't know about that- 1 don't or course, Dr.
Lewis hates Craig friend."
watch her as closely as she evi- for all the scandal
about his wite's
May Anna shook her head, an.
dently watches me."
attempted suicide. I mean, when happily, "1 wish you hadn't
gone
"Now, Shelly-"
people don't like you in the first Into the office."
"Look, Mother Carr. I did go on mace, their stories
"I took Stephen had never left It,
about youthat short afternoon picnic with well- sometimes . ."
I mean, it's pretty silly to say what
Dr. Talboy. Eleanor saw us in the
"Shelly, clear," said the older we wish were true. We
have to
car together. and it looks as it sne woman patiently, "don't you
realize handle what is
followed us to the field where we that when so many
"Well, on course, dear," said May
people disapeat talking for a couple oh flours, prove or your behavior,
they may Anna comic'
, tably, "I'll accept
and where we ate our Suppe r. be right enough that you
should your claim that you're trying to
Craig lay on the grass-so did ma be more careful ol what
you do?" save Stevie s pracece- bin don t
dog. 1 sal up both to talk and to
How gently May Anna spoke! you think that gossip about
you
eat. You can believe Eleanor's de- But 5 silken thread could
strangle and nis replacement might hurt
ductions, or you can believe my ac- quite as fatally as a hemp
rope. .. that practice?"
count of what happened."
Now it was all corning out; the
Shelly smiled grimly. "1 suppose
"Shelly," said May A n n a, re- family had picked Eleanor
fOr it could." she agreed. "1 know it
' proachfully.
Stephen. the Carrs had been dis- can hurt me-and Stephen
through
"Well, at least consider the fact appointed when tie matried an- me, it
anyone should ue unkind
I that Eleanor has reason to be other girl. Any girl. They'd made enough to
write turn these bailjealous of me, Mother Carr."
a show of accepting Shelly-just truths."
-Over Dr. Talboy?"
i
as they would have done tor any
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By Ernie Bushrniller

AUNT FRIT71--- MAY
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WRESTLERS
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WELL THEN, CAN
I GIVE MY RAGDOLLS A
BATH

OH, BOY --THIS IS A
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COOK COUNTY JAR guard lase tsrownsi.eao is create() oy
John Selling* in °Beat() following r101 111 II hien 18 pilau-11er*,
one condemned to deatJt. (Ought aft autnertues for seven hours
till subdued by tear gas. Beside Selling' Is guard Thomas Shafer,
also injured. Right, liberal John Babb.(tsiterneitonat Soioutpaolo)
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GUARD TREATED AFTER JAIL RIOT

Arthur

Michel. phone 626-M.

im15W

now located
lower level

fa2c)

SERVICES OFFERED I

70

ENIX

wear.

ROOM FURNISHED
3
SASE• MIDWAY MOTORS •
ment apartment. Private entrance,
4 miles South of Murray
private bath, refrigerator and electric stove furnished. 203 Wood'
on Hazel Road. •
lawn.
(m150 - Drive out ad save $ I $ $ -

guiranteed.
partment, utilities furnished. 525. Phone 84.
One Maytag. two yean ?Id 8.99.J5. Rooms or rooms and ,board. 708
Two used Maytags, each $49-95.
phone 131-J.
irril5c)

Upholstery Shop

New nylon bath mats are fluff:,
deep-tufted, and exceptionally wit
to stand on. Since nylon doesn •
absorb dirt, these mists stay clea
longer and they'ie economical because nylon is famous for long

GARAGE APARTME.N1, THREE
NEW SPINET PIANO TO BE
rooms arid bath. 1504 Mein
,
GIVEN AWAY FREE Watch for
phone 104
(m17p)
tml7c)
next Thursday's paper.

- —

Wilson (right) congratulates
appointment as deputy defense
yes (middle). Anderson leaves
3wn in Washington, where AnWilson -team."(I'sterna ttona4)

NOTICE

importance are fresh, clean, fluffy
towels big enough to really wipe
dry with. And last but far from
least, a deep-pile. soft bath mat to
spread your toes on when you step
out of the tub That is rely luxury-

I

APPLIANCES

appliances

'PAGE SEVEN
LUXLIAY *ATM DEFINED
Have you ever thought about
what makes a luxurious bath? A
tub full of foaming suds. to begin
with-that's easy enough to provide by keening a foe h
soap handy to the MN Next la
- -
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LET ME LOOSE...
I'LL KILL `104)...I'LL DO
IT: DO IT.' 00 IT,'!

YOU'LL DO NO*ORE KILLING,
LITTLE
LADY
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Sunshine is Accented in
11 Modern Landscape Style
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rowers eye colorful frame about the beese bat cast no shade.
Owners of modern homes who ing them contribute to home enexpect to landscape their )orment. Large glass areas are
• grounds this spring should give intended to bring sunlight
into
careful thought to a plan.
the home: and this can only be
A good general rule is to de- accomplished if overplanting it
cide what use the family can trees and shrubbery too near the
make of the borne grounds, far house is avoided.
the children's play and the
To all vegetables, and most
adult's enjoyment, and set aside flowers, excepting a few that
areas for games, bobbies, and are shade-resistant, too much
service purposes. The most re- shade means starvation. Sunwarding hobby to practice in shine is needed by their leaves
your outdoor home Ls gardening. to turn what we know as plant
You will want both flowers and foods into sugars, which their
a vegetable plot, and the latter cells use in growth and other
should be as near the kitchen life processes.
door as possibie.
Experiments in Ohio have
Plant around these useful shown that brightest summer
areas decorative plants which sunshine . falls- -On the outer
will not interfere with use, and leaves of a tree with a light
you will be following the fashion intensity of 13,000 foot candles.
in landscaping which promises to Beneath the tree this light is
prevail in this country for many reduced to 500-1.600 foot canyears to come.
dles, with only 300-1.000 in the
The introduction of functional heavy shsde near the trunk.
design for new homes which
When sunlight on leaves is regives first conskleration to the duced to 1.100 foot candles,
comfort and convenience of the sugars produced by a plant are
family rather than allowing tra- all consumed with no reserve
dition to dictate the appearance for storage. When light is reof the house, has forced a re- duced below this "compensation
adjustment of landscape prac- point.- starvation begins.
tices.
In garden planning you may
Foundation plantings of tall assume that all garden plants
growing evergreens and shrubs do best in full sunshine: the
do not fit homes with no visible few that retain vigor in shaded
foundation. Their simple lines locations must be sought out.
and lack of ornamentation need Even these few suffer from the
* touch of gay color in the competition which the roots of
foreground and the practice of trees and shrubs give them, in
growing flowers in front yards the soil. Roots extend around a
Is rapidly spreading.
tree in a circle as large as the
Front yard Sowers create at- top, and some trees. in search
tractiv• views !Nom picture of food arid water.' send their
windows which are intended to roots incredible distances. in the
look out upon such views. mak- struggle to survive.
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thing I'll ask is that he let me
keep up with my career-at least
the modeling end of it," she said.
Both girls are nativ... Californians and pretty typical of the
beautiful young things who show
up at casting tryouts. Matter of
fact, that's how they got tabbed
with having "the most beautiful
1. as."

with a large crowd gathered for
the fun, -the comedian clowned
around • with a measuring tape and

PLAN VOTE DISPUTE STRATEGY

finally settled for Zell and Phyllis.
The girls said they hia•ed Can.
tom's show would helo further
their careers, but they !hushed
when asked if it might breig them
more dates.

Phyllis, speaxing for both of
Cantor advertised in the Holly- them, said,
"We're nut interested
wood trade papers seeking girls in dates
right nows We haven't
with the right qualificzitiois. Then. got the
time."

EVI

PLANS FIGHT FOR TIME ON AIR
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SENATOR Dennis Chavez (DI, New Mexico, is shown
(left) with
Senator Clinton Anderson (D), Nevi Mexico, during a
Democratic
caucus In Washington to decide party. strategy In the
New Mexico
election dispute. Chavez defeated aPatrick Hurley
by 5,000 votes,
He said he would "not be surprised" if the Senate
elections. cornmittee--GOP 2 to 1-voted to upset him.
I Internattona4)

j

New Star Comes
From Beefs With
Studio By Stars

Fu

Yos

_

-ut..•

ARRIVING BACK In Washington from New York, Senator Joseph
McCarthy flan Wisconsin, helps his wife Jean off plane
at National airport. Earlier he said he would fight for broadcas
ting
time to answer speech by Adlal Stevenson attacking
him. Mrs.
McCarthy was injured in an auto accident,
(Interstationa1)

DEFENSE SECRETARY Charles E. Wilson (right) congratu
lates
Robert B. Anderson on Anderson's appointment
as deputy defense
secretary, succeeding Roger M. Kyes (ni!sidle)
. Anderson leaves
Navy secretary post. They are shown In Washing
ton, where Anderson, 43, Is youngest member of Wilson -team."
(/aternationoi)
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ANNOUNCING IWILLIPAV 66'

ado

,A PlifILLIPS ZWLUSIVI? For the first time, you can
enjoy

the
benefits of the super aviation gasoline component—Di-is
opropyl

(proruntraced di-iso-pro-pull). No other gasoline has this
super
power ingredient. It is airailable only in Phillips 66 FliteFuel.
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they
dear
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ther
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he a
she
Joy('
toot

Until recently, the use of super aviation
gasoline components was restricted by
the United States Government to high
octane, high performance a% iation gasoline. They were needed to give our
planes a tremendous power surge in
aerial combat. Now military authorities have released restrictions on the
use of these power-packed as
gasoline components. So Phillips is able
to use not only Di-isopropyl but also
HF Alkylate, both originated and tirst
roanufactured by Phillips. That's why
Phillips can bring you this great new
gasoline -Phillips 66 Elite-F- uel.

YOU GET ALL

TUSK 11111IFITS:

• Increased power
• iumoothvr acceleration.
•(;realer fuel economy
• Higher anti-knock quality
• Freedom from stalling
• FamouS(ll
S
oatrolle
d Volatility,
and the estra clean burning
features of Phillips 66 Gasoline.
Let your car's performance tell the
story. Cidt Phillips 66 Flite-Fucl at any
station displaying the orange and black
Phillips 66 Shield.
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Western State Hospital.
Community housekeepins has including
improvement
the
and
marking of mailboxes. Vie cleanBy VIERNON SCOTT
ing of roadsides, the marking of
roads, the clearing and care of United * Press Staff
Corresyoodentlocal cemeteries. lendsc - ping of 4 HOLLYWOOD eft
---Marlon Branschool or church grounds and the d,' and Mario Lariz -i
have more
In eenunon then theseredeeerating L4f. chtireb..e
beeer
stud!os-both actors are
resoontible
for making a big star
out of a
complete unknown.
The name Edmund Purdom
snay
not mean much to the
public, but
as of right now he's the
halt( it
male stir in the business
-all be-hees
ted by petulant Bland° and rititaieyloSee 1.311za.
"I guess I owe them
some kind
of thank-S.7 Purdue% says,
ebut
I've never met either of
them"
He Was given Lanza's
role in
"The Student Prince" and
Iirando's part in "The F.:yptian"
when
the temperamental stars
pulled out
of the picture's.
Dark - eyed and black haired,
Purdorr, stands well over six
feet
tell and hnpes to becom- a r.
mantic leading man in the old
years-ahead
tradition.
-Most leading men trxiar
are
character actors," he said
"The
enlv real romantic actor
in Hollywood right now is Tyrone
Power.
The movies could Use more
of his
I
•
SWIVEL-TOP
type"
a CLEANER
Ptirdom arrived In Hollywo
od
from London two years ago
and
proceeded to starve until
WM
gave him a bit part in ."Julius
Caesar" Then Fox used him
for
a smell role in "Titanic."
"I first came out here to lo
test for Warners.- Purloin
said.
Exciting m. • "I didn't make the genie with
rich red Plat
gray!
[them so T tested with Fox. ttni. versa! and Paramount. None
of
them wanted me.
"Fin a- lly MGM decided I might
gotta.'"
work Out. SO I liCalari with *rm.
As soon as I finish 'The Egyntian'
for Fox I report back to Metro
S150 likOtA04Y
where
_to
do four pictures in a
tee.
row."
1Reco ere'
...Ina,lee
The 27 'year old Englishman
;
:
, jaa
* seem
•
grinned. "It's either -least or
SO LIGHT, SO GRIIETI
Inc in this business." he said.
Purr.n met —
'"I've been wanting-- to take a
no srina or roar
trill' to Eneland to visit me narLgh,oright-2 to • lb..
Ina than ot herr
erda-they're both 70. Rut when
had the time to
I didn't have
the money. Now that I have the
menev. I just don't have the
time"
Pli rdoin. is refreshingly honeet
fag 1.6111
pad about the most ertirulato acATTACH-0-MAT1E
Clignas IN&
tor in the business. More ;mit:torTools clip to cloanar's
rent however. he !teems to have
...shady* handy' Eaary,tosad.
carry
and Mon
the elusive quality that keeps woNO DUST
5'oser1.1 suction al. a- r-.n1
BAG TO
men of all 'ages floating on Ittlenni
the sank-frr,ra . rear
eine.
EMPTY
Ant Gots end,'
• "Anonimity is One's most nrized
4011,M0
possession." he said. "I'm terrified to think that one day I might
[Possibly be 'tared at and besieged
by fans. That's not my nin-Pose
• Drams& an bent. - ritit,n5
• Porrr-rdain-se shin or roar
colors
in coming to Hollywood.
•
So
Lain
-2
up
I
Rai
Ins
'has
• floper•p000r,..or. intim
achne
"i want• to establish myeelf as
• May All*. Swivel-Tao• adpastabla Section-inns
an actor." he concluded. "not as
dk wit., ennui -pallaisr
•"="
r
•••••,•„, MOW
a personality."
ClIp-ao Toole
• Triply
rer15.11
• Ilinaphstkisary Odd
Rag
• The icis Laren price awn05
Node
SA to SA'
RED INVASION
See "live" d•no•nstratien
---at our st•ro AT ONCE
•
RICHMOND. /a
- Charles
SMALL
Watson. 23. a Korean war soderans
DEPOSIT
stid he had driven his car .iroond
town for two days with a CoMmu$11
.
5
nee flag flapping from the radio
serial and nobody noticed it
RIONIY-BACK
"I think I coald .drive a Riissinn
12th and Poplar Streets
tank down the street and nothing
Phone 1142
would happen." he said. -I got
more ,reaCtion In Korea with a
Confederate flag."
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Members of homemakifs clubs
in Kentucky devoted a considerable part of their time last yoar
corna.unities or counties, according
to Miss lona Montgomery, state
By VERNON scow
chairupael of citizenship of the Kentucky- Federation of Homemakers.
united grewi Stplf Correspondent
She reported to women attending
HOLLYWOOD, IF - Two show
the University of Kentucky Farm
girls, billed as having "the longest
and Horne Convention at Lexiags•
and most beautiful legs in Hollyton.
wo5C---gin-Ai a measure of fame
More than . 1.900 huniernakers last week when Eddie Cantor
fave - orte or more pints of blood pinked them .to appear on his Sunto the Red Cross or influenced day television show.
The long-stemmed beauties were
others to do so. They further help_eci by urgamzinla _nest-aid -units.- happy as larks aftet beuee_chosen
charge of Mobile units, working from 100 other eager contestants,
at blood banks. or feedl'tt! blood and willing to talk about anything
at all. But mostly they wanted
donors. They worked with county
talk about boy friends . and clatqs.
health nurses, and laugh' classee
One of the winners, Zell Russell,
in nutrition to 4-H club members.
mid that people have th•.• wrong
In Anderson county, hcmemakidea about Hollywood being a
ers contributed $135 toward the
glamorous place for dates and
purchas.., of an iron lung for a
night life.
Lexingten
hospital.
Throughout
"I don't go out on dates just
the state, hundreds, of hours were for
the sake of going out," she
given by club member; toaservine
said "I'd much rather stay home
as nurses aids, c.c.. to sewing in with a
good book than go to a
hospitals.
night club with someonc. I'm not
More than 512.200 were contri- interested an. That sounds funny,
buted by the members of 718 I know, but that's the way I feel."
Phyllis Applegate .the other
homemakers clubs fur
winwelfare
ner, used a little stronger
work in their communines the
language.
_
Peet year. They sent 867 packages
of foo71
- and eh-Ai:rig to Korea or
"I'd father watch wrestling
'on
European countries thriugh CARE television than go out
with a
These women aie interested al- Hollywood
wolf
and
wrestle
so in recreation programs in their through an,evening, she
Zell. a blone, agreed that
own communities. The Wheatcroft
frowne
nicit
Homemakers Club in
Webster of the stage door Johnnie.; in film
County. for example, orgi•nized a town have a definite wolf strain
youth center, sponsored entertain- in them, but she hasn't given
UP
ments. and built 'a tennis court. hope of finding the right guy.
"I'll get married when
Several clubs adapted old buildI'm sure
I've found the right
one. The only
ings for conimunity centers, and
two built club houses. Recreation
and craft lessons were .sponsored
by several clubs for patients in
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'UTE STRATEGY
i
One Easy, $42.95
Five other used washers at $39.95
One Kelvinator refrigerated, looks
like new, $117.50.
EVERGREENS, SHRUBS
AND
WE REPAlh hANGES, WASHWard and Elkins
roses. Three acres of plants to
ers, small appliances, trains, bitrn15c)
South
Square
Side
chose from. Nice
welt
grown
cycles, fans etc. Crosland Appliplants, g1.50 ._u_p
Roy. Helu_nans
ance Servtce, 205 Soutn Seventh
Nursery. Mayfield Highway. Ben(in31c)
Street, phone 1412.
ton, Ky.
(m18p)

i

NOTICE

PAGE SEVEN
LUXURY BARU DILF1NILD

importance are fresh, clean. Huffy
Have you ever thought about towels big enough' to really wipe
what makes a lunorious berth? A dry with. And last but fur from
tub full of
mak to begin least, a deep-pile, soft bath mat to
with-that's easy eficrugh to Pro- spread your toes on when you Step
vide by keer,ing a fre h
out of the tub. That is re.-Hy lux'
soap handy te the tub( Next Is ury-

New nylon bath mats are thiff.
deep-tufted, and exceptiorally sot'
to stand on. Since nylon doesn •
absorb dirt, these mats stay des
longer and they're economical because nylon is famous for long
wear.

GUARD TREATED AFTER JAIL RIOT

FOR PENT

Ii
600D FORD TRACTOR WITH
plow, cultivator, disc. See J. D.
Wilson, Route 2, Murray.
iml7c)
WHEAT STRAW AND ..1 5.P HAY,
50 cents bale, fescue hay 50 cents
bale. Clovis Byerly, Money Rt. 8
phone 4103.
(m17p)

w Mexico, 13 shown (left) with
We Mexico, during a Democratic
Litt)" strategy in the New Mexico
&Patrick Hurley by 5,000 votes.
el" if the Senate elections. cornset him.
(International)

USED
All

GARAGE APARTMENT, THREE
rooms and bath. 1504 Mein :it, NEW SPINET PIANO TO SE
GIVEN AWAY FREE. Watch for
phone 104
(m17p)
(m17e)
next Thursday's paper.
3 ROOM FURNISHED
SASE• MIDMAT MOTORS •
ment apartment. Private entrance,
4 miles South of Murray
private bath, refrigerator and electric stove furnished. 203 Woodon Hazel Road. •
lawn.
(m15c, - Drive out ad save $ S $ $ -

APPLIANCES

appliances

•New and Used Cats

A- Grayson itic•:lure,
guaranteed.
partment, utilities furnished. $25. Phone 84.
One Maytag. two years old $99 J5. Rooms or rooms and board. 708
Two Ilbe'd Maytags, each $49.95. Olive, phone -J.
(m15c)

S NEW DEPUTY

reconditioned and

TWO

ROOM

FURNISHED

i its
Nitre

guard saw orowrisLeao is treateo oy
Jobn Selling, in Chicago following riot In stitch 18 prisoners,
one condemned to des* (ought aft authorlUes for seven hours

EOM COUNTY lMt

(a2c1

till subdued by tear gas. Beside Selling' is guard Thomas Shafer,
also injured. Right, Sheriff John Bobo.I lielarisoltonai iloundpAolo)

SERVICES OFFERED!

TWO

ENIX

entrance.

Upholstery Shop
now located

RILEY'S

TNESE BENEFITS:
eel power

ler acceleration.,
• fuel economy
anti-knock quality
11 from stalling
PI IS
(ontrolled Volatility,
Ira clean burning
Phillips 66 Gasoline.

ars performance tell the
Mips 66 I- lite-Fuel at any
ring the orange and black

lie

ACROSS
•
1--Prookard
4— I:0111a II
gui meta
li-fiesurt
11-atellfsen
vola •no
1:-Lesse
13-filaeseinir
"ewe,
14-A '
,Intl
(abbr.)
15-A titer. An

lml5p0

YOUNG MAN FROM AGE 16 TO
20. Work locally in a business,
chance to

learn

4 ROOM HOUSE WITH BATH hours per week.
and hot water heater Wired fof much as 2 years
tlectric stove. Phone 363-3 'milk. Write
Box 32-W.
- -—

good
Must

trade, 40
have

of high school.
4en17p)

CHAPTER- TIIIRTY TWO
I "Of course not. I meant over girl he might have married-ev
en
.•THAT'S pretty hard," said Stephen."
• cheap, vulgar girl -but it had
Shelly. 'When "peeper are dc•101a, I- see. -WW1 yea—of-coarse been-oaly-eerrow. That was
all au'
mined to think the worst."
---"eVeryone thought aka would family had ever planned on
doing.
"Oh, dear," protested the older marry stewe."
'They would mark time until the
"Was there ever an eng•ge- proper occasion arose to show
woman, tucking up a stray lock
of hair. -Don't you think people ment? I'm not being ciiitty. Just Stephen the error of his choicecurious."
generally want to be kind?"
Now, it seemed, that time nad
"There w a s an understanding, come. They had their stories,
-No, I'm afraid I don't hai.e such
I'm sure."
which they would tell Stephenoptimism about the human race.
"1 see." Shelly took a mint from when he returned-or
even write
Perhaps you' better tell me what
the little covered dish on the table to himI've done, or what you've heard
beside her . A gust of wine, blew
Would ant)
I've- done".
spatter of rain across the veranHer skin cold, her heart thudMay Anna blinked. She had re- dah to strike against
the window ding. Shelly stared at the faded,
hearsed her approach, had planned pane. "Is that the
only story soft woman in blue, and wondered
how to make her points in progres- you've leard?" •
M Stephen's melther really would'
sive order. Shelly should not have
"In no case were they really write such things to her
eon in
taken • short cut; she immediately stories, dear. Eleanor Just
said she Korea. Stephen loved May Anna.,
regretted it.
knew you must have had a good he would believe her stories
bee
May Anna pl•yed with her time. And Laura Jarvis-you know cause he would be sure this
softbracelet. she touched the matching what good Mends we are. She spoken woman would
never tell
necklace of woven head atrands at went to your defense, dear, When anything but the truth.
tier tnroat. -The thing is to avoid Ervin Lewis said some catty things
So Shelly must make Mrs. Carr
any chance ot talk. Shelly . ." about the Medical society meeting know that the stories were not
you attended. All dolled up was true! But how! Oh, what a
said uncertainly.
spot
"You mean. I should be more his term. He said you spoke in her husband had put her in! He
,areftil of what I do? Or is at only Dr. Talboy'. behalf."
should never nave left her at the
Shelly gasped. -Since I've been mercy of these peopl e! He'd
a matter of being more discreet
to only one meeting, it had to be counted on their protecting her,
about when and where I do it ?"
"Oh. dear, Shelly, don't take that the time that poor Mr. Prewett helping her Insteadattitude:" pleaded May Anna in and Mr Cornteld spoke in refutaShe leaned back In her chair,
agitation. Had she really expected tion ot the gossip that was going waited for an opening, and then
her victim to sit quietly, &Wen and around maxim Craig's accident."
she tried her best to explain how
"You didn't speak that eve- hard, how very hard, she had been
say nothing?
"Ple••e tell me what you've ning
trying to save Stephena practice
"Yes, I did. But not about for him. "Stephen
heard about me.realize
Craig.
I had helped organize a how things would go," she ex"I don't listen to gossip ..."
night call service which needed the plained. "In the first place, I'm
bee= May Anna
Who does, thought Shelly, and indorsement of the Medical society. sure he coun'id on Miss Cobb's
I explained it."
admits it? Hut she said nothing
staying in the office "
"Oh, dear. I got the Idea that
"Of course, When close friends
"I understand Dr. Talboy was
speak to me in • tone that shows you had-very rude to her."
"Dolled up to dazzle those doethey are worried about you,
"If he was, it's the first rude-,
tors into bring nice to Craig'!"
dear-"
nese I've ever known him to com"Shelly, dear-"
Shelly waited.
mit. Don't you know him at all?"
"I'm sorry, but I am upset. I
May Anna laughed a little. "Oh,
"Yes, dear, I've met rum."
did
dress
there wasn't much said, of course.
carenilly that evening.
-Craig himself thinks Stephen
Eleanor likes Dr Talboy. She says Most any woman wants to appear should have let some of the local
he is good company-and she said well before a lot of men. I went doctors care for his patients. And,
she expected you thoroughly en- to that meeting In Stephen's Inter- except for the plant, Stephen might
est, Mother Carr. I spoke only for have done that. But, you epee,
joyed your hookey-playing."
Shelly's head lifted. -I don't the night call service-though, of Mother Carr, industrial medicine
course. I had Known way Or Tal- means specific study and informaunderstand . "
"Isn't the office usually opened boy was hurt the night of Mrs. tion. Stephen had studied it, and
Armes drat h.
so has Dr. Talboy. That's why ne
on Saturday afternoon?"
"How did you know that, Shel- brought him here, and that's wny
"No," said Shelly, "it isn't."
I've tried so hard to help him stay
"Oh, well, then tkot was • mis- ly?"
take. But did you two go on •
Shelly hit back the sharp re- here-to carry on Stephen's work."
-But maybe you shouldn't, Shelpicnic?"
joinder, -I waan't with him!" In"Yes," said Shelly. "Yea. we did. stead- "It was on the office rec- ly! Isn't ft true, dear, that he's
About ten days ago Craig had to ord," she said softly, "that he'd pretty much of • radical?"
Shelly took a deep breath. "He's
go to Allentown, it was • not, had no sleep tor three nights.
In
summery day -on impulse, he sug- Stephen•s interest, I telt that the • brilliant man, Mother (Sim He
also
is hottest to the point of somegested that we Wee • picnic lunch, truth must be told. The rector and
ttmes seernifig r ii d e. He's conand that I go with him. We were Mr. Cornteld told It."
vinced
that it's not enough to behome by dark."
"Well, I'm glad to get th•t
lieve an • thing, one has to an"Of course you were, dear. And straightened out.
&cause Laura nounce
lus belief and defend It.
if you don't think it was indiscreet and Or. Lewis seemed
to think-" Naturally.
when Craig s belief conto ride an Ma car-and to lie under
"But don't vuu see that that's
flicts with established Ideas, he
a tree with him-"
the some situation as colored Eleagets called a radical."
She broke off at • flash in Shel- nor a story about
the picnic? Mrs.
ly's eyes. "Eleanor may do that Jarvis was milted
"You do call film by his first
at me because
when she goes on • picnic with she thought I
refused to send Dr. name, don't you?"
Craig," said Shelly hotly "I Talboy to her
"Yea, of course. He's Stephen's
on • night call. And,
Wouldn't know about that- I don't of course. Dr.
Lewis hates Craig friend."
.watch her as closely as she evi- for all the scandal
about his wite's
May Anna shook her head, =dently watches me."
attenipted suicide. I mean, when happily. "I wish you hadn't
gone
"Now, Shelly-"
people don't like you in the brat Into the office "
"Look, Mother Carr. I did go on piace, their stories
about you"1 scull Stephen And never left if.
that short afternoon picnic with well- sometimes . ."
1 mean, it's pretty silly to say what
Dr. Talboy. Eleanor saw us in tlie
"Shelly, dear," said the older we wish were true. We
have to
car together, and it looks as it sne %vonian patiently. "don't you
realise handle what is
followed us to the field where we that when so many
people disapot course. dear." said May
eat talking for a couple of nours prove or your behavior, they
may Anna condoitably, "I'll accept
and where we ate our supper. be right enough that you
should your claim that you're trying to
raig lay on the grass-so did ma be more cal efiii of what you
do?" save Stevie
pracace-but don't
,g. I sat up both to talk and to
How gently May Anna spoke! you think that gossip about
you
it. You can believe Eleanor's de- Hut a silken thread could
strangle and ma replacement might hurt
Hetions, or you can believe my at- quite as tatally as a hemp
rope... that practice?"
int of what happened.Now it was all corning out: the
Shelly smiled grimly. "I suppose
"Shelly," said May A n n a, re- family had picked Eleanor
for It could." sne agreed. "I know it
, ,,,actifully.
Stephen. the Carrs had been
can nuil nie-and Stephen througn
-Weil, at least consider the fart appointed when tie married disan- me, if anyone should oe unkind
• at Eleanor has reason to be other girl. Any girl. They'd made enough
to write tum these 'unalone of me, Mother Carr."
a show of accepting Shelly -Just truths."
-Over Dr. Talboy?"
as they would have done tor any
(To Be Continued!
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unless yo.i start to save some money ... and keep everlastingly at it! How about reversing those odds? Here's
how; Start a savings account here.. Deposit a fixed
I'
4" amount every pay day.
Dote( let anything stop you
You'll then be a "dollars to doughnuts" favorite to win
through to the best things of life. As a matter of fact,
you can't miss!
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Member FDIC
Deposits Insured to $10,000

NANCY

AUNT FRIT71--- MAY
I WATCH THE
WRESTLERS
ON TA/. ?
NO
YOU'VE
BEEN
• A BAD
GIRL

-

Dollars to doughnuts are _pretty steep vdds. No steeper,
though, than the odds against your financial success
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Wilson (right) congratulates
appointment as deputy defense
yes (m!ddle). Anderson leaves
own In Washington, where AnWilson -team." (inferno/tong

has this super

Heitt

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

CUSTOM TRACTOR WORK-gardens, truck patches. Arthur
Apply Michel. phone 826-M.
(M17p)

FURNISHED
bath,

4 ROOM APARTMENT, WIRED
for electric stove. See 0. D. Warren, 810 West Main.
iml8p)

Furniture Store on Main
Your business is appreciated
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at 505 Maple.
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By Er. Rualssillear

WELL THEN, CAN
I GIVE MY RAGDOLLS A
BATH ?

OH , BOY --THIS IS A
SWELL
WRESTLINGMATCH

0.,At
sc„roOSH
—
LiA)
_ 1 (MAC-(f

LE,' ABNER

By AiCapp
ALL THE OTHER
HCCLNED ANIMALS
IS SKEDADDLIN.TO
SAFETY/7— THE'?
WANTS YO'Tt30
WIF'EM—

Go w

THEY IS YORE BUDDIES,
PAPP`iff —TH
BIN
AN
LANGE-Mod
VOIT-TH EY KNOWS
Vs1HEN TO HIDE—

(
OH,
IF YORE
KIND,PAPPY.F7-S°61HE WON'T GO!!-IT'S THE YOKUM
PRIDE—

frelleawedieZalllab"

ABBIE au' IR.ATS

By Raebura Van Baran
LET ME LOOSE...
I'LL HILL YOU...I'LL DO MORE KILLING,
fT: 00 IT,' 00 IT,'!
LITTLE
L ADY

tio7,

SLEEP, MY LITTLE JAS014..SLEEP
LONG AND PEACEFULLY... THE
REWARD FOR LOVING DEBORAH
EAMES ...
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Sunshine is Accented in
11 Modern Landscape Style

Homemakers Hell) To
Improve Communities

Tall Show
Gals Cain
Fame On Show

thing I'll ask is that he let me
keep up with my career--at least
the modeling end of it," he said.
Both girls are nativa Californians and pretty typical of the
beautiful young things who show
up at casting tryouts. Matter of
fact, that's how they got tabbed
with having "the most beautiful
kgs."

ownsassoiew
with a large crowd gathered for
the fun, the comedian clowned
around with a measuring tape and

MONDAY, MARCH 16, 1954

PLAN VOTE DISPUTE STRATEGY

finally settled for Zell and Phyllis.
The girls said they hilted CanLos's show would help further
their careers, but they laughed
when asked if it might bong them
More dates.

Members of homemakers clubs
in Kentucky devoted a considerable part of their time last yaar
cum.-nue-ales or counties, according
to Miss lona Montgomery, state
Phyllis, speaking for both of
Cantor advertised in tae Holly- them, said, "We're
By VERNON SCOTT
chairman of citizenship of the Kennot interested
wood
trade
papers
seeking
girls in dates right now, We haven't
tucky Federator of Homemakers.
tailed *ream Staff Correspondent with the right qualifications. Then, got
the time."
She reported to woman attending
HOLLYWOOD
— Two show
the University of Kentucky Farm
girls, billed as. having "the longest
and Home Convention at Lexingand most beautiful legs in Hollytun.
wood" gainod a meastite Of fame
mote than 1,900 honiemakers last week when Eddia Cantor
gave one or more pinta of blood picked them ,,to appear on his Sunto the Red Cross or influenced day television show.
others to do so, They further.-help— . The long-stemmed beaotaes were
ed by organizing first-aid Units, hippy as lurks aftei brie.; chosen
charge of mobile units, working from 100 other eager contestants,
at blood banks, or feedifiga blOoce and willing to talk about ahything
at all. But mostly they wanted to
donors. They worked with 'county
talk about boy 'friends and datip.
health nurses, and taught classes
One of the winners, Zell Russet!,
in nutrition to 4-H club members.
mid that people have thc wrong
In Anderson county, hemernaa- idea
about Hollywood being a
ers contributed $135 toward the. glamorou
s place for dates and
purchasa of an iron lung for a
night life.
Lexington
hospital.
Throughout
aI don't go out on dates just
the state, hundreds of hours were for the
sake of going out," she
given by club members to.aserving said.
"I'd much rather stay home
as nurses aids, or to sewing in with a good
book than go to a
hospitals.
night club with someona I'm not
More than' S!2,200 were contri- interested an. That sounds funny,
buted by the members of 718 I know. but that's the way I feel."
Phyllis Applegate the other winhomemakers clubs tor
welfare
Work in their communines the ner, used a little stronger lanpast year. They sent 867 packages guage.
of fooil and clothing to Korea or
"I'd father watch wrestling
on
European countries thr nigh CARE television than go out
with a
These women axe interested al- Hollywood
wolf
and
wrestle
so in recreation programs in their through an evening, she
frowned.
Zell,
a blone, agreed Clot
own communities. The Wrieatcroft
mast
Homemakers Club in
Webster of the stage door Johnnie, in film
County. for example. organized a town have a definite wolf strain
youth center, sponsored entertain- in them, but she hasn't given up
ments. and built 's tenni, court. hope of finding the right guy
"I'll get married when
Several clubs adapted old buildI'm sure
I've found the right
one. The only
ings for community centers, and
two built club houses. Recreation
and craft lessons were sponsored
by several clubs for patients in
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Owners of modern homes who
expect to landscape their
grounds this sprang should give
careful thought to a plan.
A good general rule is to decide what use the family can
make of the home grounds, for
the children's play and the
adult's enjoyment, and set aside
areas for games, hobbies, and
service purposes. The most rewarding hobby to practice in
your outdoor home is gardening.
You will want both flowers and
• vegetable plot, and the latter
should be as near the kitchen
door as possible.
Plant around these useful
areas decorative plants which
-will not interfere with use, and
you will be following the fashion
in landscaping which promises to
prevail in this country for many
years to come.
The introduction of functional
design for new homes which
gives first consideration to the
comfort and convenience of the
family rather than allowing tradition to dictate the appearance
of the house, has forced a readjustment of landscape practices.
Foundation plantings of tall
growing evergreens and shrubs
do not fit homes with no visible
foundation. Their simple lines
and lack of ornamentation need
a touch of gay color in the
foreground and the practice of
growing flowers in front yards
is rapidly spreading.
Front yard flowers create at.
tractiv• views from
picture
windows which are intended to
look out upon such views. mak-

ing them contribute to home enjoy•ment. Large glass areas are
intended to bring sunlight into
the home: and this can only be
accomplished if overplanung
trees and shrubbery too near the
house is avoided.
To all vegetables, and most
flowers, excepting • few that
are shade-resistant, too much
shade means starvation. Sunshine is needed by their leaves
to turn what we know as plant
foods into sugars, which their
cells use in growth and other
life processes.
Experiments in Ohio have
shown that brightest summer
sunshine falls on the outer
1
of a tree with a light
Intensity of 13.000 foot candles.
Beneath the tree this light is
reduced to 500-1.600 foot candles, with only 300-1.000 in the
heavy sh•de near the trunk.
When sunlight on leaves is reduced to 1,100 foot candles,
sugars produced by a plant are
all consumed with no reserve
for storage. When light is reduced below this "compensation
point," starvation begins.
In garden planning you may
assume that all garden plants
do best in full sonshine; the
few that retain vigor in shaded
locations must be sought out.
Even these few suffer from the
competition which the roots of
trees and shrubs give them, in
the soil. Roots extend around a
tree in a circle as large as the
top, and some trees, in search
of food and water, send their
roots incredible distances, in the
struggle to survive.

New Star Comes
From Beefs With
Studio By .Stars

Western State Hospital.
Comthunity hous..keepina has including
improvement and
the
marking of mailboxes, the cleanHy VERNON SCOTT
ing of roadsides, the marking of_
_
.
roads, the clearing and care of I tanned Press Staff
Correorondent
local cemeteries. landscaping of i HOLLYWOOD
t?—Marlon , Bran school or church grounds and the do and Mario Lanai
have mare
in common than their.
redecorating of churches.
beef, with
,studios—both actors are
responitible
' for makirg a big
star out of a
complete unknown.
e
.
The name Edmund Purdorn
pay
not mean much to the
public, but
as of right now he's
the hottest
male star in the business
—all because he was put into
roles slice-

Read Our Clasaifiesis

A
k

give Lanza. "I guess I owe them
some kind
of thinks." Purdom
says. flaut
'Tee never met either of
them"
He was given Lanza's rele
in
"The Student Prince" and
Rion do's part in "The Eayptian
" when
Ihe temperamental stars
pulled out
of the picture's.
Dark - eyed and black haired,
Purdom stands well over six
feet
tell and hopes to becoma a
romantic leading man in the old
tradition.
"Most leading men today
arecharacter actors." he said.
"The
I
only real romantic actor in
Hollywood right now is Tyrone Power.
The movies could use
more of his
type"
Purclorn arrived in Hollywood
from London two years ;Igo
and
proceeded to starve until minit
save him a bit part in ."Julius
Caesar' Then Fox used him for
a small role in "Titanic."
"I first came out here to 'do a
a teat for Warners." Purdom
said.
"I didn't snake the goal. with
them so I tested with Fox. tfniversa! and Paramount. Non. of
them wanted me.
"Finally MOM decided I might
woo( out, so I sicred with
them.
As soon as I finish 'The Egyptian
'
for Foy I report back to Mara
where I'll de four pictures in a
row."
The 77 year old F.nglishreal
grinned. "It's either feast or %minc in this business." he said.
"I've been wanting to tat..- a
trip to Eneland to visit rno nareets--they're both 70. nut -.own
I had the time, to en, I (bin, hay.
the' money. Now that I have the
money. I just don't have the
time"
Purdorn is refreshingly hairiest
and about the most artieulata sorter in the business. More important. however. he Reerris—tr, heve
the elusive quality that keens women of vili ages floating on aloud
(tine.
. "AnonimIty is one's pinch nrized.
possession." he naid "I'm terrified to think that one day 1 might
Possibly be stared at and besieged
. by fans. That' not my purpose
•
In coming to Hollywood.
"I want to eetablish myself as
an actor" he concluded, "not as
so personality"
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CONGRATULATES NEW DEPUTY

URBAN C.STARKS &.SON
12th and Poplar Streets .

Phone 1.142

•

RED INVASION
---RIC}IMONDtn (IP
Charles
Watson. 21. a Korean war vmeran,
stid he had driven his car around
town no two days with a Commune.% flag flapping from the radio
and nobody noticed it.
"I think I could drive a Russian
tank down the Orem and nothing
would happen." he said. "I got
more ?eviction in Korea with a
Confederate flag."
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A PHILLIPS liNCLUSIFEI For the first time, you can enjoy the
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benefits of the super aviation gasoline component—Di-isoprop
yl
(pronounced di-iso-pro-pull). No other gasoline has this super
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power ingredient. It is available only in Phillips 66 FliteFuel.

uric
Until recently, the use ofsuper aviation
gasoline components was restricted hy
the United States Government to high
octane, high performance as iation gasoline. They were needed to give our
planes a tremendous power surge in
aerial combat. Now military authorities have released restrictions on the
use of these power-packed as iation gasoline components. So Phillips is able
to use not only Di-isopropyl but also
}IF Alkylate, both originated and tirst
r.ianufactured by Phillips. That's why
Phillips can bring you this great new
gasoline --Phillips 66 Hite-Fuel.

YOU GET ALL TNESE BENEFITS:

• Increased power
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•'smoother acceleration
• Greater fuel econtsmy

• Higher anti-knock quality
• Freedom from stalling
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• Famous Controlled Volatility,
and tlw extra clean burning
features of Phillips 66 Gasoline.
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Let your car's performance tell the
Story. Oct Phillips 66 Flite-Fucl at any
station displaying the orange and black
Phillips 66 Shield.
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DEFENSE SECRETARY Charles E. Wilson (right) congratu
lates
Robert B. Anderson on Anderson's appointment aa
deputy defense
secretary, succeeding Roger M. Kyes (middle). Anderson
leaves
Navy secretary post. They are shown in Washingt
on, where Anderson, 43, Is youngest member of Wilson "team."
(International)

l

•

al

ARRIVING RACK In Washington from New York, Senator Joseph
McCarthy (R), Wisconsin, helps his wife Jean off plane
at National airport. Earlier he said he would fight for broadcas
ting
time to answer speech by Adlal Stevenson attacking
him. Kew
McCarthy was injured in an auto accident,
(international)

SENATOR Dennis Chaves (D), New Mexico, is shown (left)
with
Senator Clinton Anderson (D), New Mexico, during a Democrat
ic
caucus in Worthington th decide party strategy in the New Mexico
election dispute. Chaves defeated Patrick Hurley by 5,000
votes.
He said he would "not be surprised" if the Senate elections
. committee—GOP 2 to I—voted to upset him
(international)
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PUTE STRATEGY

'1,1foueg
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AND
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Sat

One Easy, $42.95
Five other used washers at $39.95
One Kelvinator refrigeratoi, looks
like new, $117.60.
EVERGREENS, SHRUBS
AND
WE REPAlh hANGES, WASHWard and Elkins
roses. Three acres of plants to
South Side Square
im150 ers, small appliances. trains, biwet! grown
those (ruin. Nice
cycles, fans etc. Crosland Appliplants, $1.50 up
Roy Schinaus
ance Service, 205 Soutn Seventh
Nursery. Mayfield Highwey.
tm31c)
Street, phone 1412
tun, Ky.
ml8p)

FOR SALE
I- -

-'FOR

GOOD FORD TRACTOR WITH
plow, cultivator, disc See J. O.
Wilson, Route 2, Murray.
im170
WHEAT STRAW AND JAP HAY,
50 cents bale, fescue hay 50 cents
bale Clovis Byerly, Muriay Rt. 6
phone 4103.
(ml7p)

ew Mexico, is shown (left) with
eke Mexico, during a Democratic
arty,strategy In the New Mexico
Patrick Hurley by 5,000 votes.
led" if the Senate elections. cornpset him
(faternarional)
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4 ROOM APARTMENT, WIRED
for electr-k. stove. See 0. D. Warren, 810 West Main.
Oni6p1

RILEY'S

gardens,

TRACTOR

truck

WORK -

pat.hes.

Michel. phone 626-M.

YOUNG MAN FROM AGE 16 TO
20. Work locally in a business.

business is appreciated

4 ROOM HOUSE WITH BATH
and hot water heater Wired for
electric stove. Phone 383-3 'milk ,

hours
much
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week.
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as 2 years of
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CHAPTER' THIRTY TWO
"Of course not. I meant over girl he might have married-eve
n
"THATS pretty hard," said Stephen."
a cheap, vulgar girl-but it had
Shelly. "When ...peep* are deter-Wet, l•sea -Welk yes-of-(owns bercroaly-senow. That was all
itis
rruned to think the worst."
=Steryone thought she would family had ever planned
on doing.
"Oh, dear," protested the older marry Stewe."
They would mark time until the
"Was there ever an engag e- proper occasion arose
woman, tucking up a stray lock
to show
of hair. "Don't you think people input ? 1•.,n not being cgtty. Just Stephen the error of his choiceCUllous."
generally want to be kind?"
Now, it seemed, that time flea
"There w a s an. understanding, come. They had their storte
5,
"'No, I'm afraid I don't have such
I'm sure."
which they would tell Stephenoptimism about the human race.
"1 see." Shelly took • mint from when he returned-or even
write
Perhaps you'd better tell me what
the little covered dish on the table to himTve done, or what you've heard
beside her
A gust of wind blew
Would they?
I've done."
a spatter of rain &crate the veranHer skin cold, her heart thudMay Anna blinked. She had re- dah to
the window ding, Shelly stared at the faded,
hearsed her approach, had planned pane. "Is that the
only story soft woman In blue, and wondered
• ov to make her points in progres- you've beard?" .
• It Stephen's mealier really would
sive order. Shelly should not have
"In no case were they really write such things to her son in
taken • short cut: she immediately stories. dear. Eleanor just
said she Korea. Stephen loved May Anna,
regretted it
knew you must.have had • good he would believe her stories
beMay Anna played with her time. And Laura Jarvls-you know cause he would be sure this
softbracelet. she touched the matching what good friends we are. She spoken woman would never
tell
necklace of woven tread strands at went to your detense, dear, when anything but the truth.
tier throat The thing is to avoid Ervin Lewis said some catty things
So Shelly must make Mrs. Carr
any chance of talk, Sadly
." about the Medical society meeting know that the stories were not
you attended. All dolled up was true! But now' Oh, what a
ahe said uncertainly.
spot
-.You mean, I should be more his term. He said you spoke In her husband had put her in! He
careful of what I do? Or is it only Dr. Talboy's behalf."
should never nave left her at the
Shelly gasped. "Since I've been mercy of these peopl e! He'd
• matter of being more discreet
to only one meeting, it had to be counted on their protecting her,
about when and where I do it?"
"Oh. dear, Shelly, don t take that the time that poor Mr. Prewett helping her Instead attitude:" pleaded May Anna in and Mr Conitekl spoke in refutaShe leaned back in her chair,
agitation Had she really expected tion ot the goasip that was going waited for an opening, and then
her victim to sit quietly, Osten and around about Craig's accident."
she tried her best to explain ho..v
"You didn't speak that eve- hard, how very hard, she had been
say nothing'
"Ple•se tell me what you've
trying to save Ntephen's practice
"Yes, I did. But not a bout for hon. "Stephen didn't realize
heard about me."
"I don't listen to gossip . . ." Craig. I had helped organize • how things would go," she exnight call service which needed the plained. "In the tine place, Fm
began May Anna.
Who does, thought Shelly, and indorsement of the Medical society. sure he counr on Miss Cobb's
I explained it."
admits it? But she said nothing
staying in the office"
"Oh, dear. I got the Idea that
"Of course, when close friends
"I understand Dr. Talboy was
speak to me in a tone that shows you had-"
very rude to her."
"Dolled up to dazzle those docthey are worried about you,
"If he was, it's the first rudetors into being nice to Craig?"
dear -"
ness I've ever known him to com"Shelly. dear-"
Sheny waited.
mit Don't you know him at all?"
"I'm sorry, but I am upset. I
May Anna laughed a little. "Oh,
"Yes, dear, I've met him."
did
dress carefully that evening.
there wasn't much said, ot Course.
"Craig himself thinks Stephen
Most
any
woman
Eleanor likes Dr Talboy. She says
wants to appear shoula have let some of the local
he is good company--and she said well betore a lot of men. I went doctors care for his patients. And,
she expected you thoroughly en- to that meeting In Stephen's inter- except for the plant. Stephen might
est, Mother Carr. I spoke only for have done that. But, you see,
joyed your hookeyplaying."
Shelly's need lifted. "I don't the night call service-though, of Mother Carr, industrial medicine
course. I had Known way Dr
means specific study told Informaunderstand
-Isn't the office usually opened boy was hurt the night of Mrs. tion Stephen had studied it, and
Armes' death.
so has Dr'. Talboy. That's why
on Saturday afternoon ?"
"How did you know that, Shel- brought him here, and that's why
"No." said Shelly, "it Isn't,"
ly?"
I've tried so hard to help him stay
"Oh, well, then that was a mistake. But did you two go on a
Shelly hit back the sharp re- here--to carry on Stephen's work."
"But maybe you shouldn't, aridpicnic?"
joinder, "I wean t with him!" In"Yes," said Shelly. "Yes, we did. stead- "It was on the office rec- ly! Isn't it true, dear. that' he's
About ten days ago Craig had to ord," she said softly, "that he'd pretty much of a radical?"
Shelly took a deep breath. "He's
go to Allentown. it was a riot, had no sleep tor three nights, In
summery day -on impulse, he sug- Stephen's interest, I telt that the a brilliant man. Mother
He
gested that we tes'te • picnic lunch. truth must be told. The rector and also is honest to the point Of sometimes
seeming rude, He's conthat I go with him. We were Mr. Cornteld told It."
vinced that it's not enough to behonie by dark,"
"Well, I'm glad to get t is at
lieve in a thing, one has to an"Of course you were. dear. And straightened out.
Because Laura nounce
has belief and defend It.
If you don't think it sas indiscreet and Or. Lewis seetneci to
think-" Naturally. when
to ride in his car-and to lie under
Craig's belief con"But don't you see that that's
flicts with established ideas, he
a tree with him-"
the seine situation as colored Eleagets called a radical."
She broke off at a dash in Shel- nor a story about the
picnic? Mrs.
ly's eyes. "Eleanor may do that Jarvis was milled
"You do call him by his first
at me because
when she goes on • picnic with she thought I refused
name, don't you?"
to send Dr.
Craig," said Shelly hotly "I Talboy to her on •
"Yes, of course. He's Stephen's
night call. And,
wouldn't know about that- I don't of course, Dr. Lewis
hates Craig friend."
watch her as closely as she evi- for all the scandal
about his woe's
May Anna shook her head. undently watches me."
attempted suicide. I mean, when happity. "1 wish you hadn't
gone
"Now, Shelly-"
people don't like you in the first into the office."
"Look. Mother Carr. I did go on place, their stories about
"I wish Stephen had never left it.
youthat short afternoon picnic with well- sometimes . . ."
1 mean, it. pretty silly to say what
Dr. Talboy. Eleanor saw us in the
"Shelly, dear," said the older we wish were true. We
have to
car together. and it looks as it sne woman patiently, "don't you realize handle what
is
followed us to the field where we that when so Many people
-Well,
co
disapcourse, dear," said May
eat talking for a couple of hours prove of your
behavior, they may Anna cointortahly, "I'll accept
end where we ate our suppe r, be right ehough that you should your claim
that you're trying to
crisis lay on the grass-so did ens be more caietiii ot what you
do?" save Stevie's pracece-but don't
dog. I sat up both to talk and to
How gently May Anna spoke! you think that gossip about
you
eat. You can believe Eleanor's de' But • silken thread could strangle and nis
replacement might hurt
ductions, or you can believe my ac- quite as fatally as a hemp rope.
. that practice?"
,ount of what happened."
Now it was all coming out; the
Shelly smiled grimly. "I suppose
"Shelly," said May A n n a, re- family had picked Eleanor
tor It could." she agreed. 1'1 know at
roischfully.
Stephen, the Cerra
been dis- can null me-and Stephen through
"Well, at least consider the fart appointed when lie married an- me, if anyone
should be unkind
!hat Eleanor has reason to be other girl. Any girl. They'd made enough
to
aslous of me, Mother Carr."
a show of accepting Shelly-just truths."
"Over Dr. Talboy?"
as they would have done tor
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Dollars to doughnuts are pretty steep odds. No steeper,
though, than the odds against your financial success
unless yon start to save some money ... and keep ever-
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By Ernie Bushmiller

WELL THEN, CAN
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You'll then be a "dollars to doughnuts" favorite to win
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COOS COUNTY JAN. ram saki orownmesio is tremeo oy gar.
John Selling. in Chicago following riot In stitch 18 prisoners,
condemned So tleatti, fought oe authorities for seven hours
till subdued by tear gas. Beside Selling' Is guard Thomas Shafer,
also injured. Right, Mufti John Babb. histeesselionat ticeindpaoloi

Arthur
(m17p1

ni-lanted
chance to

Furniture Store on Main

'Your

CUSTOM

at 505 Maple.

now located
lower level

•

•Ti.levision

Purdoni Parks

guaranteed.

ENIX

GUARD TREATED AFTER JAlt RIOT

ROOM FURNISHED
3
SASE• MIDWAY MOTOits •
ment apartment. Private entranee,
4 miles South of Murray
private bath, refrigerator and electric stove furnished. 203 Woodon Hazel Road. •
lawn.
(m15ci - Drive out ad save $ $ $ $ -

FURNISHED
Apartment, utilities furtushed. $25. Phone 84.
, One Maytag, two yeats old gift/.25. Rooms or rooms and board. 708
'4 Two used Maytags, each $49.95. Olive, phone 131-J.
iml5c)
- --

g

New nylon bath mats are fluff'
deep-tufted. and exceptionally sot
to stand on. Since nylon doesn^
absorb dirt, these mats stay clea
longer and they're economical be
cause nylon is famous for long
wear.

GARAGE APARTMENI, THREE
rooms and bath. 1304 Mein '.it,, NEW SPINET PIANO TO BE
GIVEN AWAY FREE. Watch for
phone 104
(ml7p)
(m170
next Thursday's paper.

•New and Used Cars

reconditioned and

importance are fresh, clean, fluffy
towels big enough to really wipe
dry with. And last but fur from
least, a deep-pile, soft bath mat to
spread your toes on when you step
out of the tub That is rt..!ly luxury--
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LUXURY BATH 1181IFINED
Have you ever thought about
what makes a luirarious bath? A
tub furl of foaming suds. to begin
with-that's easy enough to provide by kee.ong a ire h
soap handy te the tlittli Next ft
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Sunshine is Accented in
ii Modern Landscape Style

Homemakers Help To
Improve Communities

1111111111, MUSSEL% E.

Tall Show
Gals Cain
Fame On Show

'Members of homemakers clubs
in Kentucky devoted a cein.side -able part of their time lest yoia
communities or counties. accordilig
to Miss Iona Moittgornery, stem
By VERNON SCOTT
chairman of citizenship of the Km.tueky Federation of Homeinak.
. United grew: Setaff Correspondent
She reported to women attending
ile — Two show
the University of Kentucky Farm
girls, billed as having "the longest
and Home Convention at Lexingand most beautiful legs in Hollyton.
woed" gained -a measure of fame
More -than 1.900 honiemakers last week when Eddie Cantor
gave one or more pints of blood picked them to appear on his Sunto the Bed Cross or influenced day television show.
The long-stemmed beauties were
others to du so. They further helped by organizing first-aid units. happy as larks aftei abeive chosen
charge of mobile units, working from 100 .other eager contestants.
at blood banks, or feediee blood and willing to talk about anything
at all. But mostly they wanted to
donors. They worked with county
talk about boy friends and dates.
health nurses, and taught classee
One of the winners. Zell Russell!,
nutritio
in
n to 4-H flub members. said
that people have thr wrong
In Anderson county, hentemakidea about Hollywood being a
ers contributed $135 toward the glamoro
us place for dates and
purchase of an iron lung for a
night life.
Lexingtcn
hospital.
Throughout
"I don't go out on dates just
the state, hundreds of hours were for
the sake of going out," she
given by club members to.oervine said.
"I'd much rather stay home
as nuisee aids, or to sewing in with a good
book than go to a
hospitets
night club with someone I'm not
More than $12:200 were contri- interested .in. That sounds funny.
buted by the members of 718 I know, but that's the way I feel."
Phyllis Applegate .the other
homemakers clubs ter
winwelfare
work in their communines the ner. used a little. stronger lanpast year. They sent 867 packages guage.
of food and clething to Korea or
"I'd father watch wrestlin
g on
European countries thr'ugh CARE television than go out
with a
These women aie interested al- Hollywood
wolf
and
wrestle
so in recreation programs in their through an evening, she
frowned.'
Zell, a blone, agreed teat
own communities. The Wheatcroft
mast
Homemakers Club in
Webster of the stage door Johnniee in film
County. for example. orgenized a town have a definite wolf strain
youth center, sponsored entertain- in them, but she hasn't given up
ments, and built 'a tennis court. hope of finding the right guy.
'I'll get merried when
I'm sure
Several clubs adapted old buildI've found the right
one. The only
ings for community: centers, and
Iwo built club houses. Recreation
and craft lessons were sponsored
by several clubs for patients in
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Owners of modern homes who
expect to landscape their
grounds this spring should give
careful thought to a plan.
A good general rule is to decide what use the family can
make of the home grounds, far
the children's play and the
adult's enjoyment, and set aside
areas for games, hobbies, and
service purposes. The most rewarding hobby to practice in
your outdoor home is gardening.
'You will want both flowers and
• vegetable plot, and the latter
should be as near the kitchen
door as possible.
Plant around these useful
areas decorative plants which
will not interfere with use, and
you will be following the fashion
in landscaping which promises to
prevail in this country for many
years to come.
The introduction of functional
design for new homes which
gives first consideration to the
comfort and convenience of the
family rather than allowing tradition to dictate the appearance
of the house, has forced a readjustment of landscape practices.
Foundation plantings of tall
growing evergreens and shrubs
do not at homes with no visible
foundation. Their simple lines
and lack of ornamentation need
a touch of gay color us the
foreground and the practice of
growing flowers in front yards
is rapidly spreading.
Front yard Bowers create attractive views born
picture
windows which are intended to
look out upon such views, rnak-

ing them contribute to home enjoyment. Large glass areas are
Intended to bring sunlight into
the home: and this can only be
accomplished if overplanung if
trees and shrubbery too near the
house is avoided.
To all vegetables. and most
flowers, excepting a few that
are shade-resistant, too much
shade means starvation. Sunshine Is needed by their leaves .
to turn what we knew as plant
foods into sugars, which their
cells use in growth and other
life processes.
Experiments in Ohio have
shown that brightest summer
sunshine falls on the outer
leaves of a tree with a light
intensity of 13.000 foot candles.
Beneath the tree this light is
reduced to 500-1.600 foot candies. with only 300-1,000 in the
heavy shade near the trunk.
When sunlight on leaves is reduced to 1,100 foot candles,
sugars produced by a plant are
all consumed with no reserve
for storage. When light is reduced below this "compensation
point." starvation begins.
In garden planning you may
assume that all garden plants
do best in full slinshine; the
few that retain vigor in shaded
location" must be sought out.
Even these few suffer from the
competition which the roots of
trees and shrubs give them, in
the soil. Roots extend around a
tree in a circle as large as the
top, and some trees, in search
of food and water, send their
roots incredible distances, in the..
struggle to survive.

New Star Comes
From Beefs With
Studio By Stars

Western State Hospital.
Community housekeepine has including
improvement and
the
marking of mailboxes, the cleanBy VERNON
SCOTT
ing -of roadsides. the markir-iiTelf:
roads, the clearing and care of i do
United
Press Staff Corresy
ondent
local cemeteries. landsceping
HOLLYWOOD efe—Marlcm
Bran school or church get-quids -end-ethe
and Mario Lanz ,
- have snore
of in common than
redecorating of churches.
their beefy with
studios—both actors are
respontible
for making a big star
out of a
complete unknown.
•
The name Edmund Purdom
!nay
not mean much to the
public, Ind
' as Of right now he's
the hottcst
male star iii the
business—all be'camse he was put into_rol
esoneese
elect by petulant 131-ando
and "'mho
*ye Lanza.
"I guess I owe them
some kind
of thanks,", ePurdorn says.
but
Fate' nave,
either-6T Arm.'
He was given Lanzae
role in
"The Student Prince" and
Bran do's part in -The Egyptia
n" %hen
the temperamental stars
pulled out
of the pictures,
al
Dark - eyed and black haired,
Purriorn stands well over six
feet
tell and hopes to become a romantic leading man in the old
y•ors-cieeod
tradition.
"Most leadine men today
are
character actors." he said.
-The
only real romantic actor in
Hollywood right now is Tyrone Pewee.
The movies could use more of
his
type"
CLEA FEI
SWIVEL-TOP4
Purdom
arrived In Ifollrwood
from London two years ago
and
proceeded to starve until
gave him a bit part in ."Julius
PfdrnO
/he
Caesar" Then Fox used him for
a small role in -Titanic."
"I first came out here
to in a
test for Warners." Purdom
said.
Exciting colors"I didn't make the rtr,d,s with
rich rr.d
them so T tested with Fox. fin-versa! and Paramount. None
of
—them wanted me.
20X#10/6
*
"Finally MGM decided I might
work out, so I sirned with them.
As soon as I finish 'The Egyptian'
2e/eici
il
l
for FOX I report back to vetri,
SI50
1j
Tr •
,
• r.
wtierr• ni de four pictures in a
row."
104paOl
Togo 1.
0 evois
'The 77 year old Englishman
grinned. "It's either feast or
50 LIGHT, SO
Inc in this business." he said.
QUIET!
"I've been wanting to take a
trip to England to visit my tierLighl orrqr,t— 2 in 4 lb..
Ivor than °thins.
enta—they're both 70. Felt when
I had the time to We), I didn't have
the money Now that I have the
money: I just don't have the
time"
Purdoen is _refreshingly honest
r•ova...
and about the moat Articulate as'ATTACH-0-MANC,
Clip-oo Took
tear in the business More imporToot. cup to climmer'• Ade
holmillooe
tant. however, he neemi. to have
-shinty. Mody. Eris)to carry
"3-1)"
and
IWO NOZZLE
the elusive quality that keena woH./rre
NO DUST
Po•rorful aticiami 411 around
men of all *ages floating on cloud
BAG TO
the amok-front. roar
nine.
1PAPTY
41.15 bath ends!
we
"AnonimIty is one's moat nrized
ammo
possession." he said "I'm terrified to think that one dayI might
noaeibly be !tared at and besieged
by fans. That's net my purpose
• Drone& wry Mom,-•
•
•
• ' • him. at roar
in coming, in Hollywood.
cokes
• ••.,
too a Iho it,. than
• erroor-primo-20% me,. ~two
"1 want to establish myself as
• Foor Artlea 841•44-L•p—
• tditioakiie errlln• —
an actor," he eencluded, "not as
dr sport,.•
•bow polling"
•
erT or11-0 MOW
I) personalitY
Claim Took
• Thatio Fillor— no flier •••,110•11
• Illikekilooky 1554
• Th.515 5 arta& poe• se•e• roe
Rog
Nook*
Z. I. lit
RED INVAS114)711
Sts• "live d•inssnstratiort
—
at our ster• AT ONCE
RICHMOND, <la. V
Charles
SMALL
Wateon. M. a Korean war rwevan.
DEPOSIT
'slid he had driven his' car eirmind
town fer two day!, with a Communist flag flapping from theoradio
aerial and nobody noticed it.
6110141Y•SACK
"I think I coeld drive 3 Russian
1,111AllANTII
12th and Poplar Streets
tank, down the street and enthing
Phone 1142
would happen," he said. "I got
more reaction In Korea with a
Confederate flag."

eackee— ve

enimelie

111111tETUUA 1

thing I'll ask is that he let me
keep up with my career--at least
the modeling end of it," she said.
Both girls are nativa Californians and pietty typical of the
beautiful young things mho show
up at casting tryouts. Matter of
fact, that's how they got tabbed
with having "the most beautiful
legs."

MONDAY, MARCH 15, 1954
'
_

with a large crowd gathered for
the fun, the comedian clowned
around with a measuring tape said
finally settled for Zell and Phyllis.
The girls said they hoeed Cantoi's show would helo further
their careers, but they laughed
when asked if it might brmg them
more dates.

PLAN VOTE DISPUTE STRATEGY

Phyllis, speaxing for both of
Cantor advertised in the Holly- them, said, "We're not
interested
wood trade papers seeking girls in dates right
now. We haven't
with the right qualificatioes. Then, got the time."

PLANS FIGHT FOR TIME ON AIR
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SENATOR Dennis Chavez (De New Mexico, Is shown (left)
with
Senator Clinton Andersen (De New Mexico, during a
Democratic
caucus In Washington to decide party strategy in the New
Mexico
election dispute. Chavez defeated Patrick Hurley by 5.000
votes.
He said he would 'Mot be surprised" if the Senate elections.
committee—GOP 2 td.1—voted to upset him.
international)

CONGRATULATES NEW DEPUTY

ARRIVING BACK in Washington from New York, Senator Joseph
McCarthy (H), Wisconsin, helps his wife Jean off plane
at National airport Earlier he said he would fight for broadcasting
time to answer speech by Adlal Steveason attacking him.
Mrs.
McCarthy was injured in an auto accident,
(/;sterna tional)

DEFENSE SECRETARY Charles E. Wilson (right) congratu
lates
Hobert B. Anderson on Anderson's appointment
as deputy defense
secretary„ succeeding Roger M. Kyes (middle)
. Anderson leaves
Navy secretary post. They are shown in Washington,
where Anderson, 43, is youngest member of Wilson "team." (interna
tional)
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"'MAMAS EXCLUSIVE! For the first time, you can enjoy the

tole
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benefits of the super aviation gasoline component,— Di-isopro
pyl
(pronounced di-iso-pro-pull). No other gasoline has this super

' the

power ingredient. It is available only in Phillips 66 Flite-Fuel.

Until recently, the use ofsuper aviation
gasoline components was restricted by
the United States Gosernment to high
octane, high performance aviation gasoline. They were needed to give our
'planes a tremendous power surge in
aerial combat. Now military authorities have released restrictions on the
use of these power-packed aviation gasoline components. So Phillips is able
to use not only Di-isopropyl but also
liF Alkylate, both originated and first
roanufactured by Phillips. That's why
Phillips can bring you this great new
gasoline-Phillips 66 I:lite-Fuel.

TOO SIT ALL TRESS

BENEFITS:

• Increased power
• Smoother acceleration
• Greater fuel economy
• Higher anti-knock quality
• Freedom from stalling
• Famous 11;itS
nt
' rolled Volatility,
and the extra clean burning
features of Phillips 66 Gasoline.
Let your car's performance tell the
story. Get Phillips 66 F lite-Fuel at any
station displaying the orange and black
Phillips 66 Shield,

PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY
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All the modern features
in ONE cleaner!
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Phillips 66 products are distributed

in Murray

and Vicinity by
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PAGE SEVEN
importance are fresh, clean, fluffy
towels big enough to reall
wipe
dry with. And List but for from
least, a deep-pile, soft bath mat to
spread your toes on when you step
out of the tub That is re..tly luxury-

LUXURY RAUL DEFINED
Have you ever thought about
what makes a luirarious bath? A
tub full of foaming wide to begin
with-that's easy enough to provide by keer,mg a 're h
soap karidp to the tnbl Next iS

DAY, MARCH 15, 1954
•-•••=0110•11.....

'UTE STRATEGY

One Easy, $42.95
Five other used washers at $39 95
One Kelvinator refrigeratoi, looks
like new, $117.50.
EVERGREENS, SHRUBS
AND
WE REPAlh hANGES, WASHWard and Elkins
roses. Three acres of plants to
(mlaci ers, small appliances, trains, biSouth Side Square
wet' grown
chose from. ,Nice
cycles, fans etc. Crosland Appliplants. $1.50 up
Roy SchinauS
ance Service, 205 South Seventh
Nursery. Mayfield Highway, Ben(m31c)
Street, phone 1412.
ton, Ky.
(mt8p)

F.--

FOR SALE

i

NOTICE

New nylon bath mats are fluff'
,deep-tufted, and exceptionally sot
to stand on. Since nylon doesn
absorb dirt, these mats stay des
longer and theyle economical because nylon is famous for long
wear.

GUARD TREATED AFTER JAIL RIOT

FOR PENT

sw Mexico, Is shown (left) with
eee Mexico, during a Democratic
arty,strategy in the New Mexico
Patrick Hurley by 5,000 votes,
ed' if the Senate elections. corn)- set him.
(Internationale

GOOD FORD TRACTOR WITH
plow, cultivator, disc. See J. 0.
Wilson, Route 2, Murray.
iml7ci
WHEAT STRAW AND JAP HAY.
50 cents bale, fescue hay 50 cents
bale. Clovis Byerly, Muriay Rt. 6
phone 4103.
(m17p)

USED
All

5 NEW DEPUTY

APPLIANCES

appliances

GARAGE APARTMENT, THREE
rooms and bath. 1304 Mein tit.. NEW SPINET PIANO TO BE
GIVEN AWAY FREE. Watch for
phone 104
im17p)
tiril7e)
next Thursday's paper.
3 ROOM FURNISHED
BASE• MID% AY MOTOlts •
ment apartment. Private entrance,
4 miles South of Murray
private bath, refrigerator and electric stove furnished. 293 Woodon Hazel Road. •
lawn.
(mlSc - Drive out arid save $ $ $ '•New and Used Cats •Tueeisior

FURNISHED
A- Grayson Mc".:lure. Purdoni Parks
guaranteed.
(a2ci
partment, utilities furnithed. 125. Phone 84
One Maytag, two yeais old $119,!5. Rooms or rooms arid board, 706
Two used Maytags, each $49.95. Olive, phone 131-.1.
tml5c)
SERVICES OFFERED
reconditioned and TWO

ROOM

I

TWO

BEDROOM
apartment, rr.vate

ENIX
Upholstery

entrance. Meet
at 505 Maple.

Shop

FURNISHED

bath, private
form-she:: Apply

CUSTOM
gardens,

TRACTOR

truck
pat. hes.
Michel. phone 626-M.

WORK Arthur
(m17pi

iml5pt

now located
4 ROOM APARTMENT, WIRED
for electrit stove. See 0. D. Wai- YOUNG MAN FROM AGE 16 TO
ren, 810 West Main.
tml6p) 20. Work locally in a business,
chance to learn good trade. 40

lower level

RILEY'S
Furniture Store on

Main

4 ROOM HOUSE WITH BAT'S hours per week. Must have as
and hot water heater Wired for much as 2 years of high school
electric stove. Phone 963-3 'nil&
Write Box 32-W.
firn17pi

Your business is appreciated
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CHAPTER' THIRTY TWO
THAT'S pretty hard," send
Shelly. "When •em•ple etre &Mrmined to think the worst."
"Oh, dear," protested the older
woman, tucking up a Amy lock
of hair. "Don't you think people
generally want to be kind?"
'?4o, I'm afraid I don't have such
optimism about the human race.
Perhaps you'd better tell me what
Tv* done, or what you've heard
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"Of course not. I meant over girl he might have married-even
Stephen."
• cheap, .vulgar girl-but it had
1014. 1-see. -WWII yes--sif-eoarse beercoaly-werow. That was all his
-:-i
- steryone tho ugh t she would family had ever planned on doing.
marry Stevie."
They would mark time until the
-Was there ever an engage- proper occasion a r ose to show
ment? I'm not being cttty. Just Stephen the error of his choicecurious." ,
Now, it seemed, that time nal
"There was an understanding, come. They had their st or I e
I'm sure."
which they would tell Stephen"1 see." Shelly took a mint from when he returned-or even write
the little covered dish on the Cattle to w
him-jut
beside her . A gust of wind blew
Would
rye dcgit."
•-• spatter or ram across tile vartiri- - Her skin -cold, her heart thudMay Anna blinked. She had re- dah to strike against the window ding, Shelly stared at the faded,
hearsed her approach, had planned pane. "Is that the only story
soft woman in blue, and wondered
how to make her points in progres- you've beard?"
W Stephen", mother really would'
sive order. Shelly should not have
-In no case were they really write such things to her son in
taken • an011 cut; she ILLIMPtilgtoty stoma, dear. Kieanor pest mei
she Korea. Stephen loved May Anna,
regretted it.
knew you must have USA • good he would believe her stories beMay Anna played with her time. And Laura Jarvis-you know cause he would be sure this softbracelet. She touched the matching what good friends we are. She spoken woman would never tell
netielace of woven bead strands at went to your defense, dear, when anything but the truth.
tier throat -The thing is to avoid Ervin Lewis said some catty things
So Shelly must make Mrs. Carr
any chance ot talk, Shelly .. ." about the Medical society meeting know that the stories were not
you attended. All dolled up was true! But now? Oh, what a spot
she said uncertainly.
-You mean. I should be more his term. He said you spoke in her husband had put her in! He
careful of what I do? Or is it only Dr. Talboy's behalf."
should never nave left her at the
Shelly gasped. "Since I've been mercy of these peo p I e! He'd
• matter at being more discreet
to
only
about when and where I do it 7"
one meeting, at had to be counted on their protecting her,
"Oh. dear. Shelly, don't take that the time that poor Mr. Prewett helping her Insteadattitude:" pleaded May Anne in and Mr. Cornteld spoke in refutaShe leaned back in her chair,
agitation. Had she really expected tion ot the mem that was going waited for an opening, and then
her victim to sit quietly, listen and around shout Craig's accident."
she tried her best to explain rICYN
"You didn't a pea k that eve- hard, how very hard, she had been
say nothing?
"PI e a se ten me what you've ning"trying to save Stephen's practice
"Yes, I did
heard about 'me"
But not •hout for him. "Stephen didn't realize
"I don't listen to gossip . .." Craig. I had helped organize • how things would go." she exnight call service which needed the plained. "In the tirst place, I'm
beeen May Anna.
Who does, thought Shelly, and indorsement of the Medical society. sure he eotinvd on Miss Cobb's
I explained it."
admits it? But she said nothing
staying in the office "
"Oh. dear. I got the Idea that
"Of course. when close friends
"I understand Dr. Talboy was
speak to me In • tone that shows you had-"
very rude to her."
"Dolled up to dazzle those docthey are worried about you,
"It he was, it's the first rudetors into being nice to Craig?"
dear-ness I've ever known him to com"Shelly. dear-"
Shelly waited.
mit Don't you know him at all?"
"I'm sorry, but I am upset. I
May Anna laughed a little. "Oh,
"Yes, dear, I've met him."
thi re wasn't much said. ot course. did dress carefully that evening.
"Craig himself thinks Stephen
Moat
any woman wants to appear should have let some of the local
Eleanor likes Dr Talboy. She says
he is good company-and she said well before a lot of men. I went doctors care for his patients. And,
she expected you thoroughly en- to that meeting In Stephen's Inter- except for the plant. Stephen might
est, Mother Carr. I spoke only for have done that Out, you ripe,
joyed your hookey-playing."
Shelly's head lit te d. "I don't the night call service-though, of Mother Carr, industrial medicine
course. I had known wiey Dr. Tal- means specific study and lnformaunderstand . . ."
"Isn't the office usually opened boy was hurt the night of Mrs. tion. Stephen had studied It. and
Armes death.
so-he Dr. Talboy. That's why ne
on Saturday afternoon?"
"How did you know that, Shel- brolight aim here, and that's why
"No." said Sbetiy, "it Isn't."
lly?"
I've tried so hard to nelp him stay
"Oh, well, then that was a mistake. But did you two go on a
Shelly bit back the sharp re- here--to carry on Stephen's work.'
"But maybe you shouldn't. Shelpicnic?"
joinder, "I wasn't with him!" in"Yes," said Shelly. "Yes, we did. stead- "It was on the office rec- ly! Isn't it true, dear, that he's
About ten days ago Craig had to ord," she said softly, "that tied pretty much ot a radical?"
Shelly took s deep breath. -He's
go to Allentown. It was a not, had no sleep tor three nights. In
summery day -on impulse, he sug- Stephen's interest, 1 telt that the a brilliant man. Mother Cart, He
gested that we trete s picnic lunch, truth must be told. The rector and else is nonew to the point of sometimes seeming r u d e. He's conand that I go with him. We were Mr. Cornfeld told it."
vinced that it's not enough to behome by dark"
"Well, I'm glad to get t hat
lieve in a thing, one has to an"01 course you were, dear. And straightened out.
Because Laura nounce his
belief and defend it.
if you don't think it WW1 indiscreet and Dr. Lewis seerneei
to think-2--" Naturally. when
Craig's belief conto ride in his car-and to lie under
"But don't you see that that's
a tree with him-the same situation as colored Elea- flicts with established Ideas, he
gets called a radical."
She broke off at a flash in Shel- nor s story about the
picnic? Mrs.
ly's eyes. "Eleanor niay do that Jarvis was mined at
"You do call him by his first
me because
when she goes on • picnic with she thought I refused
to send Dr. name, don't you?"
Craig," said Shelly hotly. "I Tal boy to her on a night
"Yes, of course. He's Stephen's
call. And,
nouldn't know about that- I don't of course, Ur. Lewis
hates Craig friend."
watch her as closely as she evi- for all the scandal about
May Anna shook her head, un.
his wife's
dently watches me."
attempted suicide. 1 mean, when happity. "I wish you hadn't gone
"Now, Shelly-'•
people don't like you in the first into the office."
"Look, Mother Carr. I did go on place, their stories
"I wish Stephen had never left it.
about youthat short afternoon picnic with well- sometimes . . ."
1 mean, it's pretty silly to say what
Dr. Talboy. Eleanor saw us in the
"Shelly, dear," said the older we wish were true. We have to
car together, and it looks as if she it•onian patiently, "don't you realize handle what
is 1.•see."
followed U3 to the field where we that when so many
-Well, of course, dear," said May
people disapeat talking for a couple of hours prove ot your behavior, they
Anna
condor
may
tably.
sec ept
end where we ate our sup pe r. be right enough that you should your claim
that you're trying to
Craig lay on the grass-90 did nut be more careful ot what you
do?" save Stevie'e pracece-but don't
dog. 1 slit up both to talk and to
How gently May Anna spoke! you think that gossip about you
eat. You can believe Eleanor's de- But a silken thread could strangle anti nis replacement
might hurt
ductions, or you can believe my ac- quite as fatally as a hemp rope.. . that practice?"
count of what happened."
•
Now it was all coming out: the
Shelly smiled grimly. "1 suppose
"Shelly," said May A n n a, re- family had picked Eleanor
tor It could." she agreed. "I know it
proachfully.
Stephen, the Cerra had been dis- can nurt nie- arid Stephen througn
"Well, at least consider the fact appointed when ire married
an- me. if anyone should oe unkind
that Eleanor has reason to be other girl. Any girl. They'd made enough to
write turn these halfjealous of me, Mother Carr."
a show of accepting Shelly-just truths."
-Over Dr. Talboy ?".
as they would have done tor any
(To Be Continucd.)
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Dollars to doughnuts are pretty steep udds. No steeper,
though, than the odds against

your financial success

unless yoo start to save some money .

and keep ever-

lastingly at it! How about reversing those odds? Here's
bow; Start a savings account
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John Selling, in Chicago following riot In which 18 prisoners,
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AUNT FRIT71--- MAY
THE
WATCHI.
WRESTLERS
ON TV ?

— By Ernie Bushmiller

WELL THEN, CAN
I &4V€ PAY RAGDOLLS A
BATH

OH, BOY --THIS IS A
SWELL
WRESTLING'
MATCH

rAiNCNIt'-

Lit' ABNIJE
THEY IS YORE BUDOILS,
PAPPY!!-+-THE -I BIN
ANIMALS LONGBRTI
ThEY KNOWS
NIO
WHEN TO HIDE-

ALL THE OTHER
HORNED ANIMALS
IS SIKEDADOLIN'
SAFETYIT-- THEY
WANTS VW
WIF

ABBIE aaa' SLATS

(
OH,GO wiF YORE
KIND, DAPPY!!-Sc'BrHE WON
'
T GO!!
IT'S THE YOKUM
PRIDE

By
SLEEP, MY LITTLE JASON.,SLEEP
LONG AND PEACEFULLY... TNE
REWARD FOR LOVING DEBORAH

1

EAMES .
ITER NAL
..
SL

2'

Raeburn Van Bares

r—
LET ME LOOSE...
YOU'LL DO NO
ILL PULL YOU...I'LL 00 MORE KILLING,
LITTLE
IT: DO IT; DO IT,'!
LADY:
f,"`•
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A & Ps Usual Fine Quality Cut Up Tray Packed

FRYERS

Ott

lb.

Stock Your Freezer
Now and Save

COME SEE
COME SAVE
At A&P
11

JUICY FLORIDA VALENCIA •

ANG

176 size, doz.

Juicy California 432 Size

LEMONS • 2
Apples
ON STRETCHER is Lincoln F Bin. Jr., In Torrance, Calif.. whose
heart stopped beating tor four Ilsilnutes Jurtng an operation to
reset his right elbow broken a *seek before. The doctor noticed
the n •art stoppage and cut • live-inch slit between the boys
nbs. fie reached in and massaged the heart with his fingers for
30 minutes Then the Fire department Pulmotor squad took over
to administer oxygen for two hours Doctor said next 72 hour*
would tell II there is perivanent damage.
(in(ernational)

2.TONS 'KITS FOR KOREA' READY

•

Florida (8-lb

49C Yellow Onions
Potatoes U 5
bags 49c
10c Pineapple

Excellent bakers, 10-lb

mesh

Puerto Rican

ORANGE JUI CE
STRAWBERRIES

.0

Angel Food Ring Jame
Breakfast Rolls jane
- k.
MS. MAMIE IISIINHOWBV leeks tetat( tiled with maple utilitarian necessities for ctuldren of Korea. Holding the bag tn Wash-

a
a

ington la Girl Scout Jane Lee. 14. A-lington. Va. a Korean girl
eva,
uated from Seoul early in the Korean war, Five Girl Scouts
told their honorary prealient. Mrs. Eisenhower. that the first two
tons of -Kits for Korea- are ready for shipment by Arnencan
Relief for Korea. Occa.i,m was Girl Scout week (international(

r.

49c

Parker..large eke

25c

pkg

Sandwich Cookies h p„k„ 4 varieties, pkg
Hot Cross Buns
Jane Parker, PRI
Brown'n Serve Rolls Jane Parker. plain. dos
Danish Filled Ring
White Bread Jane Parker

Sunburst

ii

Ladino, Ranger Among
Most Valuable Legumes

tt
if

ci

No

No. I white

for

29c

1 3 lb. bag 10c
50 lb. bag $1.19
35c

Fresh (Jumbo I .is„ case 5.,

17c

24c

LIBBY'S
FRESH
FROZEN

43c

10 oz

ood
T01Ag
Quf ol'IsEAS,
OR GREEN BEANS
SULTANA CORN

G.
Pr

Sa
ed
tvt

Pti
th

Ladino is the giant of white where both wilt and cold l
i esistClovers ranking in productivity ante are necessary for long-urn.
pasture
survival.
at or near the top as a
legume Where adapted. no betBecause of the susceptibility
ter pasture can be had than a of Grimm alfalfa to bacterial
compatible grass-Ladino mixture. wilt its place has now been taken
Ladino, an aristocrat among by Ranger. the productivity of
legumes, requires fertile soil arid which is equal to or better than
extra feeding. A -producuve soil Grimm, with hardly-42s practicalwith adequate fertilization and ly equal Now that ample certilime. Inoculation of the seed with fied seed of Ranger is avai:stile,
effective nitrogen-fixing bacteria. farmers who wish to play safe
and proper management of the against wilt and severe winters
y for maxi- will turn to Ranger for this
crop, are ne
mum yields., When properly fer- way protecUon.
tilized. Ladino has shown amazWith both Ladino clover and
trig ability to resist ordinary
droughts It always has • quick • Ranger alfalfa the seed is indistinguishable
in appearance from
come-back when rains come.
varieties. It is necessary
Ladino seeded alone Is one of , other
the best legumes as pasture for to buy certified seed to be sure
variety. Fortunately
hogs and poultry. In the South it of the true
rs who wish to sow
P . le far
I, particularly good for hogs
either
year,
this
the supply of
while grazing corn in the field
high-quality western-grown certiAs pasture for cattle. Ladino
adequate at smaller
should always be sown' with a fied seed is
campatible. adapted grass, per- differentials in price than ever
before.
haps either one. ci4-- the P4rge
High-quality certified seed of
such as Achenbromeg
bach. Fisher or Lincoln or Alta Kenland red clover and Buffalo,
Narragansett and other
Atlantic.
proporiii,such
fescue.
31
or Ky
tion that at least half of the for- alfalfa, is also available in areas
where there varieties are adapage will be grass.
Just as Ladino leads pasture ted. This is an opportunity for
pasture renovation through the
tops
is
alfalfa
Ranger
legurnes.
among •Ifalfas in the Northern use of compatible adapted legand Central states, psructuarir umes and gra

ill

N

I- roll, lIcL.

Cut From fieavv Calve.

T-Flone

st,ei Beef

I 1,1111

t.

T-Florie

Cal% es

s N

trer Beef

•

LB 39'

blade tut

16-oz. cans

Sweet of Natural Grapefruit
46-oz.
can

PICKLES

quart jar

9`• JUICE

Austez Beef Stew

IS ounce can

25c

Tomato Juice
19c
Iona. 46-oz. can
Strawberry Preserves Ann Page 2 lb. jar 59c

dicEn67-1

steer Beef

blade cut

Your Choice

sliced or halves 2

-oz

cans

Ann Page. 12-oz. glass

Deza Shortenin"'Purr

Woman. Dgv
-

Vegetable

19
3 lb. ran

75C

AiltP Magazine. March haw. 4111 only

49c

8 O'Clock Coffee Mild and Mellow
Dried Beans
Rig Top Pinto. G

33c

Sunnybrooks Eggs

Food

1.1b. pkg

I •

99,

lb. 65,
55.

Grade A Large. (in dos

Sharp Cheddar

2

79

lb
loaf

STOKELYS KETCHUP

Fancy. 14-1n.

19'
21'
331

bottle

II

STOKELYS SHELLIE BEANS
2
STOKELYS CORN

oz

can

cream At.le

golden

17 ot.
r ins

ARMOURS TREET
or
ARMOURS TAMALES It 01
ARMOURS VIENNA SAUSAGE '"(ao
-ARMOURS CORNED BEEF HASH
ARMOURS CHILI CON CARNF

BALLARDS

Herefords feeding on Ladino-tall fescue pa•ture.
Another saluable mixture In many locations is
bromegrasa. Ranger alfalfa and Ladino clover.

ut I rom Eh,

Lit

Dandy Sweet Mixed

Iona Peaches
Peanut Butter

LB 59c
LB 79c
LB 59c
LB 79c
LB 69
LB 89c
LB 35c

ill I loin lie..1%) steer Beer

ut I rn,

491.

Luncheon melt

at

ROUND STEAK
ROUND STEAK
SIRLOIN STEAK
SIRLOIN STEAK
PORTERHOUSE or
PORTERHOUSE or
CHUCK ROAST
CHUCK ROAST

CHEESE

pound

BIG TOP

at
11.
Sr

• 411,

( ut 1 rom Heavy Cal% es

Ut From Hr 'vv

17c

at. loaf still only

CHEESE

29c
39c

Jane Parker, each

12-oz

19c

Peanut Butter
10 oz. Goblet cc

b.

1

size )

Florida Gold Frozen
Concentrated
6-oz.
(12 cans $1.19)
can

APPLE PIE
8 Inch Size Only 39c
g
A

t

pliofilm bag

JANE PARKER

•

bag 39c)

49C GRAPEFRUIT ("

dozen

winesap or red delicious 4-lb

Idaho Potatoes
Sweet Yams

29c

(8-1b. bag 49c)

-II. 07

Biscuits
OVEN READY

1 Package 1 Oc

Oleomargarine
1 Pound carton 29c
KRA/ IS

25'
191

CIA.0t

16 ntlan

PARKAY

Velveeta
2 Pound _loaf 89c
Clorox Bleach
29
49
C
CHEESE FOOD

31c
251

II

SIOUX BEE HONEY

/
1
2G5l
BOT.

PURE STRAINED

POUND
DISPENSER JAR

49c

5

POUND JAR

1 POUND JAR

33c

GAL
C BOT

ants/IC*1 FOlit/AOSIF FOOD RETAILER

:
at;ara'A
*to nit*? an:it- Nut a PACII:c
tra

Blue Tag Certified

Seed Potatoes

99c

Cleans - Disinfects - Deodorizes

obbler. or triumphs $41 z
194 lb

Mac

Lo

U. S. No. 1 Yellow

Onion Sets

t NCI 1519

.099PAPCY

Oxford Park
pound

10c

Grass Seed

bag $1.89

